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ABSTRACT

Semantics of Sa'a transitive suffixes
and thematic consonants
Karen C. Ashley
Master of Arts
with major in
Applied Linguistics
The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, June 2012
Supervising Professor: Dr. Brenda H. Boerger
In the Sa'a language of the Solomon Islands, the transitive form of some verbs is
made by adding only an object clitic to the verb root. Other verbs add a transitive suffix
of the form -(C)i before the object clitic. Some intransitive verbs form a second
intransitive by adding -(C)a'i and a second transitive with -(C)a'ini plus object clitic.
Most verbs may also be nominalized by adding -(C)a.
These patterns of affixation are shared by many Oceanic languages. In each of
these forms the -C is chosen from a limited set, known in the literature as the thematic
consonants. Most Oceanic analysts consider the consonants to be lexically determined
and meaningless, although a few identify semantic groups of verbs which tend to share a
consonant.
This thesis presents several semantic features, instigation, affectedness,
intentionality, durativity, telicity, and result, which interact to control the choice of
consonant and suffix for Sa'a verbs and deverbal nouns.
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Sa'a language examples have a Sa'a line, a gloss line, and a free translation line.
Boldface type is used within the examples to highlight the feature(s) under consideration
in a given example. Morpheme glosses follow the standard of Interlinear Morpheme
Translation

(IMT)

adopted

by

the

Framework

for

Descriptive

Grammars

(www.unm.edu/~wcroft/Papers/TypAbbrev.pdf). A few grammatical categories not
covered

by

IMT

are

included

in

the

Leipzig

Glossing

Rules

(http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php), and those are used as a
secondary standard as needed.1
In addition to the standard abbreviations provided by these resources, I have used
some of my own abbreviations for features which are not covered by those sets but which
are relevant for the discussion of pertinent categories in Sa'a. I deviate once from my
principle of choosing the IMT abbreviation over the Leipzig, as I have used the Leipzig
abbreviation

PFV

to gloss perfective instead of the IMT recommended

1

PRF.

I have also

Only six grammatical categories included in the Leipzig Glossing Rules are not included in the
IMT set.

xvi

made two adaptations to the abbreviations recommended by the standards. One
adaptation I have made to the standard abbreviations is to use
combined features of

REALIS

and

IMPERFECTIVE

RL.I

as a gloss for the

which is carried by a high frequency

morpheme in Sa'a. The other modification I have made is that I have glossed another high
frequency morpheme as

TR

for

TRANSITIVIZER

by IMT. I have also used the abbreviation

TC

instead of the longer

TRNS

recommended

for ‗thematic consonant‘ when presenting

the data and analysis of other researchers, though I do not use this for my own Sa'a data.
The full set of grammatical glosses I have used is provided in the table of abbreviations
on pages xv & xvi, and most are indicated in SMALL CAPS throughout. The two which do
not employ small caps are the abbreviations for the two features affected and instigating,
which are not used in example glosses but are enclosed in brackets to signify that they are
argument features. These abbreviations appear as parts of the event structure templates in
Chapter 4.
Parentheses are used in the examples to denote optional elements that may or may
not be said, but which do not affect grammaticality. Parentheses are also used to indicate
ambiguity in the translation, for example coconut(s) when plurality is not necessarily
indicated by the Sa'a. When I deemed it helpful to better understand an example, square
brackets [ ] are also used in the translation line to give a more literal translation, or at
times a more idiomatic one, or to supply implied information that may not be apparent
from the words themselves. I trust it will be obvious in each example how the text in the
brackets should be taken. Sometimes a slightly unnatural but understandable English
translation is used to better exhibit the structure of a Sa'a example.

xvii

An asterisk (*) indicates either of the two conventional uses in the linguistics
literature, that is, to mark infelicitous or ungrammatical constructions, or to mark
historically reconstructed forms. A number sign (#) is used to mark sentences which,
although not ungrammatical, are semantically infelicitous.
Finally, in accord with Solomon Island sensibilities and for privacy reasons,
names of people and places are represented in the examples with just a capital letter.
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1.

Introduction

1.1 Overview of thesis
A preliminary look at Sa'a verb morphology reveals five main forms of
suffixation on verb roots as shown in Table 1. (-C is a variable consonant.)
Table 1.
Root

Common suffixation of Sa'a verb roots

Suffixes

Clitics

root

Resulting Word Type
Intransitive Verb

root
root

-(C)i

root

-(C)a

root

-(C)a

-'i

root

-(C)a

-'i

object clitic

Transitive Verb

object clitic

Derived Transitive Verb

(possessive clitic)

Deverbal Noun
Derived Intransitive Verb

-ni

object clitic

Derived Transitive Verb

This thesis explores two main questions concerning the above forms:
1. What parameters determine which verb form will be used in any given clause?
2. What determines the identity of the consonant used in the -C position?
Comparable affixes are found in most Oceanic languages, and they have been
discussed widely in Oceanic literature. The suffix and suffix sequence which form the
two derived transitive verbs in the table are found with numerous variations in spelling
and are usually referred to as the Proto Oceanic (POc)
SUFFIXES,

SHORT AND LONG TRANSITIVE

*-(C)i and *-(C)akini (see for example Lynch et al. 2002 and Evans 2003). I

1

2
use these terms as they have been conventionally referred to in the literature without
intending to imply agreement with their analysis as single morphemes. The medium-sized
POc suffix *-(C)aki, cognate with the Sa'a -(C)a'i which forms the derived intransitive
verb of Table 1, is often treated as a variation of the long transitive suffix. The term
THEMATIC CONSONANT

is used for the variable -C in works which address the variation in

suffix onset. Works which address the topic of these suffixes generally accept the
hypothesis that the thematic consonants were originally root final consonants which were
reanalyzed as belonging to a following syllable when there was a change in the maximum
syllable template which involved a constraint against word final consonants. Since the
constraint did not apply when a vowel initial suffix was present, the consonant was
retained and eventually reanalyzed as an onset to the suffix. Over time the new
phonological border was perceived as a grammatical one as well.2
This thesis takes a new approach to Oceanic verb affixation by making several
assertions about the Sa'a suffix forms. First, the various consonants which occur as the
first element of the suffix sequences are treated as morphemes with grammatical
meaning, which means that -i and -a also stand alone as individual morphemes. Second,
the -' (glottal stop) and the -n of the longer forms are merely fixed instances of the
variable -C, and third, all the suffixes and suffix sequences are actually strings of these
meaningful consonant morphemes alternating with the -i and -a morphemes, producing

2

Hale (1968) appears to be the originator of an early version of this hypothesis for the Maori
language. He extends it to other Polynesian languages in Hale (1973). Subsequent sources often
offer it as a foundational assumption about Oceanic languages without citing an original source.

3
suffix sequences which are fairly compositional in meaning, with each single letter
morpheme contributing a tiny slice to the whole. It is the CV syllable pattern which
regulates which type can occur next; thus the consonant suffixes must be paired with one
of the vowel morphemes. Some of these pairs regularly co-occur, combining to form
multi-syllabic sequences which occur frequently enough to be interpreted as units with
standardized functions, so that they have appeared to be single suffixes rather than the
compositional suffix sequences explicated in this analysis.
This thesis explores the semantic functions of the long and short suffixes, seeking
to go beyond merely characterizing them as transitive suffixes in order to formulate
semantic parameters which delineate their usage. Each morpheme is shown to have a
particular function which corresponds to a part of the composite derivational meaning of
the whole word. Many of the consonants specify lexical aspect at the verb level,
contrasting with other morphemes of the verb phrase which indicate clause level aspect.
Other morphemes alter the grammatical category of the word, changing it from verb to
noun or back to verb again. Still other affixes indicate the degree of causation and
affectedness between the participants involved in the event indicated by the verb.
Though each of the various affixes contributes a unique function to the whole, the
combined effect of the regularly occurring sequences is also worthy of recognition, as
they corporately operate in the realm of valency and argument structure. The features
contributed by the individual morphemes interact with the event structure information
characteristic of the various verb types, forming a set of simple parameters which
determine the allowable clause structures. These parameters are proposed as an

4
alternative to the complicated thematic role combinations described elsewhere (as in
Pawley 1973:128).
1.2 Geography
The Sa'a language is spoken on the island of Small Malaita, one of about a
thousand islands that make up the small country of the Solomon Islands, which stretches
in a loose 930 mile chain from northwest to southeast in the Pacific Ocean about 1100
miles northeast of Australia.
Map 1. Map of Oceania3

3

Map of Oceania adapted from editable, royalty free map
http://www.freeusandworldmaps.com/html/WorldRegions/WorldRegionsPrint.html.

found

at

5
Many readers may not be able to place where on the globe the Solomons is
located unless it is pointed out that Guadalcanal, scene of numerous fierce battles
between Japanese and Allied forces in World War II, is one of the islands in the
Solomons. Malaita is the large island to the east of Guadalcanal, and Small Malaita is the
portion on the southern end of Malaita that is actually separated from it by a narrow sea
channel.
Map 2. Map of the Solomon Islands4

Sa'a is spoken primarily on Small (South) Malaita, with closely related dialects of
Sa'a also being spoken on neighboring Ulawa, Uki, and Three Sisters islands (Lewis

4

Map of Solomon Islands adapted from editable, royalty free
http://www.your-vector-maps.com/countries?imagelist=l-solomon.

map

found

at

6
2009). To the north the nearest neighboring language is 'Are'are, spoken on the southern
portion of Big (North) Malaita. A mixture of the two languages is found in border areas,
with the Sa'a language getting purer as one moves south and east on Small Malaita. The
language name is the same as the village of Sa'a, which is the recognized center of
indigenous culture in the area. Folk history claims that Sa'a was the seat of the primary
chieftainship which was passed through the older sons, with younger sons of successive
generations moving away to establish other villages on the island (Ivens 1927). Sa'a
village is located on the east coast of Small Malaita just north of Cape Zelee, the small
peninsula that forms the east side of the large bay at the southern tip of the island. Sa'a
village lies at 161o 34' 38" east longitude and 9o 41' 34" south latitude, and it has a
population of about 700 people. At the time of the 1999 government census, there were
7,298 people who spoke Sa'a as their mother tongue on Small Malaita, with an additional
3,304 on Ulawa and 917 on Uki and Three Sisters islands (Tovutovu & De Bruijn
2002:48).

7
Map 3. Map of the Sa'a language area5

Practical matters like shipping routes and safe harbors have caused other villages
on the island, such as Afio, Roone, and Riverside, to exceed Sa'a in both population and
economic importance. Yet when parochial loyalties are laid aside, most Small Malaitans
recognize that Sa'a and its near neighbor A'ulupeine are where the language is currently
spoken in its purest form.
1.3 Language family
According to Lynch et al. (2002), the Sa'a area was settled during the first wave of
human settlement which extended from west to east across the Pacific. A second wave of

5

Map of Sa'a Language Area adapted from editable, royalty free map found at
http://www.your-vector-maps.com/countries?imagelist=l-solomon.

8
settlement later moved along the same path into the Solomons as far as Isabel, leaving a
distinct linguistic boundary between the Western Oceanic and Central-Eastern Oceanic
subgroups, with Bughotu on the southern tip of Isabel belonging to the latter and the
other Isabel languages to the former.
Bughotu and the languages on the islands of Gela, Guadalcanal, Malaita, and
Makira make up the Southeast Solomonic family of Central-Eastern Oceanic. Within this
subgroup the settlement pattern appears to have moved from Bughotu through Gela to
Guadalcanal. From Longgu on the northeastern coast of Guadalcanal, the settlement
pattern crossed the channel to Small Malaita, splitting from there northward to North
Malaita and southward to Makira. This pattern is important to the study of the consonant
suffixes in that it suggests that consistency of meaning for them may extend beyond the
limitations of the Sa'a language area itself to other Malaitan and Makiran languages. I
return to this claim in the concluding chapter.
Sa'a is very closely related to the language variety found to the east on the smaller
islands of Ulawa and Uki, so much so that Ivens included both Sa'a and Ulawa in the
same dictionary (1929). Ulawa differs from Sa'a mainly by numerous lexical
substitutions and by its more restricted application of the vowel raising rule (see
section 2.2). The vowel raising differences are so pervasive that present day Ulawans
consider their speech to be a different language, and they find Sa'a works to be very
difficult to read. Whether Ulawa is merely a dialect of Sa'a or a distinct language is a
question that is beyond the scope of this work.

9
1.4 History of linguistic study
The formal study of the Sa'a language began with the early missionaries in the
1860's. The initial mission strategy of the Anglican church was to take several young men
from around the Solomons back to a training school on Norfolk Island near Australia in
order to teach them without distractions. Over a period of several years these boys
studied the Vanuatu language of Mota, English, practical vocational subjects, basic
theology, and the essentials of church practice; and many of them were converted to
Christianity. When they were returned to their homes, it was hoped that they would pass
on their knowledge to their families and friends and lead them to Christ.
The transmission of knowledge was not unidirectional during these studies; hence
many of the early works on the various languages of Melanesia were authored by the
priests and bishops who interacted with these early Melanesian Christians. As these first
believers converted others, the work progressed geographically, and expatriate priests
came to the islands to live amongst the indigenous people. One such priest was Walter
Ivens, author of linguistic works about several Solomon languages. Ivens lived in Sa'a
village and the surrounding area for over fifteen years, producing a short grammar
(1911), an extensive dictionary (1918 and 1929 editions), and a detailed ethnography
(1927). He and his Sa'a colleagues also produced translations of the New Testament, the
Anglican Book of Common Prayer, and a hymnbook. His work is still cited as source
material for historical reconstructions in Proto Oceanic and in typological studies of
languages of the Southeast Solomonic subgroup of Oceanic languages (Pawley 1973,
Lynch et al. 2002, Clark 1977, and many others).

10
While Ivens‘ knowledge of the language was extensive, he was not well served by
the linguistic theory of his time, and as a result his grammars, both the longer version
published in 1911 and the shorter version included in the 1918 dictionary, leave
unaddressed many of the issues that relate to a thorough study of Sa'a verb morphology.
He isolated many roots, suffixes, and prefixes and described them in terms of
Indo-European forms, but his descriptions do not fully explain the usage patterns and fine
distinctions which are foundational to the core constituent of the Sa'a clause, namely the
verb and its associated particles.
Ivens categorized some verbs as transitive and others as intransitive, but he did
not distinguish between the various types of arguments that could occur with transitive
and intransitive verbs. He listed the various forms of the short and long transitive suffixes
but did not propose any hypothesis as to why they occurred with an assortment of
different initial consonants. He catalogued a variety of nominalizing suffixes but did not
try to differentiate between them as to function. Though it is apparent from his translation
work that his level of comprehension was both broad and deep, his grammar leaves many
issues unexplained. Yet it must be remembered that descriptive linguistics was not the
primary purpose of his study; he came to the Solomons as an Anglican priest with the
mission of reaching the Solomon Islands people for Christ, and his linguistic studies were
a side interest that contributed to his vocation by enabling him to better communicate the
message of salvation and Christian growth.
This work builds on Ivens‘ foundational studies, with a focus on examining the
more productive parts of Sa'a verb morphology in order to clarify the usage patterns of
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the structures recognized by Ivens and to describe them in terms of current linguistic
theory. In doing so, I update and correct some of Ivens‘ data items which have either
become archaic or were inaccurately or incompletely catalogued in Ivens‘ 1929 Sa'a
dictionary.
1.5 Detailed preview of thesis
In order to thoroughly address the larger questions posed above, I first develop a
method of characterizing each clause by basic verb type and by the distribution of the two
parameters of instigation and affectedness (as defined in Næss 2007) with regard to the
subject and object participants in transitive clauses. I then lay out a typology of all
possible combinations of these parameters and show how the occurrence of the (-C)-i
sequence corresponds to a fixed subset of the possible types. In the process I also
characterize a distinctive transitive clause pattern with patient subject that is common in
Oceanic languages but unusual to English ears. This clause type accounts for a number of
examples which have formerly been considered problematic.
In an effort to isolate meanings for the various thematic consonants I look at
nominalized forms, which provide plentiful examples of roots which can each be paired
with several different consonants. The meanings isolated in the nominalized forms are
then extended to the suffixed verb forms and shown to be consistent. Clauses employing
verbs with the various consonants are organized, described, and exemplified according to
several semantic concepts regularly discussed in event structure studies: volitionality,
instigation, and affectedness as described in Næss (2007), internal versus external
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causation (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1994), telicity and durativity (Dowty 1979), and
result (Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2010).
Because my analysis of the thematic consonants differs significantly from that
found in other Oceanic works, I then show how my analysis applies to data gleaned from
other Oceanic sources, especially from neighboring languages in the Solomon Islands.
These languages include Toqabaqita (also spelled To'aba'ita),6 a language at the other end
of the Malaitan language chain which has been described in great detail by Lichtenberk
(2008), Kwaio, described by Keesing (1975), and Fijian (Dixon 1988 & 2010, Arms
1973, Evans 2003). I demonstrate how this analysis has explanatory value in dealing with
some of the puzzling examples referred to in Evans (2003). Finally, I also give a preview
of how event structure templates using scalar and non-scalar change verbs and instigating
and affected argument characterizations may be useful beyond Oceanic languages, as
they can possibly shed light on English verbs which have both unergative and
unaccusative behavior.
1.6 Data corpus description
The Sa'a language examples included in this thesis are of four types. When
possible, examples cited are drawn from texts composed by native speakers during the
production of a vernacular newspaper, which has been published on a generally twice
monthly basis for fifteen years. Over three hundred editions have been produced, and

6

Lichtenberk uses <q> to represent the glottal stop, but I prefer the more commonly accepted
Oceanic orthographic convention of using an apostrophe < ' > for the glottal in subsequent
references to the language name as well as any data quoted from the language.
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some 220 editions are available as searchable electronic text. Each edition consists of
approximately two pages of single spaced text comprised of short items of general
interest to the community, such as reports of community events, decisions of the village
committee, sports coverage, announcements, advertisements for the sale of garden
produce, and instructional material from the church or health clinic.
A second source of examples is a modern translation of the New Testament into
Sa'a, published in 2005. Although such examples are translations rather than original text,
the translation project incorporated a dynamic meaning-based translation philosophy, and
the text was both drafted and checked by multiple native speakers. Because of these
multiple checks, this text is in some ways more valid for analysis than text from the
newspaper, which may contain forms which are unique to the individual author of the
particular article from which the example is drawn.
A third source of examples is the knowledge base I have gained over nineteen
years of residence in the Sa'a community, which is much longer than most academic
linguists spend in actual field work in one location. Every effort has been made to use
examples from the two sources previously listed before turning to this source. My
knowledge of the language has, however, been employed to simplify some examples by
deleting peripheral elements or substituting pronouns for more complicated noun phrases,
all the while being careful to retain features such as animacy and verbal aspect which
could be germane to the analysis.
The final source of material for this work is the 1929 dictionary compiled by
Walter Ivens. Examples drawn from the dictionary have also been checked against
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current usage patterns in order to eliminate archaic forms and to correct spelling. Because
of the wide range of semantic domains covered, the dictionary includes many useful
forms which are not likely to arise in the contexts included in the other data sources.

2.

Phonology

2.1 Phoneme inventory and orthographic conventions
Sa'a has fifteen consonant phonemes and five vowel phonemes. The vowel
inventory, shown in Table 2, consists of the five vowels common to many Oceanic
languages.
Table 2.

Vowel phonemes

Front
High
Mid

Central

Back

i

u
e

o
a

Low

The consonant inventory, shown in Table 3, differs significantly from neighboring
languages, primarily in the absence of voiced stops. (Orthographic symbols which differ
from the phonemic representation are shown in angle brackets.) This may indicate some
relation to the Polynesian languages, though I do not make any claims as to the direction
of such influence. The loss of the voiced stops is a topic worthy of further study at a later
date.
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Table 3.

Voiceless
obstruent

Labialized

Labial

Alveolar

Alveopalatal

Velar

Glottal

pw <pw>

p

t

ʧ <d>

k

ʔ <'>

s

Voiceless
fricative
Nasal

Consonant phonemes

mw <mw>

m

n

Lateral

l

Flap

ɾ <r>

Semivowel

h
ŋ <ng>

w

Six of the above consonants are worthy of some discussion: /pw/, /mw/, /w/, /ʧ/,
/ŋ/, and /ʔ/. The consonant phonemes in current use were isolated by nineteenth century
missionaries, who chose to represent /pw/ with the symbol <q>, /ʧ/ with <d>, and
employed either italic typescript (<m> and <n>) or overlining (<> and <>), or
occasionally underlining (<m> and <n>), for /mw/ and /ŋ/. In some works where the
whole Sa'a word was already in italics (because it was being referenced as a non-English
word), these phonemes were marked as <ṁ> and <ṅ> so that the author could show
differences between words like mala ‗like, as‘ and mwala ‗people‘. Glottal stop was
recognized as a phoneme and was written with a reversed apostrophe in linguistic works,
but it was omitted in materials for native speakers, as it was felt that the meaning of most
of the resulting homophones could usually be ascertained from contextual cues. The
choice of <d> for the alveopalatal affricate was influenced by the numerous cognates in
North Malaitan languages which have an alveolar voiced stop where the affricate occurs
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in Sa'a. This sound is not consistently pronounced across the language area, with the
people around Sa'a village pronouncing the affricate while their neighbors in the Port
Adam area realize the sound as a strongly aspirated voiceless stop.
As Sa'a speakers developed literacy skills, they encountered several problems
with the orthography the missionaries had developed. Probably the most damaging to
language preservation were the omission of glottal stop and the strong inclination to
forget the lines over the <> and <> to signify /mw/ and /ŋ/; consequently, there has
been some loss of contrast in environments where these sounds occur. Some speakers
who were familiar with English began to use <pw>, <mw>, <ng>, and <ch> instead of
<q>, <m>, <n>, and <d> respectively. The <q> was probably the least favored of the four
irregular graphemes, as it often misled readers, especially non-native speakers, to use the
incorrect [kw] sound which <q> represents in English, and prominent citizens especially
disliked hearing their names mispronounced in the media. The other graphemes <pw>,
<mw>, and <ng> were soon relatively well accepted, as most readers welcomed the relief
from the misleading <q> and the inconvenience of writing the lines over <> and <> in
handwritten material. But native speakers seemed less willing to give up <d>, in spite of
it having the same mispronunciation problems as <q>. This was likely due to the
recognition of the many cognates with North Malaitan languages, as bilingualism is
common in language border areas.
As far as pure linguistics is concerned, it is possible that /p w/, /mw/, /w/ and /ʧ/ are
not historical Sa'a phonemes, though /ŋ/ most certainly is. An inventory of possible CV
syllables reveals gaps for the sequences [mwu], [pwu], [wu], and [ti], while all other pairs
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have relatively high frequency. It would be plausible to substitute [u] for [w] in all
occurrences of [pw], [mw], and [w] alone, and likewise use [ti] instead of [ʧ], but
sociolinguistic factors make such a substitution inadvisable for any work which aims for
acceptability in the language community itself.
In view of these factors, this work adheres to the orthographic choices adapted by
the local community, using <mw> for /mw/, <pw> for /pw/, <ng> for /ŋ/, and retaining the
use of <d> for /ʧ/. I also continue to use <wV> in sequences that might arguably be /uV/.
Not only is the sequence [ti] not allowed within a root, it is also prohibited when
affixation would otherwise bring the two phonemes /t/ and/i/ into contact. In such
situations, the contrast between the stop and fricative is neutralized, so that /ti/ is realized
as [si]. This morphophonemic pattern occurs most commonly when the (-C)-i suffix
sequence is added to a verb. The underlying form is /t/, but words where the [s]
allomorph occurs are spelled with <s> according to common spelling conventions long in
use in the language area. I sometimes remind the reader of this convention by referring to
the morpheme in question as -t/s. This phonological process is common in languages of
the Malaita/Makira subgroup (Lichtenberk 1986).
Glottal stop, when written, is symbolized with a straight apostrophe. Glottal stop
is always written when it occurs word medially; in word initial position, the situation is
not so straightforward and is thus deserving of a more detailed explanation of the
conventions I employ .
Vowel length is contrastive in Sa'a within bare root morphemes, as in weesi ‗to
fish‘ versus wesi ‗sea spirit‘, ni ‗of‘ versus nii ‗to give‘, oku ‗end wall of house‘ versus
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ooku ‗edible sea worm‘, and usu ‗dog‘ versus uusu ‗to push‘. Since homorganic vowel
sequences created during affixation are phonetically indistinguishable from long vowels,
I follow the common Oceanic practice (Lynch et al. 2002) of representing all phonetically
long vowels by a sequence of two vowels, regardless of whether they occur across
morpheme boundaries or are morpheme internal. The existence of both long vowels and
phonemic glottal stop would lead one to expect a four-way contrast in word initial
position between V, 'V, VV and 'VV, yet only a two way contrast exists, that of 'V versus
VV. The single exception seems to be the word 'aasi ‗to throw‘ which local speakers
insist has both a ‗strong‘ onset and length.
Extended conversations with native speakers about this topic reveal that glottal
stop is generally perceived as a strong onset word initially or as a break between two
vowels word medially, more like word level punctuation rather than a real phoneme.
Thus V'V contrasts with the continuity of a word medial double vowel, and 'V with the
gentle extended VV at the beginning of a word. In recitation of the alphabet sounds, all
vowels are pre-glottalized, and English loan words beginning with vowels are likewise
pre-glottalized. It is thus likely that the unmarked Sa'a vowel is pre-glottalized utterance
initially and usually word initially, although word initial glottal is sometimes deleted in
fast speech. The longer timing of the geminate is definitely marked, and even
well-educated writers are unable to write glottal stops word initially with any
consistency, whereas they readily perceive and write length as a geminate, either
intuitively or with minimal instruction. Given the two-way distinction and the discussion
above, this work follows the locally accepted practice of distinguishing between word
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initial 'V and VV by writing them as V and VV respectively. The single exception, 'aasi
‗to throw‘ is likewise written with the double vowel but no glottal.
This choice does lead to some ambiguity when affixes (either prefixes or
reduplicated syllables) are attached on the left of a vowel-initial word. Should the
spelling of the root in isolation be retained or should a glottal be added to represent the
glottal which will be pronounced? The preferred solution has been to retain the spelling
of the root and to hyphenate such words (rather than adding the glottal) as an aid to
reading fluency. This solution also works to preserve separation and facilitate proper
syllable timing and stress placement when affixation leads to long strings of adjacent
vowels, some of which must be timed as diphthongs. In this work such hyphens are
retained in prose, and they do also, of course, occur in examples, where hyphens are used
to show all morpheme breaks.
2.2 Vowel raising
One of the distinctive characteristics of Sa'a is its pervasive vowel raising rule.
Stated informally, the low vowel /a/ is raised to [e] when the syllables on both sides of it
contain high vowels, /i/ and /u/, as in hau ‗stone‘ and paine ‗big‘ but hau peine ‗big
stone‘. The vowel /o/ sometimes also triggers raising, most particularly in the articles mo
and ho, and the realis imperfective auxiliary ko, resulting in mo heu peine ‗big stones‘.
Word boundaries interact with the rule differently on the left and right. A word boundary
on the right allows the /i/ preceding the final syllable to be strong enough to raise a
word-final /a/ (paine ‗big‘ but note the underlying a when a low vowel suffix follows as
in painanga ‗bigness‘). Yet an /a/ in a word initial syllable (with a left word boundary)
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needs a high vowel in the preceding word as well as in the following syllable to trigger
raising. (Hau ‗stone‘ is unchanged in isolation, yet it becomes heu after a trigger in the
previous word.) The raising rule is also active in neighboring Ulawa, but in that language
variety it is not nearly as productive. Brief preliminary study indicates that both left and
right boundaries are invisible to the process in Ulawa, so that word final raising is not
nearly as common. In his dictionary of Sa'a and Ulawa (one work cataloguing two very
similar language varieties) Ivens marked many of the vowels which might potentially be
raised as <ä>, but many others are not so marked. The analyst must take care to not
mistake this symbol as implying the existence of a sixth vowel phoneme. Ivens also
includes some raised forms as primary dictionary entries, so the analyst must always view
any <e> as possibly being a raised /a/ rather than assuming the /e/ phoneme.
This work follows the locally accepted practice of writing the raised forms as they
are pronounced rather than the corresponding underlying forms with /a/. Remembering
the raising rule is thus necessary for recognition of related forms where vowel raising has
taken place, both within the language and in comparisons with cognate forms from
related languages.
One further situation where there is discord between pronunciation and spelling is
when the -i suffix occurs with the 3rd person singular object clitic =a. There is a long
tradition of retaining the <-i> spelling of the suffix while using the raised allomorph [-e]
of the object clitic, even though the underlying sequence /-i-a/ of the two suffixes is
realized in spoken form as a geminate [ee]. In this work I retain the traditional spelling, as
it allows the -i which figures prominently in the suffix sequences to be more readily
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observed. The raised allomorph of the object clitic is also used, as vowel raising is always
indicated according to Sa'a spelling conventions. Any comparison of data shown here
with other sources, such as Ivens‘ dictionaries or published vernacular materials, is
facilitated if these spelling conventions are maintained.
2.3 Syllable and stress patterns
Sa'a has four possible syllable patterns: V, CV, VV, and CVV. The syllables with
two different vowels always involve a progression from an open to a more closed oral
cavity, (from low to mid, low to high, or mid to high vowel), with the lower vowel as
nucleus and the higher one sometimes sounding more like a semi-vowel. Thus the Sa'a
diphthongs are /ae/, /ai/, /ao/, /au/, /ei/, /eu/, /oi/, and /ou/. Contiguous vowels which
progress from closed to open, such as /ia/, are pronounced as two syllables. Double
vowels are likewise timed as a diphthong, longer than a single vowel, but shorter than
two full syllables. In singing, diphthongs may vary as to whether they are timed as units
or as two syllables, with the result sometimes contrasting dramatically with the normal
pronunciation of a word in speech. Both V and VV syllables are allowed word initially,
but initial single V is pre-glottalized by default.
Oceanic stress is generally considered to be penultimate (Lynch et al. 2002), but
many analyses ignore the numerous exceptions to such a rule. Most of these exceptions
may be regularized if the penultimate stress rule is slightly modified to say that stress
falls on the syllable containing the penultimate mora. If a word ends in (C)VV, it will
bear the stress on the first vowel, with the other vowel sometimes sounding like a
separate syllable. Either a V-V analysis or VV still puts the stress in the right place in
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such cases. If the final syllable only contains one vowel, the stress is on the previous
syllable, but if that syllable contains a VV sequence, the stress will be realized on the first
of the two vowels rather than on the vowel of the penultimate mora itself.
Secondary stress is applied in trochaic feet from the left, which sometimes results
in an extrametrical light syllable occurring just prior to the primary stress near the end of
the word. Contiguous heavy syllables are parsed individually as full feet. In very long
words the foot immediately preceding an extrametrical syllable may also lose its stress in
fast speech, and in extra long words the strongest secondary stress will occur initially,
with successive feet generally diminishing in stress strength until the primary stress foot
is reached. Table 4 contains a broad range of examples with vowel sequences in varying
positions. (Primary stress is marked in bold type in column 2 so as to be distinguishable
from glottal stop. H and L correspond to heavy and light syllables respectively.)
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Table 4.
Word

Stress rule application

Syllabified word

Parsed into feet

ko

ko

L (will attach as a clitic)

kana

ka-na

('LL)

soi

soi

('H)

tauri

tau-ri

('HL)

ma'oi

ma-'oi

L('H)

ngaulaa

ngau-laa

('H)('H)

takalo

ta-ka-lo

L('LL)

aakue

aa-ku-e

('H)('LL)

haiseuni

hai-seu-ni

('H)('HL)

alaieu

a-lai-eu

L('H)('H)

saenanau

sae-na-nau

('HL)('H)

ha'atau

ha-'a-tau

('LL)('H)

maraana

ma-raa-na

L('HL)

Housaanau

Hou-saa-nau

('H)('H)('H)

haiseuninge

hai-seu-ni-nge

('H)('H)('LL)

ha'ananaue

ha-'a-na-nau-e

('LL)L('HL)

ha'aletehieu

ha-'a-le-te-hi-eu

('LL)('LL)L('H)

saenanaunge

sae-na-nau-nge

('HL)('HL)

walumalau

wa-lu-ma-lau

('LL)L('H)

lo'onga'inire

lo-'o-nga-'i-ni-re

('LL)('LL)('LL)

lo'onga'inikie

lo-'o-nga-'i-ni-ki-e

('LL)('LL)L('LL)

aalama'inilana

aa-la-ma-'i-ni-la-na

('HL)('LL)L('LL)

hiiwalaimolinge

hii-wa-lai-mo-li-nge

('HL)('HL)('LL)

ha'aroro'ai'emeelu

ha-'a-ro-ro-'ai-'e-mee-lu

('LL)('LL)('HL)('HL)

ha'amanikulu'anga

ha-'a-ma-ni-ku-lu-'a-nga

('LL)('LL)('LL)('LL)

ha'aholinge'inilana

ha-'a-ho-li-nge-'i-ni-la-na

('LL)('LL)('LL)L('LL)

3.

General features of Sa'a morphosyntax

This chapter describes the morphological and syntactic patterns that make up the
grammatical foundation upon which the analysis contained in Chapter 4 is based. It
provides a brief explanation of many features which Sa'a has in common with other
Oceanic languages, as well as a more detailed account of several points where my
analysis of Sa'a differs from the Oceanic standard.
3.1 Basic clause structure
One major place where my analysis differs significantly is in the treatment of
lexical noun phrases versus pronominal elements. While it might seem logical to begin
the description of a language with a ‗simple‘ declarative clause containing a verb and
subject and object noun phrases, to do so jumps right into the middle of one of the most
difficult issues in the analysis, that of the grammatical function of the person-number
morphemes which are an obligatory part of every Sa'a verbal clause. Since the
person-number morphemes are obligatory and the lexical noun phrases are not, the
simplest clauses are those which do not contain any lexical noun phrases. Examples (1)
and (2) show two very simple transitive clauses, each with two person-number
morphemes, shown in bold type.
(1)

Ne ke ngau=e.
1SG IRR eat=3SG
‗I will eat it.‘
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(2)

Ne ke ngau='i.
1SG IRR eat=3PL
‗I will eat them.‘
These examples display SVO order. A pronominal element (in these instances,

ne) before the verb phrase indicates the subject, and a pronominal element on the end of
the verb (=e in (1) and ='i in (2)) indicates the object.
To indicate a specific object participant, a lexical noun phrase may be added after
the verb and its attached person-number clitic, as mo hudi ‗bananas‘ is in (3).
(3)

Ne ke ngau=e mo hudi.
1SG IRR eat=3SG PL banana
‗I will eat the bananas.‘
In this example the noun phrase mo hudi ‗the bananas‘ refers to the participant

that is the object of the event, the

LOGICAL OBJECT,

and it could be argued that it also

bears the object grammatical relation. Note, however, that this lexical noun phrase is third
person plural, and yet the corresponding person-number morpheme on the end of the verb
is the singular form =e found in (1) rather than the plural ='i used in (2). Surprisingly, the
construction where the plural noun phrase and the third person plural pronominal clitic on
the end of the verb are in agreement as in (4) is ungrammatical. In order to use both a
non-singular noun phrase and a postverbal clitic that agrees with it in number, the noun
phrase must be fronted, as in (5).
(4)

*Ne ke ngau='i mo hudi.
1SG IRR eat=3PL PL banana
*‗I will eat the bananas.‘
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(5)

ne ke ngau='i.
Mo hudi
PL
banana 1SG IRR eat=3PL
‗The bananas, I will eat them.‘
The change between (3) and (5) in the postverbal clitic referencing the object is an

example of the strongly preferred lack of agreement that Sa'a exhibits for person number
morphemes and contiguous coreferential noun phrases. The verb-final pronominal in (5)
bears the grammatical relation of object just as in (2) and (3), and the fronted noun phrase
is merely a topic, defined as ‗what the sentence is about‘ (Kroeger 2005:198). Though the
fronted noun phrase is coreferential with the object participant, it is an adjunct outside the
clause and cannot bear the object grammatical relation.
The subject participant may also be specified by a lexical noun phrase. Example
(6) shows a plural noun phrase, mo keni ‗women‘, which indicates who will eat the
bananas.
(6)

Mo keni
kire ke ngau=e mo hudi.
PL
woman 3PL IRR eat=3SG PL banana
‗The women, they will eat the bananas.‘
In (6) there is strict agreement in person and number between the initial noun

phrase and the preverbal pronominal element kire ‗3PL‘. But this agreement is not always
present, as (7) shows. The third person noun phrase does not agree with melu, ‗1PAU.EX‘
the first person preverbal pronominal element, even though they are partially
coreferential.
(7)

ke ngau=e mo hudi.
Mo keni
melu
PL
woman 1PAU.EX IRR eat=3SG PL banana
‗The women, we will eat the bananas. [Free: We women will …]‘
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In (7) the pronominal element bears the subject grammatical relation, as it is the
only element which correctly identifies that the participant is a first person entity. This is
confirmed by constructions such as (8) where the first person paucal referent identified
by the reflexive in the relative clause (maarameelu ‗we paucal exclusive‘) is the same as
the subject pronoun (melu ‗we paucal exclusive‘) rather than the third person lexical noun
phrase (mo keni ‗the women‘).7
(8)

Mo keni
ko lo'onga'i huni esu-i=e
nume maara-meelu.
melu
PL woman 1PAU.EX RL.I think
to make-TR=3SG house self-1PAU.EX
‗The women, we are planning to build a house ourselves.‘
Since the participation of the speaker is unrecoverable from the lexical noun

phrase, it cannot bear the grammatical relation. Its function is to identify the larger group
which is included alongside the speaker to make up a paucal first person entity
represented in the subject pronoun. Just as in (5), the initial noun phrase in (7) is a clause
external topical adjunct, though this time it is partially coreferential with the subject
participant instead of with the object.
Given examples (5) and (7), there is no compelling reason to analyze the initial
noun phrase of (6) as the subject rather than a topic. The pronominal element bears the
subject grammatical relation, and the simpler analysis is to allow it to do so in all
situations. Thus, I categorize all clause initial noun phrases as topic, and the basic word
order for a Sa'a sentence may be expanded to (T)SVO where S and O are pronominal

7

This is an example of control relations. See Kroeger (2004:103–34) for a description of control
constructions and how they may be used to identify the bearers of grammatical relations.
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elements.8 This is not strictly a template for clause order, as topics are adjuncts and thus
external to the clause, but including an optional topic in the template signals the
possibility that a sentence initial noun phrase may not be coreferential with the clause
subject. While the default clause pattern is for a topic noun phrase to be coreferential with
the subject participant (but not bear the subject grammatical relation), other participants
may also be topicalized, and Sa'a employs this device far more frequently than English.
The subject and object person-number morphemes are not the only pronominal
elements which bear a grammatical relation. Sa'a also has full paradigms of possessive
clitics which carry a high functional load in the syntax. Further arguments concerned with
the grammatical status of pronominal elements and lexical noun phrases are quite
complicated, so I lay them aside temporarily until all the relevant components have been
fully introduced. This argument thread is revisited in section 3.2.1.5.
Since the pronominal elements function as core constituents, it is prudent to turn
next to a description of noun phrases, focusing in particular on the pronominal system.
3.2 Noun phrases and their constituents
This section describes the constituents of the noun phrase. Sa'a noun phrases
demonstrate many of the same patterns found elsewhere in Oceania: a rich

8

Some instances with a third person singular subject participant require the positing of a Ø
subject pronominal element in order to fill the S grammatical relation. Such an analysis may be
controversial to some, yet the arguments in favor of it are strong, though more complex than the
current discussion can bear. See section 3.5 and Kroeger (2005:17) for a description of when a Ø
pronominal analysis is preferred. One of the advantages of such an analysis is that it allows for a
single basic clause order, (T)SVO, to describe all observed Sa'a verbal clauses.
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person-number system, prenominal determiners, postnominal qualitative modifiers, and
both direct and indirect possession.
3.2.1

Pronominal elements
Oceanic languages are known for their complex pronominal systems, and Sa'a is

certainly no exception. Sa'a has four paradigms of person-number morphemes: subject
pronouns (Table 5), object clitics (Table 6), possessive clitics (Table 7), and free
pronouns9 (Table 8). Within each paradigm four levels of number are distinguished:
singular, dual, paucal, and plural. In addition to the normal three persons, Sa'a
differentiates between inclusive and exclusive in all first person non-singular forms and
between human and nonhuman in some third person plural forms.
3.2.1.1

Subject pronouns
As has already been seen in section 3.1, subject (nominative case) pronouns are

obligatory constituents of all independent verbal clauses, and they optionally occur in
relative clauses as well as verbless equative or locative clauses. The possible forms are
shown in Table 5.

9

The term free is the opposite of bound, as the members of this paradigm are all full words, both
phonologically and grammatically.
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Table 5.

Incl.
1st
person

Subject pronouns

Singular

Dual

Paucal

Plural

nou (in realis
perfective)

kure

kolu

kie

mere

melu

emi

no (in
imperfective)
Excl.

ne (in irrealis)

2nd person

o

more

molu

omu

3rd person

e (in realis
perfective)

kirerue

kiraelu

kire

Ø (elsewhere)
Monosyllabic subject pronouns are clitics, which are phonologically attached to
the following word. If the following word is itself a clitic, such as a tense/aspect/modality
marker, the two join together to form a single phonological word, as in ne=ke ‗1SG=IRR‘,
or o=ko ‗2SG=RL.I‘. Polysyllabic subject pronouns, however, stand alone as phonological
words. Consistency motivates the writing of all subject pronominal forms as independent
words, as in ne ke and o ko. I also lay aside the term clitic (and the ‗=‘ symbol) for the
monosyllabic forms so as to be able to refer to all members of the paradigm in the same
way, as subject pronouns, whether clitic or independent word.
Since the subject pronouns may be identified by their position before the verb, I
do not include the designation of ‗subject‘ as part of the accompanying gloss.
The variants in the first person singular are a result of vowel harmony with the
TAM marker: no + ko and ne + ke/kei.
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Note that the form for 3rd person singular with any TAM other than realis
perfective is Ø.
3.2.1.2

Object clitics
The person-number morphemes which refer to the object participant of a clause

are shown in Table 6. (The variants in the dual forms appear to be instances of stylistic
variation, though further study could possibly reveal otherwise.) Phonological patterns
indicate that these forms are always attached to the end of the verb root or stem, as even
the polysyllabic forms never stand alone as independent phonological words. Yet the
analysis of these morphemes as bearers of the object grammatical relation indicates that
they are grammatical words. This mixed status necessitates a designation of them as
clitics rather than suffixes.
Table 6.
Singular
1st
person

Incl.

Object clitics
Dual

Paucal

Plural

=kure

=kolu

=kie

='amerue/'emere'i

='ameelu

=ami

='omorue/'omoro'i

='omoolu

='omu

=rarue

=raraelu

=ra [+human]
='i [-human]

=au
Excl.

2nd person
3rd person

='o
=a

Since the object clitics may also be identified by their position, I do not include
the designation of ‗object‘ in the accompanying gloss.
Example (9) shows the most common object clitic, =a ‗3SG‘, attached to the verb
root rongo ‗to hear‘. The same form appears in (10), having undergone vowel raising
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conditioned by the preceding high vowel in the (-C)-i suffix sequence. The raised
allomorph for third person singular is the object clitic which occurs more frequently than
any of the other forms in the paradigm.
(9)

O ke=i
rongo=a sata=mu
lo'u.
2SG IRR=LOC hear=3SG name=2SG.POSS again
‗You will hear your name again.‘

(10)

O ke=i
lee-s-i=e
lo'u.
2SG IRR=LOC look-ACM-TR=3SG again
‗You will see him again.‘
The function of the object clitics is to encode the object participant of the clause,

making the clause syntactically transitive. Though they may occur alongside lexical noun
phrases, they actually bear the grammatical relation of object rather than being mere
agreement markers as they are in some Oceanic languages. Arguments for this analysis
are presented in section 3.2.1.5. If the object clitic is absent, the construction is
syntactically intransitive in spite of the semantics of the situation. See section 3.4.3 for a
discussion of the circumstances in which such constructions occur.
The object clitics also attach to prepositions which are of verbal origin, like pe'i
‗with‘ in (11). See section 3.3 for more about these prepositions.
(11)

No ko o'o'o pe'i=rerue.
1SG RL.I stay with=3DU
‗I am staying with the two of them.‘
Object clitics are sometimes further explicated by a following lexical noun phrase,

but never by a following free pronoun, although a coreferential free pronoun may occur
as the clause topic.
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3.2.1.3

Possessive clitics
In many Oceanic languages ‗directly possessed nouns occur with a possessor

suffix, whilst indirectly possessed nouns are unsuffixed‘ (Lynch et al. 2002:37). Sa'a
similarly has two forms of possession, direct and indirect, which correspond respectively
to the semantic notions of inalienable and alienable possession. Direct possession is
indicated by affixation of the appropriate possessive clitic from Table 7, optionally
followed by a possessor lexical noun phrase identifying the possessor more specifically.
Table 7.
Singular
1st
person

Incl.

Possessive clitics
Dual

Paucal

Plural

=karue

=kaelu

=ka

=mere'i

=meelu

=mami

=morue

=moolu

=miu

=ku
Excl.

2nd person
3rd person

=mu
=na

=darue [+human] =daelu [+human] =da [+human]
=nirue [-human] =nielu [-human] =ni [-human]

Nouns which are directly possessed include body parts (as in (12) where the word
nime ‗hand‘ has the clitic =na attached to indicate third person singular possession) and
kinship relationships (as in (13) where the word nika ‗mother‘ has the clitic =da to
indicate third person plural possession). In certain contexts, (12) could be said in place of
(13) with the same referents, for the lexical noun phrase nikada ‗their mother‘ is an
optional further specification of the possessor.
(12)

Kire hele i
nima=na.
3PL hold LOC hand=3SG.POSS
‗They held onto her hand.‘
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(13)

Kire hele i
nima=na
nika=da.
3PL hold LOC hand=3SG.POSS mother=3PL.POSS
‗They held onto their mother‘s hand.‘
If there is an explicatory noun phrase which follows the possessive clitic, it agrees

in number with the possessive clitic for singular referents, as is shown by the =na
‗3SG.POSS‘ of (14) agreeing with the singular noun phrase saanau ‗lad‘.
(14)

E
hele i
nima=na
saanau.
3SG hold LOC hand=3SG.POSS lad
‗He held onto the lad‘s hand.‘
This is not always the case, however for 3rd person dual, paucal, and plural

referents. Frequently in these situations the plurality will be expressed in the lexical noun
phrase and not in the possessive clitic as in (15). Here a lack of agreement between the
number of the possessive clitic and the possessor is shown in that the referent of the third
singular possessive clitic =na is the plural mo ramo ‗the warriors‘. At other times,
especially when the ownership is individuated rather than corporate, the plural possessive
clitic will agree with the number of the lexical noun phrase as in (17). The possessive
clitic will be plural when there is no following lexical noun phrase as in (16).
(15)

Kire ke=i
ne'i='o
i
nima=na
mo ramo.
3PL IRR=LOC place=2SG LOC hand=3SG.POSS PL warrior
‗They will put you into the hands of the warriors.‘

(16)

Kire ke=i
ne'i='o
i
nima=da.
3PL IRR=LOC place=2SG LOC hand=3PL.POSS
‗They will put you into their hands.‘

(17)

Omu ne'i=e
i
nima=da
mo pu'o.
2PL place=3SG LOC hand=3PL.POSS PL heathen
‗You put him into the hands of the heathen.‘
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While a contrast between singular and plural possessive clitics sometimes
indicates corporate versus individuated possession, there are some examples which
exhibit apparent free variation. Examples (18) and (19) describe situations which are
exactly parallel, but the possessive clitic and the subject pronoun of the following relative
clause are exactly opposite from each other. Yet even so, in neither case does the relative
clause subject pronoun agree with the coreferential possessive clitic.
(18)

Kire aaroro=a
mo taka-i
ei
3PL suspend=3SG PL flower-GEN tree
i

lua=na
mo rato kire hule.
LOC neck=3SG.POSS PL elder 3PL arrive
‗They hung leis on the necks of the elders who arrived.‘
(19)

Kire aaroro=a
mo taka-i
ei
3PL suspend=3SG PL flower-GEN tree
i

lua=da
mo rato Ø ko hule.
LOC neck=3PL.POSS PL elder 3SG RL.I arrive
‗They hung leis on the necks of the elders who were arriving.‘
Free pronouns can introduce noun phrases that further explicate possessive clitics
as long as that free pronoun is itself explicated by an additional lexical noun phrase, as in
(20). Note that it is ungrammatical, however, to retain the free pronoun and leave off the
lexical noun phrase as in (21). Although possessive clitics can be explicated by noun
phrases that start with free pronouns, the far more common occurrence is for the
explicating noun phrase not to include such a pronoun as seen in (15) and (22). This is
true for all three persons, first, second, and third.
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(20)

Aama=ka
lae i
rodo.
ikie
mo L. e
father=1PL.IN.POSS 1PL.IN PL L. 3SG go LOC dark
‗Our father of [clan] L. left last night.‘

(21)

*Aama=ka
e
lae i
rodo.
ikie
father=1PL.IN.POSS 1PL.IN 3SG go LOC dark
*‗Our father left last night.‘

(22)

E
ha'a-dodo=a
sae=ka
mo mwela.
3SG CAUS-sink=3SG heart=1PL.IN.POSS PL child
‗He encouraged the hearts of us children.‘
Direct possession also applies to qualities which are inherent, as in (23) where the

word paineha'ana ‗largeness of it‘ is comprised of the noun stem paineha'a ‗largeness‘
and the clitic =na ‗3SG.POSS‘, indicating that this large size is an inherent quality of the
antecedent of =na, which is the pig. (The internal construction of stems of this type is
addressed in Chapter 4.) Note that, again, the specifying lexical noun phrase following
the possessive clitic is optional, as poo ngeena ‗that pig‘ can be removed and the idea
restated as in (24) with the same referents as in (23).
(23)

Paine-h-a-'-a=na
poo ngeena e
liu=e
puluke.
big-INTN-NR-ACH-DER=3SG.POSS pig that
3SG pass=3SG cow
‗The largeness of that pig, it surpasses a cow.‘

(24)

Paine-h-a-'-a=na
e
liu=e
puluke.
big-INTN-NR-ACH-DER=3SG.POSS 3SG pass=3SG cow
‗The largeness of it, it surpasses a cow.‘
Direct possession is also the form used in the nominalizations of events in which

the possessor is an affected participant, as in (25) where the clitic =na indicates the death
‗belonged‘ to a third person singular participant, and the following noun phrase poo
ngeena ‗that pig‘ identifies more specifically whose death it was. In this instance, the
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lexical noun phrase poo ngeena ‗that pig‘ functions as an optional appositive (compare
with (26) which could be used with the same referents) and is only supplied to
supplement the knowledge of who the possessor is when it might otherwise be unclear
from the wider discourse.
(25)

Mae-l-a=na
poo ngeena e
tola tewa.
die-DUR-NR=3SG.POSS pig that
3SG take lengthen
‗The death of that pig, it took a long time.‘

(26)

Mae-l-a=na
e
tola tewa.
die-DUR-NR=3SG.POSS 3SG take lengthen
‗His/its death, it took a long time.‘
Since like the object clitics, the possessive clitics also attach to the end of words, I

differentiate the two by including the possessive designation (POSS) in the accompanying
gloss for the possessive clitics.
Indirect possession does not involve the possessive clitics but rather is indicated
by a noun phrase possessor (either a lexical noun phrase or a free pronoun) immediately
following the possessum, as in (27), where the proper noun phrase a R. indicates that it is
the person R. who owns the house. Semantically, this type of possession may extend to
relationships which are only possessive in the broadest sense of the word, similar to the
scope of the English or French genitive, as the loose association of being from the same
village in (28) illustrates.
(27)

Kire mani loko i
nume a
R.
3PL all
gather LOC house ART R.
‗They all gathered at R.‘s house.‘
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(28)

Keni
ngeena e
ne'i
hu'e paine oto.
ikolu
woman 1PAU.IN DEM
3SG become wife big
PFCT
‗That woman of ours [from our village], she is now the leader.‘

3.2.1.4

Free pronouns
Free pronouns, shown in Table 8, may substitute for lexical noun phrases in a

limited number of situations.
Table 8.
Singular
1st
person

Incl.

Free pronouns
Dual

Paucal

Plural

ikure

ikolu

ikie

i'emerue

i'emeelu

i'emi

ineu
Excl.

2nd person

i'oe

i'omorue

i'omoolu

i'omu

3rd person

ingeie

ikirerue

ikiraelu

ikire

I use the term FREE as it is used in other Oceanic grammars (Lynch et al. 2002) to
refer to a set of pronouns which are never attached to other words. These forms are
always independent words, both grammatically and phonologically. However, in Sa'a the
forms in this paradigm do not freely occur in any grammatical relation in place of lexical
noun phrases, as they do in some Oceanic languages. Their occurrence (without an
accompanying lexical noun phrase) is restricted to two uses: topic or indirect possessor.
Both uses are shown in (29), where ineu serves as the topic, and i'omu is the indirect
possessor of the copra.
(29)

pe'i taane huni holi=e
mo kawara i'omu.
Ineu ne ke=i
1SG 1SG IRR=LOC help indeed for buy=3SG PL copra 2PL
‗Me, I will indeed help buy your copra.‘
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Free pronouns may not be used following (or instead of) either object or direct
possessor clitics, nor may they be used as the subjects of verbal clauses. One cannot help
but notice the regular occurrence of i- on each of the free pronoun forms in Table 8. A
possible analysis is that the free pronouns are (at least diachronically) prepositional
phrases with the clitic preposition i=, which is described more thoroughly in section 3.3.
Such an analysis accounts for the limitations on free pronoun usage. That is, prepositional
phrases, which are the syntactic equivalents of ‗to/for/of X‘, would be appropriate
indicators of topic (‗as for X, I hit him‘) or indirect possession (‗the book of X‘). But a
prepositional phrase is semantically and syntactically unable to fill the grammatical
relation of subject, direct object, object of another preposition, or appositive of a direct
possessive form.
3.2.1.5

Person-number markers and grammatical relations
As has been mentioned in section 3.1, the issue of whether the person-number

markers or the lexical noun phrases are the bearers of the grammatical relations is a
difficult one in Sa'a. Many Oceanic analysts assume the noun phrases to be subject and
object, but such an analysis encounters problems in Sa'a. Lichtenberk (2008:70–75)
posits a mixed analysis for To'aba'ita, with the pronominal markers functioning as subject
and object when no noun phrase is present. Yet the data for Sa'a is not exactly parallel to
that of To'aba'ita, so a similar analysis is not necessarily appropriate.
A full treatment of this topic, which would include examples to illustrate each
point of the evidence on either side of the question, is beyond the scope of this paper. A
table of the various combinations of person-number markers, free pronouns, and lexical
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noun phrases instantiated in my corpus as subjects, objects, and possessives is included in
Appendix A as supporting evidence for the brief outline of the argumentation given in the
bullet points below.


In first and second person, the acceptability of third person lexical noun phrases to
explicate the participants who accompany the speaker or hearer can mean that the
person-number markers are the only constituent that correctly identifies the
referent as a first or second person entity.



Coreferential free pronouns are prohibited as noun phrases following object and
possessive markers, but they are allowed clause initially (where they are topical
adjuncts outside the clause) and as possessive noun phrases in indirect possession
(where no clitic occurs).



The object person-number clitic must be present for a clause to be syntactically
transitive. This is a fact which becomes trivially simple if the clitic itself is the
actual bearer of the object grammatical relation.



Whenever possible, the person-number markers do not agree with a contiguous
coreferential lexical noun phrase that is inside the clause. It is counterintuitive to
use the term AGREEMENT for such a system.



The plural article mo is likely a recent (within the last century) fusion of mu=i,
where mu was a collective noun meaning ‗group‘. This explains the acceptability
of either singular or plural third person markers which are coreferential with a
plural semantic participant. While there are some sentences which appear to use
these in free variation, there is a preference for plural subject markers and singular
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object and possessive markers when lexical noun phrases are contiguous.
Restrictive relative clauses show a preference for singular subject markers,
perhaps because the participant is being identified as a unit in background
information preparatory to the individuated action expressed by a coreferential
plural subject marker in the main clause. These preferences hold unless the
speaker wishes to make explicit whether the action, affectedness, or ownership is
corporate, indicated by a singular marker, or individuated, indicated by a plural
marker.
The arguments above include several situations where the person-number markers
are more likely to be the bearers of the grammatical relation and no situations where the
lexical noun phrases must be the arguments, as long as one is willing to lay aside the
linguistic tradition which prefers lexical noun phrases. Rather than posit a mixed analysis
similar to Lichtenberk for To'aba'ita, I favor the consistency of analyzing the
person-number markers as pronominal words or clitics which bear the relevant
grammatical relation in every case, with optional coreferential noun phrases being either
topical adjuncts or explanatory appositives.
3.2.2

Nouns
Sa'a nouns may be identified in one of several ways. Perhaps the most obvious is

by semantic content; referring words with consistent lexical content naming people or
objects are nouns. Less obvious are abstract and indefinite entities, such as the names of
locations and events. These nouns may be identified in Sa'a by the morpho-syntactic
structures in which they occur, such as the following:
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quantification by a numeric expression



possession by a direct possessive clitic



containing a nominalizer as the final category-changing affix



occurring as the object of the locative or genitive preposition



occurring as the head of a topic or focus noun phrase
As is the case in many languages of the world, Sa'a nouns may be divided into

count nouns and mass nouns. Examples of each are included in the discussion of the
quantifiers (section 3.2.3.2) and classifiers (section 3.2.3.3) which distinguish them.
Another classification of Sa'a nouns separates those which can and cannot serve
as locations, shown in (30) and (31) respectively. For those which cannot follow the
locative preposition directly, an obligatorily-possessed bleached location noun saa may
be added as head of the noun phrase which is the object of the preposition. The
non-locative noun is then the appositive which explicates the direct possession clitic
attached to saa, and the whole construction gives a locative effect to a noun that cannot
serve directly in that capacity. This commonly happens with nouns referring to people, as
in (32).
(30)

Kire aaliho-'-i
nume.
i
3PL return-ACH-TR LOC house
‗They returned to the house.‘

(31)

*Kire aaliho-'-i
i
a
J.
3PL
return-ACH-TR LOC ART J.
*‗They returned to J.‘
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(32)

3.2.3

Kire aaliho-'-i
i
saa=na
a
J.
3PL return-ACH-TR LOC presence=3SG.POSS ART J.
‗They returned into the presence of J.‘
Noun phrase constituents other than the noun
The noun phrase in Sa'a can include the following constituents:10

(ARTICLE) (NUMBER) (CLASSIFIER) (DIMINUTIVE)
NOUN

({NP, PP, RELATIVE CLAUSE}) (DEMONSTRATIVE).
These are the potential slots in a Sa'a noun phrase, but it is not generally possible

to have all of the above constituents at once. Sa'a noun phrases are usually short (unless
they have embedded phrases or clauses), with no more than a head plus two or three other
constituents. The embedded noun phrases, prepositional phrases, and/or relative clauses
which occur following the head noun provide qualitative modification. Short phrases and
relative clauses may still be followed by a demonstrative, but demonstratives are less
likely to occur with longer relative clauses.
3.2.3.1

Articles
Sa'a has three articles: a, nga, and ngaeta, all of which are glossed as

ART,

since

the differences between them are not crucial to the analysis under consideration herein.
Names and titles referring to individual people are preceded by the personal article a.
Example (33) shows the personal article before both the name here abbreviated as D. and
the referring title mama'a ‗father‘.

10

Parentheses indicate the constituent is optional.
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(33)

D. e
ii'o mola pe'i=e
Mama'a.
a
ART D. 3SG stay just
with=3SG ART father
‗D. just stayed with Father.‘
A

Nga and ngaeta are indefinite articles used to introduce participants in a
discourse. The difference between them has to do with discourse level participant
tracking, so a complete analysis of their function is not included here. The indefinite
article nga often gives the sense of ‗any‘ and may refer to either singular (34) or plural
(35) entities.
(34)

Mala uri nga iini ko domu, o
ke pe'i=e.
like thus ART one RL.I fall
2SG IRR help=3SG
‗If anyone falls, you help him.‘

(35)

Kolu
ke pe'i=re
aa=na
nga mo nii-ng-e.
1PAU.IN IRR help=3PL PREP=3SG.POSS ART PL give-EV-NR
‗Let‘s help them with some gifts.‘
The article ngaeta is similarly used with both singular and plural entities and

conveys the meaning of ‗certain one(s)‘ or ‗other one(s)‘ as in (36) and (37).
(36)

Ngaeta keni ko esu pe'i=eu.
ART
girl RL.I work with=1SG
‗A certain girl, she is working with me.‘

(37)

Oto puri=de,
ngaeta ro mwane kire lae poi.
then after=3PL.POSS ART
two man
3PL go up.here
‗Then after them, two other men, they came up here.‘

3.2.3.2

Numbers
Numeric quantifiers precede the noun, as is also shown by ro ‗two‘ in (37).

Further description of the Sa'a number system is not germane to the topic of this thesis.
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3.2.3.3

Classifiers
There are four words which must be considered in the discussion of Sa'a

classifiers, shown in Table 9.
Table 9.
Current Form

1911 Form

Classifier analysis
1911 Gloss

Current Analysis

mo

mu=i

group=GEN

plural classifier for count nouns

ho

hou=i

ball=GEN

round object classifier

hai

ha=i

length=GEN

unchanged from 1911

mei

me=i

piece=GEN

unchanged from 1911

The first two forms, mo and ho, are listed in Ivens (1911) as mui and hou i,
indicating that vowel fusion might have taken place in the ensuing century.
Diachronically, all four expressions may be analyzed as head nouns with a clitic =i
attached with the glosses shown in the third column of the table. (See section 3.3 and
example (64) in particular for =i as an enclitic with genitive meaning.) The nouns which
follow the =i would then be objects of the prepositional clitic =i rather than syntactic
heads of the larger noun phrase. This analysis still holds synchronically for hai and mei,
but mo and ho now function as classifiers, allowing the following nouns to remain
syntactic heads of the entire noun phrase.
Example (38) shows mo being used to indicate a definite plurality of a count
noun. Unmarked nouns which are referring expressions are usually considered to be
singular, but unmarked indefinite or generic count nouns, such as niu in (39), are not
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actually referring expressions, so they are ambiguous as to number and may be
considered as either singular or plural.
(38)

Kire ke pe'i=e
S.
mo mwane ni
3PL IRR with=3SG PL man
GEN S
‗They will help the men of S. village.‘

(39)

Kire ko so'o
huni=e ngau-ng-e.
niu
3PL RL.I collect coconut for=3SG eat-EV-NR
‗They are collecting coconut(s) for the meal.‘
Mass nouns may not be directly quantified or used with the plural classifier mo.

To refer to a quantity of a mass noun, mei must precede the noun, indicating a portion of
the mass. These portions are then countable, as can be seen in (40), where the speaker has
performed three tasks (pieces of work).
(40)

E
oolu me=i
esu-ng-e
nge nou esu-i='i.
3SG three piece=GEN work-EV-NR REL 1SG work-TR=3PL
‗It was three pieces of work that I did.‘
Ho and hai refer to specific shapes. Items perceived as being spherical objects,

such as the egg in (41), are preceded by the classifier ho. Things perceived as having
length, such as bamboo in (42), or duration, such as the unit of time in (43), are preceded
by the head noun plus clitic hai.
(41)

E
paine mala ho
ma'opu ni
kokoko.
3SG big
like CLF.round egg
GEN megapode.bird
‗It is as big as a megapode egg.‘

(42)

eu
ngeena e
tewa aado.
Ha=i
length=GEN bamboo DEM
3SG long befitting
‗That length of bamboo, it is long enough.‘
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(43)

3.2.3.4

Aa=na
oolu=ne nga ha=i
rodo kire si
hule.
PREP=3SG.POSS three=3SG ART length=GEN dark 3PL SEQ arrive
‗Then on the third night [literally, length of dark] they arrived.‘
Diminutive
One further modifier which precedes the head noun is the diminutive kele, shown

in (44) modifying kalei poo ‗offspring of pig, piglet‘.
(44)

Tarake e
horo-'-i=e
nga kele kale=i
poo.
truck 3SG slay-ACH-TR=3SG ART DIM offspring=GEN pig
‗The truck, it killed a little piglet.‘
Kele may also modify verbs, indicating that the action is tentative, reduced, or in

some way utilizes less effort. Example (45) shows kele modifying the verb mamalo ‗to
rest‘, indicating that the activity is reduced in duration.
(45)

Melu
kele mamalo ngeena.
1PAU.EX DIM rest
then
‗We rested a little then.‘
As a modifier of both nouns and verbs, kele does not fall into any of the

traditional grammatical categories. It does not serve as an opposite to paine ‗big‘ and
cannot be used to answer a query such as ‗what kind of house…?‘ Its function is distinct
from the qualitative modifiers which occur after the head noun, as it cannot be referred to
as an abstract quality like largeness or smallness, nor can it be used in comparative
constructions. It is better characterized as a unique particle rather than as the sole member
of a normally open grammatical category such as adjective.
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3.2.3.5

Qualitative modifiers: NP, PP and relative clauses
Kroeger (2005:90) defines

ADJECTIVE

as a class of words which primarily

modify nouns. By this definition Sa'a has no qualitative adjectives. Descriptive meanings
expressed adjectivally in many other languages, such as dimensions, colors, age, and
values, are expressed by Sa'a verbs, recognizable as such by their complex verbal
morphology and their ability to occur as predicate heads modified by imperfective aspect.
Since these words are not distinct in either morphology or syntax from words which
describe more prototypical verbal meanings such as motion and change, there is no
motivation for positing a separate adjective class.
Table 10 shows four color words and their closest English equivalents. All of
them are derived forms. The forms for ‗red‘ and ‗white‘ are based on verb roots, and the
forms for black and green have noun roots. The word for ‗black‘ is based on the noun
pulu which refers to the inky secretion of an octopus, but pulu has been extended to
encompass the verbal meaning ‗to become dark‘. Its use as a verb is now far more
common than its use for octopus ink. Kilekile is a type of green parrot, and the color word
kilekile'e ‗green‘ is derived from the reduplicated form, and more literally means to be
like the parrot.
Though reduplication is more commonly a verb behavior, Sa'a nouns may also be
reduplicated. Even so, the right-most suffix sequence of these color words, -'-a, allows
them to occur in the verb position following a TAM marker. The sequence -'-a indicates
that an achievement has taken place, resulting in a derived scalar change verb as is shown
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in section 4.5. Thus, according to their morphology, the color words are indistinguishable
from Sa'a verbs.
Table 10. Sa'a color words
Sa'a colors

Gloss

nonoro'a

red

rere'a

white

pulupulu'e

black, blue

kilekile'e

green

Example (46) shows the word paine ‗big‘ as a predicate with realis imperfective
aspect (ko ‗RL.I‘), indicating that a change of size is happening to the school. Likewise,
the bananas in (47) are undergoing a change by becoming bad. The dynamism of an
ongoing change points to a verbal rather than stative adjectival analysis.
(46)

Sukulu ko peine lau~leu
oto mola.
school RL.I big
RDP~snatch PFCT just
‗The school, it is really getting bigger quickly.‘

(47)

Mo hudi
ko aaela lau~leu
oto.
PL banana RL.I bad
RDP~snatch PFCT
‗The bananas, they are quickly going bad now.‘
If a separate class of adjectives were to exist, there would need to be

morphosyntactic evidence to distinguish its members from verbs. Sa'a words which
encode qualities occur in the same dynamic syntactic environments and take the same
morphology as more obviously verbal concepts such as run, walk, and jump, so there is
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no motivation for positing a separate grammatical category to artificially distinguish
them.
This analysis is similar to what was proposed for Fijian in Dixon (1982). In his
subsequent work, however, Dixon (Dixon & Aikhenvald 2006) reverses his earlier claim
and posits a class of adjectives which are similar to Fijian verbs but which are
syntactically distinct from them. The words in this adjectival class correspond to
qualitative concepts expressed by more traditionally recognized adjectives in other
languages. Furthermore Dixon now proposes that all languages which were formerly
analyzed as having no distinct adjective class do indeed have adjectives, but the
morphosyntactic features which distinguish the adjectives from verbs or nouns may not
be easily recognizable without extended focused analysis. He includes in the volume
several chapters presenting case studies written by other analysts describing the features
of a distinguishable qualitative word class. The original authors characterize these classes
as subsets of the verbs, but Dixon claims that they should be called adjectives. His
reasoning is based on what he understands to be the purpose of the term adjective: it
allows linguists to compare qualitative modifiers across languages. To him, linguists who
do not separate adjectives from verbs or nouns are not providing the best resources for
such comparisons (Dixon & Aikhenvald 2006:43–44).
At present, the question of whether such a class is a subgroup of verbs or a
separate grammatical category is a moot point, as no such class has yet been discerned in
Sa'a. There are facets of verbal morphosyntactic behavior which have not yet been fully
explored, and further analysis may uncover one or more features which delineates a verb
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subgroup of qualitative modifiers. Until such a feature surfaces, I do not posit a separate
class of adjectives for Sa'a, but hold to the analysis that the qualitative modifiers of nouns
are either noun phrases, prepositional phrases, or relative clauses, with the latter
sometimes consisting of a single verb. Each of these modifier types is described below.
Nouns may be modified by other noun phrases, which qualify the preceding head
noun by expressing a close association, such as possession, type, or purpose. Example
(48) shows a R. as a possessor noun phrase modifying the word nume ‗house‘. Sao ‗sago
(a type of leaf)‘ in (49) describes the type of houses being discussed.
(48)

Kire mani loko i
nume a
R.
3PL all
gather LOC house ART R.
‗They all gathered at R.‘s house.‘

(49)

Mo nume sao i
sukulu kire mani haka mango.
PL house sago LOC school 3PL all
tear finish
‗The leaf houses at school, they are all torn up.‘
Nouns may be modified by a following prepositional phrase. Example (50) shows

the prepositional phrase aana paris ‗of the parish‘ modifying mwa'i ‗bag/bank account‘.
Further examples follow in section 3.3, which discusses prepositions.
(50)

Nga aapa ke lae huni=e mwa'i aa=na
paris.
ART part IRR go for=3SG bag
PREP=3SG.POSS parish
‗A part, it will go for the bag [bank account] of the parish.‘
Nouns may be modified by relative clauses. These may be finite clauses with

subject, tense/aspect/modality (TAM) marker and an optional relativizer, or non-finite,
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with only a verb and its complements (if any).11 Finite relative clauses without a
relativizer may be difficult to recognize. A typical sentence, such as (51), may appear to
begin with a topic noun phrase followed by two fully independent clauses. It is only
through intonation and/or the supply of the relativizer (the optional nge) that one realizes
the first clause (in bold type) is a relative clause embedded in the topic noun phrase (the
entire first line of the example), and the second clause (the second line) is the main
independent clause of the whole sentence.
(51)

Mo iini (nge) kire sare lae huni=e ngau-h-e,
PL one (REL) 3PL want go for=3SG eat-INTN-NR

‗‘

kire ke=i
lae oto aa=na
Rua=na.
3PL IRR=LOC go PFCT PREP=3SG.POSS two=3SG.POSS
‗The people [who] they want to go for the feast, they will then go on Tuesday.‘
Nouns may appear to be modified by verbs, but I analyze such constructions as
non-finite relative clauses with omitted relativizers, subject pronouns, and TAM markers.
The genitive ni in (52) may or may not be supplied as a relativizer before the verb
mama'ahu.
(52)

11

Kire ko sili i
nume (ni)
ma~ma'ahu mo mwela keni.
3PL RL.I enter LOC house (GEN) RDP~sleep
PL child
girl
‗They are entering the girls‘ house of/for sleeping [dormitory].‘

Though the finite/non-finite distinction strictly refers to verbs which are (not) inflected for
tense, the terms are also used to distinguish full clauses from reduced forms which consist of an
uninflected verb and its complements.
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Example (53) shows a relative clause that consists of a single word, oodota'i
‗be/go straight‘, and (54) shows the expanded form which includes the optional
relativizer and subject pronoun.
(53)

Kire hili-s-i=e
nga mwane oodo-t-a-'-i.
3PL choose-ACM-TR=3SG ART man
straight-ACM-NR-ACH-TR
‗They chose a righteous man.‘

(54)

Kire hili-s-i=e
mwane diana nge e
oodo-t-a-'-i.
3PL choose-ACM-TR=3SG man
good REL 3SG straight-ACM-NR-ACH-TR
‗They chose a good man who was righteous.‘
Preliminary study indicates that there are some noun-verb combinations which

require a finite relative clause while others allow the shorter non-finite form. More study
is needed to determine if these restrictions define a subclass of verbs (which Dixon would
call adjectives) or if they arise from parameters attached to the noun, or perhaps even
some other unforeseen characteristics of the wider construction.
Verbs which occur in non-finite relative clauses may be roots, such as pweu in
(55), or derived forms as in (52) and (56). The reduplication of ma~ma'ahu in (52)
indicates a habitual act, and the suffix sequence which includes a glottal stop (-'), in
oodota'i in (56) indicates an achieved scalar change. See Chapter 4 for a discussion of
verb types and verbal morphology.
(55)

Mwane pweu
ngeena ko ma'ahu mola i
wapu.
man
act.foolish that
RL.I sleep
just LOC forest
‗That foolish man, he just sleeps in the forest.‘

(56)

Kire hili-s-i=e
nga mwane oodo-t-a-'-i.
3PL choose-ACM-TR=3SG ART man
straight-ACM-NR-ACH-TR
‗They chose a righteous man.‘
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While it is unusual to find a noun phrase with more than one qualitative modifier,
such constructions are sometimes encountered. In such cases the order is not rigidly
prescribed, but is governed by the scope of each word according to which feature is
perceived to be most intrinsic to the object described. In (57) to'oni tetewa ‗long garment‘
is used as a unit to refer to a particular type of long garment such as a dress, cloak, or
tunic, which in this situation is colored red. This contrasts with another color word, rere'a
‗white‘ in (58), where the white color of the clothing is more intrinsic than its shininess.
(57)

Kire to'oni aa=ni
to'oni te~tewa
no~noro-'-a.
3PL dress PREP=3PL.POSS dress RDP~lengthen RDP~red-ACH-DER
‗They were dressed in red long-garments.‘

(58)

Kire to'oni aa=ni
to'oni re~re-'-a
wana~wana.
3PL dress PREP=3PL.POSS dress RDP~whiten-ACH-DER RDP~shine
‗They were dressed in shining white garments.‘
One final strategy for expressing qualities is considered here because it could be

easily mistaken for a prenominal adjective and because it involves significant use of
verbal morphology, which is discussed in Chapter 4. This construction, shown in (59),
uses a directly possessed deverbal noun as the noun phrase syntactic head to emphasize
the extent of a particular quality, in this case size. The possessive clitic is explicated by a
noun phrase, nunu ‗earthquake,‘ which is the semantic but not syntactic participant in the
clause.
(59)

e
hite nonola.
Paine-h-a-'-a=na
nunu
big-INTN-NR-ACH-DER=3SG.POSS earthquake 3SG strike yesterday
‗A giant of an earthquake, it struck yesterday.‘
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The morphology of the syntactic head noun paineha'ana is discussed in the main
body of this thesis at section 4.5.1.3; for now it suffices to point out that in this
construction the semantic head, nunu, is a modifying noun phrase to which the possessive
clitic =na of the syntactic head paineha'ana refers. A literal rendering of the syntax more
closely matches ‗a big one of it, an earthquake‘ rather than ‗a big earthquake‘.
3.2.3.6

Demonstratives
Nouns may be specified by a following demonstrative, usually the last element of

a noun phrase, unless an intervening lengthy prepositional phrase or relative clause would
push it too far away from the head noun. Sa'a demonstratives are listed in Table 11.
Table 11. Sa'a demonstratives
Sa'a demonstratives

Gloss

ienini

this very

ie

this

ngeena

that

wau(ne)

over there

hao(na)

down there

ta'au(ne)

up there

mai(ne)

here, upcoming, next

Note the third person direct possessive clitic =na (or its allomorph =ne) on many
of the demonstratives. The referent of the clitic is a thing or location that is already
known, either from a previous mention or from an indication in the pragmatic
environment. The clitic =na is an obligatory part of the demonstrative ngeena, and it must
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also be affixed to wau, hao, ta'au and mai, in order to give a demonstrative reading, as
without it they are merely directional or locational adverbs. Example (60) is the closing
sentence of a story about a young lad, and the context makes the demonstrative point to
him very clearly. In (61) wau merely indicates the general direction or location of the
house, whereas in (62) the clitic =ne refers to the previously identified location of the
elderly man in a store entryway, and thus gives a demonstrative effect.
(60)

Na kele mwa'u ngeena ko aalaha oto na=da.
and small boy
DEM
RL.I rule
PFCT BEN=3PL.POSS
‗And that small boy, he now rules them.‘

(61)

Kire ko esu-i=e
nume wau
i
S.
3PL RL.I work-TR=3SG house over.there LOC S.
‗They are making a house over there at S.‘

(62)

A

repo wau=ne
e
lio mala a
H.
ART elder over.there=3SG.POSS 3SG look like ART H.
‗That elder over there, he looks like H.‘

3.3 Prepositional Phrases
This section deals with true prepositional phrases and also with other
constructions which perform similar functions but are slightly different in structure.
Sa'a has only a very few true prepositions. This very paucity allows for each one
to be discussed individually.
The most common preposition is the clitic i, which may attach to the end of the
previous word or the beginning of the following one. This preposition has a primarily
locative meaning, as in (63) where as the proclitic i= ‗LOC‘ it points to nume, ‗house‘.
The enclitic =i may also have a genitive meaning, allowing the object to express various
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shades of association, such as type, membership, or origin. In (64) the genitive =i is
affixed to the noun kale ‗child‘ yielding kalei ‗child of‘. (The orthographic convention
usually followed is to write i as a separate word (without the = symbol) when it has a
locative meaning but attached to the previous word when it is expressing a genitive
concept.)
(63)

Kire aaliho-'-i
nume.
i
3PL return-ACH-TR LOC house
‗They returned to the house.‘

(64)

O ke=i
horo-'-i=e
oto nga kele kale=i
poo.
2SG IRR.LOC slay-ACH-TR=3SG PFCT ART DIM offspring=GEN pig
‗You will then kill a little piglet.‘
A second genitive preposition is ni, which (like all Sa'a monomoraic

monosyllables) is technically also a clitic but is always written as a separate word. In (65)
ni indicates a genitive of origin, ‗men from Sa'a village‘. In (66) it expresses a genitive of
type, ‗male adults‘.
(65)

E
asu-i=e
loko-ng-a
pe'i=e
mo mwane ni S.
3SG do-TR=3SG gather-EV-NR with=3SG PL man
GEN S.
‗He held a meeting with the men of S village.‘

(66)

Mo rato ni mwane hunge kire loko.
PL adult GEN male
many 3PL gather
‗Many men [literally, adults of the male type], they gathered together.‘
When ni occurs following a clause initial noun phrase, it should not be mistaken

for the genitive, as in that position ni functions as a focus particle. Example (67) employs
ni to signal contrastive focus on the initial noun phrase a R., which would otherwise be
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merely a topic. (Further discussion of focus constructions is beyond the scope of this
paper.)
(67)

A

R. ni e
to'o aa=na
iiola ngeena.
ART R. FOC 3SG have PREP=3SG.POSS canoe DEM
‗It is R. who owns that canoe.‘
The comparative preposition mala, shown in (68), functions similarly to the

English ‗like‘ or ‗as‘ and also partners with the semantically empty pro form uri to form
conditionals, as in (69) where mala uri ‗like thus‘ functions as a hypothetical, meaning
‗if‘.
(68)

Kire ko esu loko~loko mala ta'a~ta'a puli-t-a-a.
3PL RL.I work RDP~gather like RDP~one crowd-ACM-NR-NR
‗They are working together like one group.‘

(69)

ke mae, ne ke mae no'one.
Mala uri aasi=ku
like thus sibling=1SG.POSS IRR die 1SG IRR die also
‗If my brother dies, I will also die.‘
There are three noun-like prepositions, aa, na, and a, all of which obligatorily

take a following direct possession clitic. The direct possessives usually attach to nouns;
hence, the characterization of these prepositions as ‗noun-like‘.
The preposition aa takes an obligatory direct possession clitic and gives the sense
of ‗to‘, ‗on‘, ‗with‘, ‗at‘, or sometimes (when used as a relativizer introducing a clause)
‗since‘ or ‗because‘, as shown in (70) and (71). It is used almost as frequently as the clitic
preposition =i and is glossed merely as PREP since its meaning varies so widely.
(70)

Kire lae aa=na
pwarero-ng-a i
R.
3PL go PREP=3SG.POSS play-EV-NR
LOC R.
‗They went to the tournament at R. village.‘
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(71)

E
toole=a meresine aa=na
ko wiri.
3SG take=3SG medicine PREP=3SG.POSS RL.I has.diarrhea
‗He procured medicine because he has diarrhea.‘
Na has a benefactive sense, as is seen in (72).

(72)

Keni ngeena kire toole=a na=na
a
E.
girl that
3PL take=3SG BEN=3SG.POSS ART E.
‗That girl, they are taking her for E. [to marry].‘
The preposition a (with direct possession clitic) means ‗to X to be consumed‘, as

in (73). It is considered to be rather direct and thus slightly rude if focused on an
individual in formal company. In such cases it is more polite to use the purposive huni, as
in (74). (Huni is described below with the other prepositions of verbal origin.)
(73)

Mo R. kire si
nii a=na
mwala e
hule.
PL R. 3PL SEQ give CSMR=3SG.POSS people 3SG arrive
‗The people of R, they then gave to-eat [i.e. fed] the people who had arrived.‘

(74)

Mo R. kire si
nii huni=e mwala e
hule.
PL R. 3PL SEQ give for=3SG people 3SG arrive
‗The people of R, they then gave for the people who had arrived.
[The context is food provision, but the feeding has a less direct sense.]‘
There are several other directly possessed location nouns which combine with i=

to give the sense of single prepositions, but which are actually heads of noun phrases that
are themselves the object of the clitic preposition i=. This can be seen in the phrase i
lengine nume in (75). Here nume ‗house‘ is the possessor referenced by the 3SG.POSS
clitic =ne attached to lengi ‗top‘, and lengine ‗top of it‘ is the head of the noun phrase
lengine nume ‗top of the house‘. It is the whole noun phrase lengine nume that is thus the
object of the prepositional clitic i=. These constructions result in forms comparable to the
English ‗on its/X‘s top/bottom/side/etc.‘ Following Lynch et al. (2002:51) and contra
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Lichtenberk (2008, section 10.4), I do not consider these to be true prepositions, as they
are objects of the clitic preposition i=, with the semantic head of the whole construction
functioning as an explicatory appositive of the clitic possessor.
(75)

Kire ne'i kapa
oto i
nume.
lengi=ne
3PL put roofing.iron PFCT LOC top=3SG.POSS house
‗They put roofing iron on top of the house.‘
In addition to the above prepositions, there are several verbs which have more or

less grammaticalized into prepositions. Many of these still occur occasionally as main
verbs, but they are more commonly used as prepositions. When they occur immediately
following the main verb, they could alternatively be interpreted as serial verb
constructions. They retain the verbal behavior of requiring object clitics and optionally
may be followed by a noun phrase to further identify the object. When a noun phrase
follows, the object clitic conforms to the non-agreement pattern described in section 3.1.
Example (76) shows the verbal use of haahie, contrasting with its prepositional use in
(77).
(76)

Na waro~waro ko haa-h-i=e
mo rodo.
and RDP~round RL.I rule-INTN-TR=3SG PL night
‗And the moon, it dominates the nights.‘

(77)

Kire ke si
waa-i='o
asu-ng-e
ngeena.
haa-h-i=e
3PL IRR SEQ reward-TR=2SG over-INTN-TR=3SG work-EV-NR that
‗Then they will reward you for that deed.‘
Deserving further attention is one other verbal preposition, huni ‗for‘, shown in its

prepositional use in (78).
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(78)

Ne ke nii=e
mei to'oha huni=omu mo saanau i
ho'owa.
1SG IRR give=3SG ART money for=2PL
PL lad
LOC tomorrow
‗I will give the money to you young men tomorrow.‘
Huni has almost completely lost its verbal use. It functions as a preposition and

also as the relativizer introducing subordinate clauses of purpose. In this usage it appears
as a bare root (without an object clitic) before non-finite clauses consisting of a verb
phrase, as in (79). However, if the following element is a full clause with a subject, huni
must attach a third person singular object clitic as a pro-form which refers to the entire
embedded object clause. In (80), the purpose clause has a different actor than the main
clause, so a new subject pronoun is needed, which in turn requires that the whole clause
be represented by the third person singular object clitic attached to huni. The reason
underlying this difference has to do with serial verb constructions and is beyond the
scope of this thesis.
(79)

Kire lae i
su'u
kawara.
huni esu-i=e
3PL go LOC harbor for work-TR=3SG copra
‗They went to the harbor to make some copra.‘

(80)

Kire lae mai
i
see=ku
huni=e ne ke pe'i=re.
3PL go here
LOC presence=1SG.POSS
for=3SG 1SG IRR help=3PL
‗They came here to me so that I would help them.‘

3.4 Verb phrase constituents other than the verb word
Sa'a verb phrases consist of a preverbal tense/aspect/modality (TAM) particle, the
verb itself, adverbs before and after the verb, any noun phrase referring to a direct object,
and the post-verbal perfective TAM particle oto. The verb word is discussed fully in
Chapter 4.
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3.4.1

Tense, aspect, and modality particles
Ivens (1911 & 1918) described the Sa'a tense, aspect, and modality (TAM)

system as having tense, but such an analysis encounters inconsistencies. This is most
obvious with the Sa'a equivalent of English descriptive clauses, such as (81), which use
what Ivens considered to be past tense (the absence of an overt TAM particle) to mark a
reality which is true in the present time. Note that the free translation of (81) rightly
expresses this thought by saying, ‗it is big‘ not the past tense ‗it was big‘.
(81)

Nume i'oe e
paine.
Ø
house 2SG 3SG RL.PFV big
‗Your house, it is/*was big.‘
A more accurate analysis follows the typical Oceanic pattern (Lynch et al.

2002:84) of distinguishing realis and irrealis modality rather than a tense-based system.
Within realis modality Sa'a also has a contrast between perfective and imperfective
aspect. A set of preverbal TAM particles encode both features, as is shown in Table 12.
Table 12. Sa'a tense/aspect/modality particles

Realis
Irrealis

Perfective

Imperfective

Ø

ko
ke

Realis perfective is the unmarked value of TAM (marked as Ø for the purposes of
this discussion) and is used for events that are already completed at the time of the
discourse. This gives a sense of past tense in current conversation, as in (82) where the
speaker‘s arrival was completed ‗yesterday‘. Realis perfective is used for background
events in discourse about a past event, as is shown in (83) by the contrast of Ø in the first
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clause (a preparatory event in the story of a man-eating eagle) with ko in the second
clause (a mainline event when the hero first encounters the eagle).
(82)

Nou Ø
hule nonola.
1SG RL.PFV arrive yesterday
‗I arrived yesterday.‘

(83)

E
lio ta'au,
na Ø ko lee-s-i=e
hada.
Ø
3SG RL.PFV look up.there and 3SG RL.I look-ACM-TR=3SG eagle
‗He looked up there, and he was seeing the eagle.‘
With verbs that encode actions or activities which an entity performs, the effect of

realis imperfective gives a sense of present tense in conversation about current events, as
in (84) where the speaker is engaged in the uncompleted activity of going somewhere.
Yet in a discourse about a past event, a clause such as (85) uses realis imperfective to
encode events that are presented as being enacted right at the time of the discourse rather
than previous to it.
(84)

No ko lae i
H.
1SG RL.I go LOC H.
‗I am going to H. village.‘

(85)

Oto a
R. ko si
hule i
H.
then ART R. RL.I SEQ arrive LOC H.
‗R., he then arrived in H. village.‘
For verbs which encode scalar changes which happen to an entity, realis

imperfective (86) gives a sense that the change is still ongoing, contrasting with realis
perfective in (87) which encodes a change that has been completely realized, the
functional equivalent of a present state. In (86), ko indicates that the waves are still
getting bigger, whereas in (87), with Ø instead of ko, the waves are already big.
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(86)

Mo naho kire ko peine aa=na
ko iiru.
PL wave 3PL RL.I big
PREP=3SG.POSS RL.I blow
‗The waves, they are getting bigger because it is blowing.‘

(87)

Nou sere'i lae aa=na
mo naho kire Ø
paine.
1SG loath go PREP=3SG.POSS PL wave 3PL RL.PFV big
‗I don‘t want to go, for the waves, they are big.‘
The irrealis particle ke covers a range of situations, including subjunctive,

hortative, imperative, and possible events. Example (88) shows a subjunctive in the first
clause; its second clause may be viewed as either hortative or imperative. The specific
sense must be inferred from the context, which may sometimes be somewhat ambiguous.
This has led to many speakers of today incorporating the Pijin mas ‗must‘ into Sa'a
clauses to indicate that an action is absolutely necessary, as in (89).
(88)

Maholo o
H. o
pasikolo huni=eu.
ke lae i
ke holi=e
time
2SG IRR go LOC H. 2SG IRR buy=3SG bicycle for=1SG
‗When you go to H. village [sometime], you buy me a bicycle.‘

(89)

O ke mas inu
mango=a meresine i'oe.
2SG IRR must drink finish=3SG medicine 2SG
‗You must drink up all your medicine.‘
Irrealis mode may be further modified by the addition of the clitic =i to the TAM

marker ke, as in (90), which serves to locate the event in the definite future rather than
leaving it to be merely hypothetical.
(90)

Kire ke=i
lae oto aa=na
Hai=ne.
3PL IRR=LOC go PFCT PREP=3SG.POSS four=3SG.POSS
‗They will go on Thursday on the ship.‘
In addition to the preverbal TAM particles, the inclusion of oto following the verb

forms a perfect, as shown in (91). This must be carefully distinguished from the
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perfective, as it is possible to encode both imperfective and perfect in the same clause. In
(92) the fact that the arriving is not complete is signaled by the realis imperfective ko, and
the perfect oto indicates that the timing of the arriving event is being compared to the
reference time of the participants‘ awakening.
(91)

Na kire aaliho'i oto poi
si'iri.
and 3PL return PFCT up.here today
‗And they have arrived back up here today.‘

(92)

Melu
si
lio mola na kire ko hule oto.
1PAU.EX SEQ look just and 3PL RL.I arrive PFCT
‗We just woke up and they were already arriving.‘
Oto is also used clause initially as in (93) with a discourse function of moving the

action along, giving the sense that the previous event has concluded or is in a sense
perfected. These occurrences are glossed as ‗then‘ to show their discourse function
instead of their strict grammatical function.
(93)

3.4.2

sinaha.
Oto kire mani lae mola i
then 3PL all
go just LOC outside
‗Then they all just went outside.‘
Adverbs
Adverbs are a small but open class used to indicate qualities such as speaker

attitude, degree, manner, distribution in time, and location. There are several subclasses
of Sa'a adverbs, with some occurring before and some after the verb. Though there is
some ordering of the subclasses within these two positions, the narrow scope of this
thesis precludes a full discussion of this topic. Example (94) shows a preverbal adverb
hola'i ‗first‘ along with the diminutive kele ‗small, little‘. Though noun phrase modifiers
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are used sparingly, Sa'a speakers are quite liberal with their use of adverbs, as can be seen
by the four adverbs eeliho'i ‗return, back‘, taane ‗indeed, certainly‘, lo'u ‗again‘, and
lauleu ‗quickly‘, and the directional mei ‗here‘ in (95).
(94)

Melu
hola'i kele mamalo.
1PAU.EX first DIM rest
‗We first rested a little.‘

(95)

Na ke=i
ha'a-tola-'i
eeliho'i taane lo'u mei lau~leu.
And IRR=LOC CAUS-take-3PL return indeed again here RDP~snatch
‗And he will indeed quickly send them back here again.‘
Worthy of separate mention are the directional adverbs, which are obligatory with

verbs encoding physical displacement and which also frequently occur when the
displacement is abstract. Sa'a has five forms, shown in Table 13. Example (96) shows
their usual position following other adverbs but preceding explanatory noun phrases,
oblique arguments, and other larger constituents of the sentence such as purpose clauses.
Occasionally a directional will precede another adverb, as in (95) above where mei ‗here‘
precedes the adverb lauleu ‗quickly‘.
Table 13. Sa'a directionals
Directional

Gloss

mai

here

poi

up here

hao

down there

wau

over there

ta'au

up there
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(96)

Kirerue si
hule no'one mola mai aa=na
halisi 2009.
3DU
SEQ arrive also
just here PREP=3SG.POSS year 2009
‗They two also just arrived here in 2009.‘
The directions ‗up‘ and ‗down‘ of poi ‗up here‘ ta'au ‗up there‘, and hao ‗down

there‘ may refer to compass directions as well as to elevation, with east (rather than
north) being ‗up‘, and west being ‗down‘.
3.4.3

Noun phrases referring to a direct object
Noun phrases which refer to direct objects usually occur after the verb, sometimes

following an intervening adverb such as lo'u as shown in (97), but only if the adverb is
fairly bleached, carrying more grammatical content than lexical meaning.
(97)

No ko sare holi=e
lo'u mo kawara arawa i'omu.
1SG RL.I want buy=3SG again PL copra
raw
2PL
‗I am again wanting to buy your raw copra.‘
Adverbs with strong lexical content, such as manner adverbs, pull the focus of the

clause away from the normal prominence given to the object. In such cases the verb loses
its syntactic transitivity, dropping the (-C)-i suffix sequence (if normally present) along
with the object clitic, and the noun phrase is then encoded as an oblique rather than as a
noun phrase appositive to the object clitic. This is illustrated in examples (98) and (99).
In (98), mo puke ngeena ‗those books‘ is an appositive noun phrase which further
explicates the object clitic =e on the verb, whereas in (99) with the adverb te'ingelu ‗all
together‘ inserted, the object clitic is removed and the preposition aana must be added to
introduce the books as an oblique argument of the verb. The literal English translation of
these constructions sometimes cannot show the participant as an oblique.
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(98)

(99)

Ne ke holi=e
mo puke
1SG IRR buy=3SG PL book
‗I will buy those books.‘

ngeena.
DEM

Ne ke holi te'ingelu
aa=na
mo puke ngeena.
1SG IRR buy all.together PREP=3SG.POSS PL book DEM
‗I will buy up those books.‘
At times a speaker will use this process of demoting a direct object to an oblique

when he wants to indicate partial affectedness of the object, as in (100). Had the verb in
(100) been transitive (esu-i=e, ‗do-TR=3SG‘), with the house coreferential with an object
clitic, it would have meant they were building the entire house rather than doing only part
of the job. The demoted object construction does not always indicate diminished
affectedness of the semantic object; sometimes its use is triggered by discourse issues
beyond the scope of this discussion.
(100)

Kire ko esu aa=na
nume mo keni.
3PL RL.I work PREP=3SG.POSS house PL girl
‗They are working on the girls‘ house.‘
Another construction which involves a sequence of verb plus noun phrase occurs

when the affected participant is generic, indefinite, or unspecified, as in (101). Here the
intransitive form of the verb occurs, the noun phrase is stripped down with no
determiners, and no adverbs are allowed to split the verb away from the following
indefinite noun phrase. Some analysts see these forms as instances of compounding or
noun incorporation, but that analysis is not insightful since there is no need for the verb
and noun phrase to habitually collocate, as is the case with forms like the English babysit.
Rather, the absence of the object clitic with such forms indicates a lack of syntactic
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transitivity, as should be the case when the event is not actually performed on a particular
participant. The verb plus noun phrase functions as a unit to indicate a particular activity.
(101)

Aa=na
maholo ienini
ne ke holi kawara arawa.
PREP=3SG.POSS time
this.very 1SG IRR buy copra
raw
‗At this time I will buy raw copra.‘

3.5 Clause order and topicalization
Sa'a clauses are of two types: verbal and verbless (equative and locative) clauses.
Since the focus of this work is verb morphology, only the former is discussed here.
Clauses which encode events or descriptions are verbal, and the order of
constituents is (T)SVO. This order holds across the board, with both S and O referring to
pronominal elements. The clause may have only pronominal elements to represent the
arguments, as in (102), or it may optionally explicate the pronominal elements which
bear the subject and object grammatical relations with lexical noun phrases. In such cases
any lexical noun phrase which follows the object clitic is coreferential with it, as in (103).
(102)

Ne ke ngau='i.
1SG IRR eat=3PL
‗I will eat them.‘

(103)

Ne ke ngau=e mo hudi.
1SG IRR eat=3SG PL banana
‗I will eat the bananas.‘
Sa'a does not allow for a lexical noun phrase to be the subject, as has been seen in

section 3.1. A lexical noun phrase which is coreferential with the subject pronoun occurs
before it as the sentence topic. In (104) the topic mo keni ‗women‘ is coreferential with
kire ‗3PL‘, the subject pronoun.
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(104)

Mo keni
kire ke ngau=e mo hudi.
PL
woman 3PL IRR eat=3SG PL banana
‗The women, they will eat the bananas.‘
There is one situation in which this analysis is not so straightforward. When the

subject participant is third person singular and the clause has an overt TAM particle,
there is no overt person-number morpheme which encodes the subject, and a clause with
an initial noun phrase may appear to have SVO structure with the lexical noun phrase as
subject. In (105) one might be tempted to assume that the noun phrase uuweliku ‗my
uncle‘ bears the subject grammatical relation, which results in a clause structured like
natural English as shown below.
(105)

Uuweli=ku
ko esu-i=e
iiola.
uncle=1SG.POSS RL.I work-TR=3SG canoe
‗My uncle is making a canoe.‘

However, third person singular clauses are fully grammatical without an initial noun
phrase. In (106) the subject is an unstated, understood third person singular entity.
(106)

iiola.
Ø ko esu-i=e
3SG RL.I work-TR=3SG canoe
‗He is making a canoe.‘

Such clauses show that the third person subject is Ø, as (106) cannot refer to any
participant who is not third person singular. This leads us to reanalyze (105) as shown in
(107).
(107)

Uuweli=ku
iiola.
Ø ko esu-i=e
uncle=1SG.POSS 3SG RL.I work-TR=3SG canoe
‗My uncle, he is making a canoe.‘
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Example (108) shows the same structure, except this time the initial noun phrase is plural
and the third person plural subject pronoun is overt.
(108)

Mo uuweli=ku
iiola.
kire ko esu-i=e
PL uncle=1SG.POSS 3PL RL.I work-TR=3SG canoe
‗My uncles, they are making a canoe.‘
The analysis of (T)SVO fits (108), and there is no reason to propose a different

structure for (107), since recognizing that the third person singular subject pronoun is Ø
means that (107) and (108) are exactly parallel. A specific definite meaning like third
person singular accords well with the argument outlined by Kroeger (2005:17) for
positing the existence of a null morpheme to complete a paradigm. Thus there is no
motivation for analyzing any initial lexical noun phrase as anything but topic. Such null
subject morpheme examples should not be mistaken for SVO order with a lexical noun
phrase subject.
A (T)SVO clause structure also allows for the initial lexical noun phrase to be
coreferential with participants other than the subject. This style of speech is much more
common in Sa'a than topicalized structures would be in English. In such instances a
pronoun or pronominal clitic will bear the grammatical relation of the participant IN SITU,
and the fronted lexical noun phrase is only a topic, not a term argument. The following
two examples illustrate the difference between a fronted topic noun phrase which is
coreferential with the object (110), and the same clause without topicalization as shown
in (109). The contrast between (109) and (110) is that in (109) the subject kolu ‗1PAU.IN‘
is prominent, whereas in (110) satana ‗his name‘ is prominent, perhaps implying that the
speakers recognize the person‘s face though not knowing his name, or that the speakers
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know nothing at all about the person, not even his name. (In (110) through (112) both the
fronted topic noun phrase and the coreferential pronominals are shown in bold type.)
(109)

Kolu
ka'a sai=e
ike sata=na.
1PAU.IN NEG know=3SG NEG name=3SG.POSS
‗We don‘t know his name.‘

(110)

kolu
ka'a sai=e
ike.
Sata=na
name=3SG.POSS 1PAU.IN NEG know=3SG NEG
‗His name, we don‘t even know it.‘
The examples that follow illustrate fronted topic noun phrases which are

coreferential with other parts of the sentence. Example (111) shows a topic that refers to
the object of the preposition i=suli, ‗about‘. In (112), the topic refers to the first person
paucal exclusive possessor of the meeting. An entity pragmatically associated with but
not actually mentioned otherwise in the clause is the topic of (113).
(111)

suli=e.
Eeta loko-ng-a
ikire kire ere no'one i
first gather-EV-NR 3PL 3PL talk also
LOC follow=3SG
‗Their first meeting, they also talked about it. (They were discussing
arrangements for the meeting itself.)‘

(112)

Mo teite
i
S. loko-ng-a
i'emeelu ke ada.
PL
mothers LOC S. gather-EV-NR 1PAU.EX IRR move
‗[We] mothers at S. village, our meeting will be postponed.‘

(113)

Aapa aa=na
ii'o-ng-a
rere'a, mwaani=e poo ke sili la nume.
part PREP=3SG.POSS stay-EV-NR clean from=3SG pig IRR enter in house
‗[In regards to] the subject of living hygienically, don‘t let pigs enter into the
house.‘
Various clause adjuncts normally occur following the core participants, and some

of these may also be fronted to clause initial position for prominence. Examples (114)
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and (115) show a fronted location prepositional phrase and a fronted purpose clause
respectively.
(114)

nume maa'i a
Sent P.
W. kire to'o aa=na
LOC W. 3PL have PREP=3SG.POSS house holy ART Saint P.
‗There at W. village they have the church of Saint P.‘

(115)

ke asu to'ohuu mola.
Huni=e poro paine ke laahi='o, o
for=3SG lord big
IRR praise=2SG 2SG IRR work true
just
‗So the boss will praise you, you must just truly work.‘

I

Full exploration of these adjuncts is peripheral to the main topic of this thesis. It is
enough to remark that in most cases adjunct clauses are fully marked with all clause
constituents and differ very little from main clause construction patterns.

4.

Verb morphology

The sketch of Sa'a morphosyntactic patterns in Chapter 3 addresses words and
constructions other than the verb. This chapter deals with Sa'a verbs, focusing in
particular on the suffixes which are involved in verb transitivity.
The verb is the head of the verb phrase, which is in turn the head of the clause.
Verbs are identified by their position in the clause and by their distinctive morphology.
Within a main clause, the verb may be found following the sequence comprised of
subject pronoun (see section 3.2.1.1), TAM particle (see section 3.4.1), and any optional
adverbs from a small closed set (see section 3.4.2). In non-finite relative clauses (those
without subject pronouns and TAM markers), such as in example (56) repeated here as
(116), the verb is often the first (and possibly only) constituent of the clause, as Sa'a
relativizers are quite optional and more often absent than not.
(116)

Kire hili-s-i=e
nga mwane oodo-t-a-'-i.
3PL choose-ACM-TR=3SG ART man
straight-ACM-NR-ACH-TR
‗They chose a righteous man.‘
Syntactically transitive verbs are especially easy to recognize, as they are all

marked by a postverbal object clitic. Section 3.2.1.2 covers the forms these clitics take
and elaborates on their usage. Words which end with an object clitic are either verbs or
prepositions of verbal origin, as described in section 3.3.
When the logical object of a semantically transitive verb is indefinite, partially
affected, or in some other way less than ordinarily salient or significant to the pragmatic
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situation, it will not be encoded by a coreferential object clitic on the verb. Since the clitic
bears the object grammatical relation, the lack of it means that the verb is syntactically
intransitive. These constructions are described in section 3.4.3. Syntactically intransitive
verbs are harder to identify than the syntactic transitives, but word order, morphology,
and subsequent indefinite noun phrases and oblique participants generally provide
sufficient clues for these verb to be recognized.
4.1 Verbal affixes
Sa'a verbs take affixes more frequently than any other grammatical category, and
these affixes have a variety of functions. Verbal prefixes are listed in Table 14, followed
by a pair of examples for each with brief explanatory comments. A more detailed
treatment of them is beyond the scope of this thesis, since they have no direct
involvement in the research questions addressed herein.
Table 14. Sa'a verbal prefixes
Sa'a verbal prefix

Function

ma-

detransitivizer

ta-

detransitivizer

aa-

detransitivizer

hai-

reciprocal

ha'a-

indirect causative

The first three prefixes, ma-, ta-, and aa-, are Sa'a reflexes of the POc
detransitivizers which receive a detailed treatment in Evans (2003). Though ma-, ta-, and
aa- are attested in Sa'a and may have been more productive historically, they are now
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largely unproductive, occurring only in a comparative handful of forms. The scarcity of
forms works against the formulation of any hypothesis as to exactly how the three forms
differ, so they are all glossed as

DETR

following Evans (2003), though that analysis may

not be completely accurate in all instances. All three detransitivizers derive intransitive or
stative verbs which indicate that the subject possesses the characteristic encoded by the
verb root or stem, usually brought about spontaneously rather than by any known
instigator. It is the absence of any possible instigator which results in a necessarily
intransitive form, one which cannot then be made transitive by any further affixation.
Example (117) shows the root oi ‗to break‘ in its transitive form, and (118) shows
the form with ma-. There is no indication in this example that the rafters were broken by
an instigator. Examples (119) and (120) show the prefix aa- with the root aro ‗to break‘,
and (121) and (122) show a similar pair with the root hiro ‗to turn‘ and the prefix ta(with reduplication). Hiro is only transitive when -s-i is added. The bare root is used for
an action performed by the instigator on himself. The form with reduplicated ta~ta- is
used for a non-instigated event. While this prefix does not formally detransitivize the root
hiro ‗turn‘, it does remove the possibility of forming a derived transitive from it.
(117)

Ne ke oi=e
niho=na
mola maraa=ku.
1SG IRR break=3SG tooth=3SG.POSS just self=1SG.POSS
‗I will just break his teeth myself.‘

(118)

Mo aato mola kire ma-'oi.
PL rafter just
3PL DETR-break
‗Just the rafters, they are broken.‘
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(119)

Oto kire ko aro=a
mola mo kooni.
then 3PL RL.I break=3SG just PL corn
‗Then they simply broke off the [ears of] corn.‘

(120)

Na naho ko aa-'aro
i
lao=na
iiola.
and wave RL.I DETR-break LOC inside=3SG.POSS canoe
‗And the waves, they were breaking into the canoe.‘

(121)

Kire hiro-s-i=e
mola mo sao nonola.
3PL turn-ACM-TR=3SG just PL sago yesterday
‗They only bundled the sago palm leaves yesterday.‘

(122)

Ho

wili
ko ta~ta-hiro.
ART wheel RL.I RDP~DETR-turn
‗The wheel, it is revolving.‘
Like many Oceanic languages, Sa'a has a reciprocal prefix, hai-, which usually

indicates that two participants are performing the action encoded by the verb on or to
each other. Example (124) shows this prefix attached to sau ‗to beat‘, where it has the
sense of the two participants fighting each other, unlike in (123) where the action is
unilateral with R. only receiving the blows and not giving any back in return.
(123)

Na kire ko si
mola a
R.
sau-n-i=e
and 3PL RL.I SEQ beat-RES-TR=3SG just ART R.
‗And then they just beat up R.‘

(124)

O ke lae mai huni=e kure
ke hai-seu-n-i.
2SG IRR go here for=3SG 1DU.IN IRR RECP-beat-RES-TR
‗You come here so we can fight.‘
In some words the reciprocal action has been lost or weakened, and the form has

lexicalized into an ordinary one-way transaction. The morphology of the verb in (125)
indicates by its lack of the prefix hai- that a unilateral action by one party is being
described; that is, the seller setting the asking price for an item. The verb in (126), on the
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other hand, has the prefix hai- and so should indicate a reciprocal, bilateral action—an
agreement or a contract. In today‘s usage, however, haiholota'i is no longer a two-way
interaction in spite of the retention of the reciprocal prefix, and has come to usually mean
‗to promise‘ or ‗to vow‘.
(125)

E
oto aa=na
aawala=i seleni.
holo-s-i=e
3SG arrange-ACM-TR=3SG PFCT PREP=3SG.POSS ten=GEN coin
‗He set [the price for] it at ten coins [1 dollar].‘

(126)

I'oe maraa=mu
nge o
uri=ne.
hai-holo-t-a-'-i
2SG self=2SG.POSS REL 2SG RECP-arrange-ACM-NR-ACH-TR thus=3SG.POSS
‗You yourself were the one who [made] that promise/vow.‘
Sa'a also has a causative prefix, ha'a-, which allows the verb to take an indirect

cause as subject. At times it is not immediately obvious that the causation is indirect, but
the causing participant which is added to the state of affairs is often one which cannot
directly instigate the event. Unlike
tightly bound in time and space,

DIRECT CAUSATION

where the cause and effect are

INDIRECT CAUSATION

is perceived as being achieved

through the means of a mediating agent or event, or with some separation of the causative
event and its effect.12 Thus ha'a- acts as a morphosyntactic variable representing an
undisclosed action performed by the subject which brings the object to perform the action
or undergo the process encoded by the root.
The indirect nature of the causative force of ha'a- can be seen when considering
the following examples. Example (127) demonstrates honu ‗full‘ in its intransitive sense
in describing a coconut shell that is full of water. In (128) a person is manipulating water

12

See Frawley (1992) for a full discussion of direct and indirect causatives.
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in some way so that the water fills the shell. Note that the water is the participant that
directly fills the cup, not the person. This is in contrast to (129) and (130) where a
different form of the verb (without the ha'a- prefix) is used first in (129) to describe a
breaking wave that fills a canoe, and then in (130) to indicate that children will fill a ship
with their own bodies by boarding it. In these situations where the instigating cause is
also the filling agent itself, the transitive form with (-C)-i is used instead of the indirect
causative form with the prefix ha'a-.
(127)

Kao~kao
e
wai.
honu aa=na
RDP~bottom 3SG full
PREP=3SG.POSS water
‗The coconut shell, it is full of water.‘

(128)

E
aa=na
wai.
ha'a-honu=e kao~kao
3SG CAUS-fill=3SG RDP~bottom PREP=3SG.POSS water
‗He filled the coconut shell with water.‘

(129)

Na hai aahe ko honu-l-i=e
iiola oto.
and CLF wave RL.I fill-DUR-TR-3SG canoe PFCT
‗And a wave, it filled the canoe.‘

(130)

Mo mwela kire ke honu-l-i=e
haka.
PL child
3PL IRR fill-DUR-TR-3SG ship
‗The children, they will fill the ship.‘
This same indirect causative function of ha'a- can also be seen in (131) and (132)

which show the verb lio ‗to look‘ in both underived and indirect causative forms. In the
indirect causative form the woman does something to wake up a child. She may shake
him, call him, or merely make a loud noise—the action is not specified—but the result is
that the child opens his eyes and looks around; in short, he wakes up. This verb is never
used with the sense of ‗to show‘ something to a person who is already awake nor is there
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a more direct causative form of lio which employs the (-C)-i sequence, as the act of
looking is necessarily under the control of the person whose eyes are involved. Ha'alio
also cannot be used for causing a blind person to see; such an action is apparently even
more indirect and can only be described periphrastically or by using verbs related to
healing or saving rather than by referencing the ability to look.
(131)

!Lio ka'u!
!Pa'ewa oto wau=ne!
look beforehand shark
PFCT there=3SG.POSS
‗Look! There‘s a shark over there!‘

(132)

Oto hu'e
ko ha'a-lio=a
kele mwela.
then woman RL.I CAUS-look=3SG DIM child
‗Then the woman awakened the small child.‘
Similarly, in (133) the subject performs the role of indirect cause by applying the

oil to the cloth. It is the oil which is the actual wetting agent that causes the cloth to
become wet.
(133)

Kire ha'a-medo=a me=i
sala aa=na
rumu.
3PL CAUS-wet=3SG piece=GEN cloth PREP=3SG.POSS oil
‗They wet a cloth with oil.‘
The distinction of ha'a- as an indirect causative is significant, as it supplies the

semantic reason behind the choice between the causative prefix and the more direct
causative function of the (-C)-i suffix sequence, which is discussed in section 4.4.
In addition to the prefixes discussed above, Sa'a verbs often take one of several
suffix sequences. It is these suffix sequences which are the focus of the rest of this thesis.
Other analysts who discuss the reflexes of these sequences in Oceanic languages, such as
Lynch et al. (2002) and Pawley (1973), recognize two suffixes with an optional initial
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consonant: the short transitivizer -(C)i and the long transitivizer -(C)a'i(ni). A few also
recognize the intermediate intransitive form -(C)a'i as distinct from the longer -(C)a'ini
(Clark 1977, Evans 2003) and still fewer recognize a connection with nominalizers of the
form -(C)a (Hale 1973:414–20). Table 1, repeated here as Table 15, shows the main Sa'a
patterns in which these occur with the verb root and the object clitic forms.
Table 15. Common suffixation of Sa'a verb roots
Root

Suffixes

Clitics

root

Resulting Word Type
Intransitive Verb

root
root

-(C)i

root

-(C)a

root

-(C)a

-'i

root

-(C)a

-'i

object clitic

Transitive Verb

object clitic

Derived Transitive Verb

(possessive clitic)

Deverbal Noun
Derived Intransitive Verb

-ni

object clitic

Derived Transitive Verb

While it is often the case that a verb root occurs with the same thematic consonant
in all its derived verb forms, there are a fair number of roots which have forms which
contrast in the choice of consonant but not in the material affixed after it, and which have
a corresponding contrast in meaning. Likewise, many verbs can occur with several
contrasting consonants to form various categories of deverbal nouns, even though the
nominalizer following the consonant is the same. This points to an analysis of the
consonants as separate morphemes. Additionally, it has been recognized in other Oceanic
languages that the vowel suffixes -i and -a also function as individual morphemes, a
conclusion that adds further weight to the analysis of the consonants which precede them
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as separate morphemes (Evans 2003:93–118, Lichtenberk 2008:444 & 2011:686, Lynch
et al. 2002:75, Fox 1978:35, 231). The resulting single segment suffixes are shown in
their respective places in the suffix sequences in Table 16. The table also gives the
grammatical gloss abbreviation for each separable morpheme.
Table 16. Single segment suffix distribution in suffix sequences

Suffix

Consonant
Suffixes

Vowel
Suffixes

Grammatical
Gloss

Position in Suffix Sequence
-C-i

-C-a

-C-a-'-i

-C-a-'-i-n-i

-'

ACH

-C-i

-C-a

-C-a-'-i

-C-a-'-i-n-i

-h

INTN

-C-i

-C-a

-C-a-'-i

-C-a-'-i-n-i

-l

DUR

-C-i

-C-a

-C-a-'-i

-C-a-'-i-n-i

-m

RSD

-C-i

-C-a

-C-a-'-i

-C-a-'-i-n-i

-n

RES

-C-i

-C-a-'-i ?

-C-a-'-i-n-i

-ng

EV

-C-i

-C-a

-C-a-'-i

-C-a-'-i-n-i

-r

RSD

-C-i

-C-a

-C-a-'-i

-C-a-'-i-n-i

-s/t

ACM

-C-i

-C-a

-C-a-'-i

-C-a-'-i-n-i

-a

NR or DER

-C-a

-C-a-'-i

-C-a-'-i-n-i

-i

TR

-C-a-'-i

-C-a-'-i-n-i

-C-i

Detailed arguments for the morpheme breaks and explanations of the glosses are
reserved for later sections of this chapter following the literature review. This preliminary
summary of my analysis is included to provide context regarding the categories in the
table, so that the differences between it and what others have written can be kept in mind
during the following section.
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Two of the consonantal suffixes, -m and -r, do not occur in Sa'a nearly as often as
the others, and it is often ambiguous whether or not they and the following vowel are part
of the root or are suffixes. While I have a hypothesis for meanings for -m and -r
(mentioned briefly in section 5.2), it is not yet delineated well enough to defend due to
the shortage of unambiguous examples. I include -m and -r in the table for completeness,
but gloss them as residue. While I continue to mention them as members of the group of
thematic consonants and sometimes show examples where they occur, I leave the task of
isolating their exact functions for later research.
Furthermore, while these individual consonants and vowels are analyzed as
separate morphemes, it must be remembered as described in Chapter 2 that there are no
consonant clusters or syllable final consonants in the language, so a consonant morpheme
must always occur with a following vowel. The vowel morphemes -a and -i have
meanings which are mutually exclusive, so they do not occur contiguous to each other.
However, more than one -a often occurs in sequence as a deverbal noun changes from
one noun type to another. The co-occurrence patterns shown in Table 16 are somewhat
fossilized, so that the various sequences appear to function as units in spite of the
isolatability of the individual pieces.
4.2 Literature review
Before arguing for my analysis of Sa'a verbal suffixes I first include a summary of
what others have said about them. This background material will also give a sense of the
breadth of the puzzle, as the suffixes to be studied are not unique to Sa'a, nor even to the
languages of the Solomon Islands.
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Walter Ivens is the only author to have thus far published in-depth works focused
on the Sa'a language. While he mentions the suffixes in both his grammar (1911 & 1918)
and dictionary (1918 & 1929) work, the longer grammar is only thirty-four pages long
and thus cannot be expected to deal with the complex distribution patterns and fine
semantic nuances encoded in each suffix of which the author was aware. To address these
issues a broader field of works which discuss cognates in other languages must be
consulted.
Later analysts who discuss the thematic consonants (e.g. Pawley 1973, Clark
1977, Lichtenberk 1978) attribute the dominant hypothesis concerning the origin of these
consonant affixes to Hale (1973), which is a further discussion of his comments in Hale
(1968), a review of Hohepa‘s grammar of Maori (Hohepa 1967). While Hohepa posits
verb classes according to the consonants which initiated the variants of the passive suffix
-Cia, Hale suggests an alternative analysis which proposes underlying consonant-final
roots to which are added a vowel initial suffix -ia, along with a set of phonological rules
which eliminate the consonants in unsuffixed forms. Hohepa‘s hypothesis is called the
conjugational analysis, and Hale‘s the phonological analysis. Both are presented again in
Hale (1973) as an illustration for a wider discussion of rules relevant to language
acquisition in the face of language change. Hale suggests that the roots originally had
final consonants, but that at some point a rule developed which prohibited word final
consonants. Subsequent generations of language learners reinterpreted the suffixed forms
in light of this rule and concluded that the consonants were part of the suffix rather than
the root. Further Maori evidence suggesting such an analysis is that the final consonants
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before the gerundives have likewise been reanalyzed (Hale 1973:414–20). Lexically
specified consonants have gradually given way to regularization until the current Maori
language has one dominant suffix form that is being utilized more and more, while the
forms with other consonants are less preferred.
Hale‘s phonological analysis gained wide acceptance amongst Oceanic scholars,
as can be seen in Pawley (1973:114–15), which says,
In passing it should be noted that in many daughter languages the final consonant
of the POC [sic] verb stem has been reassigned to the transitive suffix (at least this
is the usual analysis). The Proto-Oceanic grammar morpheme cuts in example
sentences thus often isolate suffixes with the shapes -Ci and -Caki(ni), rather than
-i or -aki(ni).
The first two words of this quote, ‗In passing…‘ show that Pawley (as well as
many others) are thoroughly convinced by the phonological analysis for Proto Oceanic,
yet these analysts also admit that there is synchronic evidence in many daughter
languages for a morpheme break between the root and the consonant.
Pawley (1973) goes on to give evidence for the reconstruction of *-i and *-aki(ni)
in POc. He also analyzes the usage patterns of intransitive and transitive verbs and
outlines a classification of verbs based partially on semantics and partly on the syntactic
patterns in which they occur.
Pawley‘s first division of verbs into classes is stative versus active. Statives are
verbs which occur in sentences which contain a noun phrase which is the sufferer of the
state and which do not contain any actor or goal noun phrase. Statives may further divide
into two classes according to whether they form transitives by adding the causative prefix
*paka- or not. Those which do not take the causative prefix take either the short or long
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suffix to become transitive. For the class which takes the prefix, the presence of either of
the transitive suffixes is inexplicably treated as insignificant.
Pawley further divides active sentences in two ways, by syntactic pattern and by
semantics. Syntactically, they divide into obligatory transitives, obligatory intransitives
and optional transitives. Among the obligatory transitives, Pawley makes a further
division according to the occurrence of the suffixes, but he indicates that the sub-class
containing obligatory transitives which do not take suffixes is very small in most
languages, and he does not attempt to characterize it further. Again, it seems unfortunate
that Pawley has at this point become so convinced of the phonological solution that he
does not attempt to deal with the issues surrounding the presence of the suffixes.
Pawley‘s semantic sub-classification of active verbs is done with a view to
predicting semantic roles of a possible object participant, and Pawley credits it to
unpublished works by William Wilson (1972 & 1973). Active verbs are divided into
intradirectives, spontaneous transitives, and deliberate transitives. Intradirectives are
verbs for which the subject is both the causer and experiencer of the action. Spontaneous
transitives are involuntary and usually associated with a stimulus. Deliberate transitives
are those for which the actor/agent is different from the patient/experiencer. Based on this
classification, the semantic roles marked by the suffixes are given in the following table
(Pawley 1973:126–28).
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Table 17. Pawley’s role relations in derived transitive clauses
Semantic class
of verb

Semantic
role
of subject

Semantic role
of object marked by *-i

Semantic role
of object marked by *-aki

Stative

Experiencer

---------

---------

Intradirective

Agent and
Experiencer
Experiencer

Place = Goal

Concomitant = Cause

Goal = Stimulus

Cause

Agent

Experiencer = Patient
Goal/Product

Cause/ Instrument/
Beneficiary

Spontaneous
Transitive
Deliberate
Transitive

It is unfortunate that in this part of the discussion, no mention is made of the verbs
which are inherently transitive without the suffixes. Pawley briefly attempts to correlate
the syntactic and semantic classifications on a language by language basis, but the
sources of his data do not give enough information to allow significant further
generalizations to be made. The verb classes described in Table 17 come closer than most
other treatments to the features which control the Sa'a -i suffix, yet Pawley‘s focus was
on correlating verb classes with the semantic roles of arguments rather than with the
distribution of the suffixes, and his data sources were not complete enough to go further
with correlating the semantics with the morphosyntax.
Arms (1973) is a valuable study of transitive suffixes in Fijian with a view to
explaining the suffix-initial consonants which are absent in the roots but appear in the
suffixed forms. He approaches the issue using two very distinct hypotheses, one based on
phonology (not to be confused with Hale‘s phonological analysis of POc) and the other
on semantic groupings. He characterizes his own work as suggestions rather than
definitive answers, but he nevertheless points out some very interesting patterns.
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Phonologically, Arms asserts that all of the consonants which occur in the root are
prohibited from introducing the accompanying transitive suffix. Semantically, he
proposes some groupings of verbs which share the same thematic consonant and also
have common semantic characteristics such as violent or gentle action. Arms then points
out that there is some correlation between the choice of consonant and other short
morphemes occurring elsewhere in the language. He posits that these other morphemes
could have been the basis for the development of analogies by speakers who intuitively
felt that the different thematic consonants should indicate a meaning difference. The
tendency was towards a reinterpretation of consonants which originally occurred root
finally in Proto-Austronesian to be perceived as indicating a particular quality or intensity
of action in the vernaculars descended from it.
Clark (1977) corroborates that current day speakers of Oceanic languages
consider the thematic consonants to be onsets of suffixes rather than lost codas of a stem.
He claims that this results in an apparent randomness of the consonant, which is
subconsciously unacceptable to the language learner, who is looking for a rule to make
sense of the chaos. It would then be natural for the most frequently occurring consonant
to emerge as the more productive one, with others gradually being superseded by it. Clark
looks for evidence of this by comparing verbs in several languages with their POc
ancestors. One of these languages is Sa'a, for which he analyzes a corpus of about 450
verbs selected from Ivens‘ dictionary. Clark‘s statistical data for Sa'a compared with POc
is given in Table 18 (1977:5).
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Table 18. Clark’s Sa'a suffix distribution
Suffix

Sa'a

Proto Oceanic

-si
-i
-hi
-li
-ngi
-mi
-ni
-ri
-'i

36%
19%
18%
12%
8%
3%
3%
1%
0%

(12%)
(37%)
(9%)
(6%)
(6%)
(4%)
(7%)
(4%)
(14%)

Clark concluded that in Sa'a, unlike the Polynesian languages, no preferred suffix
has emerged. He does, however, note four small clusters shown below in Table 19 which
use the same consonant and appear to have a shared semantic feature (Clark 1977:6–7).
Table 19. Clark’s semantic clusters based on similar transitive endings
Semantic Groups
1. Ritual actions

2. Actions involving water

3. Application of heat

4. Motion over ground

Sa'a Words
rara-ngi
taha-ngi
toli-ngi
dola-li
hoda-li
mea-li
madoro-hi
uunu-hi
waru-hi
aango-hi
sili-hi
lae-hi

Glosses
to affect a person magically
to ceremonially open a season
to offer first fruits
to commingle, to dilute
to wash
to lick
to be heated
to burn
to burn
to crawl to
to enter into
to travel through

Lichtenberk (1978) examines the thematic consonants in the Manam language of
Papua New Guinea by tabulating their occurrences by semantic field and comparing these
results with the groupings that Arms (1973) found for Fijian. He presents a picture that by
his own admission is not at all clear (1978:190), but that does have a few fairly well
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delineated groupings. In particular he finds only one consonant, -m, occurring with verbs
of family relationship, and 84% of verbs of excretion and secretion occurring with the
consonant -r. While he determines that the consonants are not by any means fully
predictable, he does recognize a clear ‗tendency for certain consonants to occur more
frequently with certain meanings rather than with others‘ (1978:191).
A further point worthy of noting is Lichtenberk‘s purpose in writing the 1978
article. Early in it he outlines his dissatisfaction with both Hale‘s phonological analysis
(that the consonants were the final morpheme of the original root) and the alternate view
which requires at least two parallel sets of phonologically unpredictable allomorphs
corresponding to the short and long transitive endings. He then mentions a third possible
analysis other than considering the consonants to be part of the root or part of the -Ci or
-Cakini suffixes as was discussed in Hale (1973). He states that the thematic consonants
could be analyzed as independent morphemes if distinct meanings for them could be
found (1978:187). The remainder of his article reports on the results of his attempts to
correlate the consonants with the semantics of the roots with which they occur. Had these
attempts been fully successful, the morpheme status of the consonants would have been
established for at least one Oceanic language by Lichtenberk‘s research, and perhaps
other analysts might have given more attention to similar research in other languages.
Lichtenberk‘s intuitive leaning towards such an analysis is exhibited even more
strongly in his 2001 article comparing thematic consonants in Manam and To'aba'ita, a
Solomons language which is quite closely related to Sa'a. To'aba'ita and Sa'a are spoken
on opposite ends of the island of Malaita, with several other related language varieties
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separating them in the Malaitan language chain. Again Lichtenberk refers to Hale‘s
conjugational and phonological hypotheses, but this time he gives evidence point by
point supported by Manam and To'aba'ita data as to why neither hypothesis is plausible.
Instead he proposes what he calls the morpholexemic analysis. This term embodies his
two conclusions: that the consonants are separate ‗morphs‘ but empty of individual
meaning, and that in spite of this, lexemes of a shape root+C exist in both languages as
minimal signs with contrastive meaning for forms with the same root but different
consonants. He also explores semantic links similar to those found by Arms (1973) but
does so by positing multiple semantic clusters for each consonant rather than the ‗vague
general meanings‘ proposed by Arms (Lichtenberk 2001:143). For two of these clusters,
verbs of secretion and excretion and verbs of motion, he points out that Manam,
To'aba'ita, and Fijian use consonants which historically correspond to each other in spite
of the languages belonging to three different primary subgroups of Oceanic. This
correspondence suggests that for at least some semantic clusters, associations of verb
meanings with thematic consonants can be traced all the way back to Proto Oceanic times
(2001:144–45).
Lynch et al. (2002) compiled a hefty volume containing a grammatical description
of Proto Oceanic (POc) along with a collection of forty-three language-specific
synchronic grammar sketches. Their categorization of POc verbs is similar to Pawley‘s,
yet with some important differences. In their analysis, POc contained two basic types of
verbs, which they call A-verbs and O-verbs according to their syntactic behavior. This
contrasts with Pawley‘s division, which was between stative and active (dynamic).
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According to Lynch et al., the A-verbs are dynamic, with both the transitive and
intransitive forms taking an agent subject. The O-verbs are either dynamic when used
transitively with an agent subject and patient object, or stative when used intransitively
with a patient subject. This categorization challenges the notion that there are some verbs
which are always intransitive, both syntactically and semantically, since virtually all
Proto Oceanic verb roots could take on syntactic transitivity, often in unexpected ways.
In their analysis, O-verbs could be further divided into neutrals and pure statives
according to whether an agent or instrument was implied or completely absent. The
former could be transitivized with *-i, but the latter needed the causative prefix *paka- to
derive a dynamic counterpart and introduce a more agentive argument. Lynch et al. point
out that this distinction is not well established and confirm it as an area needing
additional research. A further facet of their analysis is the proposal of a phonological
explanation for the presence or absence of the short suffix itself: POc verbs which
originally ended in a vowel take the object pronominal markers directly, but verbs ending
in a consonant require the short suffix to be added before the object clitic.
An even more detailed analysis of the POc verb complex is proposed by Evans
(2003), who pulls together work from a large number of different analysts in her effort to
reconstruct the parameters of use for the various POc verb classes. Evans states that most
Oceanic grammars begin their classification of verbs with a division between stative and
dynamic, but she points out that their definitions for these terms vary and often
incorporate morphosyntactic characteristics rather than purely semantic ones. She also
notes that these grammars use the term stative in a broader than normal sense which often
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includes verbs which can express either states or processes in their unmarked forms. As
such, Evans notes the class should more properly be called stative-inchoative, following
Hyslop (2001). This class corresponds to the O-verbs of Lynch et al. (2002). Further,
Evans holds that a stative-inchoative verb becomes a process-action verb with the
addition of a causative affix, either the POc prefix *paka- or the transitive suffix *-(C)i.
The *-(C)i suffix can also have an applicative function when used with a verb from the
active/dynamic/A-verb class (Evans 2003:23–28).
Evans dedicates a chapter or more to each of the valency altering morphemes
commonly found in Oceanic languages: the causative prefix *paka-, the detransitivizers
*ma-, *ta-, and valency-decreasing reduplication, and the transitive suffixes *-(C)i and
*-(C)akini. She traces those patterns which are common cross-linguistically but also cites
troublesome examples from various languages which call for a more complex
explanation than other authors have offered. In particular she cites examples from Kwaio
and Kwara'ae, two North Malaitan relatives of Sa'a, which show that sometimes the
causative prefix *paka- and the transitive suffixes *-(C)i or *-(C)akini appear to be
interchangeable when used with Undergoer subject verbs, yet they encode a meaning
difference with Actor subject verbs (2003:38). She also points out the inconsistency of
the suffixes in that they are sometimes

APPLICATIVE

(increasing valency by adding a

patient) and sometimes CAUSATIVE (increasing valency by adding an agent). This level of
detail presents challenges which are not recognized in more general analyses, and many
of the questions and challenges which she presents as areas for further study are the very
same issues which have motivated my own work.
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Another puzzling issue concerning the -(C)i and -(C)akini suffixes is the question
of function. Though these suffixes are commonly known as the short and long transitive
suffixes, the differences in functions when compared to each other and to an unmarked
root are not well understood. To date the function of the long suffix has been most simply
described as changing the semantic role of the following object. Lynch et al. (2002:82)
characterize this change as calling for a beneficiary, instrumental object or other normally
oblique noun phrase instead of a patient. Paul Unger (personal communication) working
in Lengo, a language of Guadalcanal, reports many examples where causation appears to
be the most salient trigger for the usage of the long suffix. Evans (2003) notes that both
long and short suffixes at times have an applicative function and at other times a
causative one, with the applicative function corresponding to A-verbs with which the A
participant applies the verb‘s action to an introduced object as second participant, and the
causative function corresponding to O-verbs with which a new subject causes the O
participant to take on the state or process represented by the verb root. But it is Arms
(1973) who best captures the common ground between the short and long suffix
arguments with his terms

AFFECTIVE

versus

CONFECTIVE.

Other analysts resort to listing

the various thematic roles that may fill each grammatical function, but Arms points to the
common characteristic which links the roles which may follow the long suffix, thus
reducing a complex list to an easy generalization. AFFECTIVE refers to objects which
follow verbs with the short suffix and are affected as a result of the action but not really
participatory in it. Such affected objects would typically be patients or goals, as in ‗I
painted the house.‘ CONFECTIVE, on the other hand, applies to those objects which follow
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verbs with the long suffix and are involved in the action alongside the agent, such as
benefactor, instrument, or concomitant, as in ‗I paddled John across the river.‘ Such an
explanation allows for more than one long suffix possibility, as the semantics of some
roots can accommodate more than one semantic role of an accompanying object in
relation to the agent.
Hill (2002), working in the Longgu language of Guadalcanal, confirms Arms‘
analysis of the function of the long suffix. She further gives a very practical rule of thumb
for determining which objects go with which transitive form: the object that moves, either
literally or figuratively, will be used with a verb affixed by the long suffix, while the
object that is more stationary will co-occur with the short suffix (Hill 2002:547).
Though the Arms hypothesis has more explanatory value than others, there are
still intriguing questions which remain concerning the functions of the affixes. Næss
(2007) noticed similar questions in other languages quite removed from Oceania, such as
the wide range of thematic roles which are unexpectedly marked with dative case in
various languages around the globe. Her search for generalizations which made sense of
many such case marking oddities led her to develop a framework for describing
transitivity based on the features of volition, instigation, and affectedness. She uses the
three features as follows (Næss 2007:41–42):
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Table 20. Argument features used by Næss
volitional:

the entity‘s involvement in the event is defined by its sentience or
cognitive capacity

instigating:

the entity ‗does something‘ to bring about the event

affected:

the entity ‗in some way undergoes a change of state as a result of the
event‘

According to Næss‘ framework, a construction which is a
TRANSITIVE

PROTOTYPICAL

has maximally distant agent and object participants such that they differ in all

three features, while other less prototypically transitive constructions encode two
participants with one or more shared feature values. Individual verbs license arguments
which possess a specific value of one or more of the features, with unspecified features
accounting for the variation in roles which may occur with the same verb form or case
marking. Næss cites an abundance of examples from languages around the world where
the interaction of these semantic features has explanatory value in describing syntactic
behavior. The idea of prototypical transitive constructions with distinct instigating and
affected participants contrasting with less transitive constructions which allow the
features to sometimes combine has bearing on the issue of which verbs require
suffixation to become transitive in Oceanic languages, as is explained in section 4.4
Having looked at the various treatments of Oceanic verbal affixes and the
thematic consonants in the literature, I now move towards a consideration of how the
suffixes behave in current day Sa'a.
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4.3 Relevant semantic concepts
In order to describe the semantics underlying the use of the Sa'a suffixes, it is first
necessary to lay out some basic semantic concepts which are used as tools in the analysis.
This section describes a semantically based binary classification of verbs and a
classification of arguments of the verb according to two independent semantic features.
These are the concepts which I have found to have the most explanatory value in
understanding the Sa'a verbal system.
The first task is to find a semantic distinction which corresponds to the
well-known A-verb/O-verb difference in syntactic behavior (Dixon 1988). Evans (2003)
notes that this is actually what is meant by most Oceanic linguists when they refer to the
two classes of stative and dynamic verbs. The inclusion of tear, snap, shut, rolled up,
catch, and arrive in the stative class by Pawley (1973) certainly shows his stative
category to be different from what Dowty (1979) and Vendler (1957) consider to be
states. Since perpetuating the inconsistent use of the terms

STATIVE

and

DYNAMIC

is not

helpful to the cause of cross-linguistic description, I adopt a binary distinction which
captures the semantic qualities behind the A-verb and O-verb syntactic patterns. The two
classes are

MANNER

verbs, exemplified by sweep, and

RESULT

verbs, exemplified by

clean. These two classes are described in Rappaport Hovav and Levin (2010).
In their earlier work Rappaport Hovav and Levin (1998) use the labels
and

RESULT

MANNER

to describe what appear to be smaller classes which do not encompass all

dynamic verbs. By 2010 however, Rappaport Hovav and Levin have extended and
defined the terms to reflect a mutually exclusive opposition that is valid over the entire
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set of dynamic verbs: result verbs are verbs of SCALAR CHANGE, and manner verbs encode
NON-SCALAR CHANGE

(Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2010:28).

Rappaport Hovav and Levin describe a

SCALE

correspond to values of a particular attribute, and

as an ordered set of points which

SCALAR CHANGE

involves an argument

of the verb changing in its value in a particular direction along the scale. The values may
be varying degrees of a property such as is encoded by change-of-state verbs like cool or
empty, or they may correspond to locations of a theme along a path with respect to a
particular ground, as with directed motion verbs like ascend and descend.
Scalar change may happen along scales which have many points, such as heat or
cool, or scales which only have two points, such as arrived/not arrived. Scales with many
points may also be conceived of from a binary perspective, with the two points of the
scale being on either side of a threshold amount of the property or distance towards the
goal. The scale of temperature, for example, has many gradations from extremely cold to
very hot, yet it is also commonplace to use binary distinctions related to relevant
thresholds such as hot/not hot when referencing points on that scale. The accepted
threshold may differ in various contexts; thus the air in a room and a bowl of soup which
are exactly the same temperature may be considered hot and not hot respectively because
the threshold where hot begins is dependent on the context.
Though Rappaport Hovav and Levin do not explicitly extend this classification to
apply to stative verbs, the possibility is implied by their remark that scalar change verbs
are often associated with adjectives which reflect no change along the scale with which
they are associated (2010:30). Since no change is the logical equivalent of a change of
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zero magnitude, there is room for the scalar change class to extend to stative verbs as
well as dynamic. This viewpoint is helpful in evaluating some Sa'a verbs which, like
many Oceanic verbs, are capable of both a state and a process reading (Evans 2003:35).
The clause in (134) demonstrates this ambiguity; it can be understood as either a state, as
in ‗that child is big‘ or a change of state, as in ‗that child has grown‘.
(134)

Mwela ngeena e
paine.
child that
3SG big
‗That child is big./That child has grown.‘
Non-scalar change involves an activity which has no directional scale of ordered

points (Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2010:30). Non-scalar change verbs are generally
related to the performance of a complex activity, such as run or swim or dance.
Note that a verb‘s basic type may differ from the event type of the whole clause.
The verb swim is basically a non-scalar change verb, but it may be used with other
clausal elements to describe a scalar change event, such as swimming to the shore. This
distinction is important, since part of the analytical task ahead is to determine what
features are actually encoded in the verbal affixes, as opposed to those which are brought
into the event by other elements in the clause.
While Rappaport Hovav and Levin retain the use of the terms
RESULT

MANNER

and

for their two verb classes (presumably to facilitate continuity with their previous

publications), they state in their 2010 work that the distinction is better characterized by
the concepts of

SCALAR

and

NON-SCALAR

change (2010:33). I use the latter more

descriptive set of terms for these two concepts and abbreviate them as

SC

and

respectively, or SCV and NSCV when the term verb is included in the abbreviation.

NSC
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In addition to this distinction between verb classes, it is also helpful to have tools
which distinguish the arguments of a verb. It is imperative that such tools be semantically
defined rather than connected to any particular grammatical relation, either on the surface
or underlyingly. At the same time they must be broad enough to enable us to form
generalizations about what kinds of participants are allowed to fill a number of thematic
roles, since the number of generally recognized thematic roles is significantly larger than
the two term argument positions available in Sa'a clauses.
While Dixon defines S, A and O syntactically, he further states that A and O
correspond to the semantic functions of initiating and affected participants (Dixon &
Aikhenvald 2000:3). This characterization is corroborated by Næss (2007) in her
discussion of prototypical transitivity, in that

INSTIGATION

and

AFFECTEDNESS

are two of

the three features which she uses to describe case assignment in a wide range of
languages around the world. (See section 4.2 for definitions of these terms.) The two
features

INSTIGATING

and

AFFECTED

allow for generalizations across the more

traditionally used thematic roles. For example, patients, themes, and experiencers are all
participants which are

AFFECTED

by the event in which they participate (Næss 2007:42).

Likewise agents, actors, and often experiencers are participants which

INSTIGATE

an

event, usually volitionally but not always so (Næss 2007:36–42).
A key distinctive of Næss‘ work is the recognition that instigation and
affectedness are not mutually exclusive participant features. Examples (135) and (136)
show transitive and intransitive clauses that demonstrate this using the English verb
bathe.
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(135)

Mary bathed the baby.

(136)

John bathed.

In the transitive clause Mary is the instigator and the baby is affected. In the
intransitive clause John is just as much an instigator as Mary was, but he is also just as
affected as the baby. He is best described as a participant who has both features rather
than as merely an instigator.
At the same time there are participants in clauses like (137) and (138) which have
neither feature of instigation or affectedness. In these two examples the participants
which have the object grammatical relation, channel and sign, are obviously not
instigating, but neither are they affected like the baby in (135). In (137) John is far more
affected by his swimming than the channel, and in (138) the sign is completely
unchanged by Mary reading it. Such participants are categorized as [other] in this
analysis.
(137)

John swam the channel.

(138)

Mary read the sign.
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Since the features instigation and affectedness are independent and not mutually
exclusive, they allow us to delineate four basic types of clause participants, which I
symbolize as shown in Table 21.13
Table 21. Instigating and affected feature combinations
Feature
[instg]

[affd]

[instg, affd]
[other]

Definition
A participant which is instigating and is involved in a state of affairs in
which another participant is more highly affected. The affected
participant is not always syntactically encoded in the clause, but
semantically it is nevertheless involved in the event.
A participant which is affected by an event which is instigated by
another participant. The instigator may or may not be syntactically
encoded in the clause, but is semantically present.
A participant which is both the primary instigating and primary affected
participant in the event.
A participant which is not instigating and is not significantly affected by
the state of affairs.

The research question under consideration is concerned with the relationships
between intransitive and transitive clauses having the same verb roots. Intransitive
clauses have one term argument and transitive clauses have two. Sa'a does not have
ditransitive clauses, so it is sufficient to limit the discussion to the one and two place
combinations of these participant types which might possibly occur in syntactically
intransitive and syntactically transitive clauses. These possible combinations are listed in
Table 22.

13

The relevance of volitionality is considered at a later point, since in Sa'a it appears to be more
relevant to the thematic consonants than to the issue of transitivity. Further research may reveal a
third feature which is relevant to Sa'a transitivity, in which case the participant types would
number 23 = 8.
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Table 22. All possible participant type combinations
Subject
Syntactically
intransitive
clauses

Syntactically
transitive
clauses

[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[instg]
[instg]
[instg]
[instg]
[affd]
[affd]
[affd]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]

Object

[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]

Some of these pairs may be eliminated from consideration at the outset because
the features are defined to apply to the most instigating participant and the most affected
participant in a particular event, and there can only be one ‗most X‘ in any one event.
This eliminates any pair that has the same feature listed for both arguments. These pairs
are marked in Table 23 with forward slash shading.
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Table 23. Participant type combinations considering feature definitions
Subject
Syntactically
intransitive
clauses

Syntactically
transitive
clauses

[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[instg]
[instg]
[instg]
[instg]
[affd]
[affd]
[affd]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]

Object

[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]

Other pairs do not occur in Sa'a because the language is constrained by a
hierarchy of participants in which the instigator always outranks the affected participant
for subjecthood, and in the absence of an instigator, the affected participant outranks any
other, in accordance with the Actor-Undergoer Hierarchy posited by Van Valin and
LaPolla (1997:146). This precludes the existence of structures with [instg] in object
position as well as those with [other] as subject coupled with [affd] as object. Participant
pairings which are excluded on these grounds are marked with backward slash shading in
Table 24.
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Table 24. Sa'a participant type combinations considering subjecthood hierarchy
Subject
Syntactically
intransitive
clauses

Syntactically
transitive
clauses

[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[instg]
[instg]
[instg]
[instg]
[affd]
[affd]
[affd]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]

Object

[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]

Those participant pairs which are logically excluded either by definition or by the
subjecthood hierarchy are removed from the table, and the remaining logically possible
participant combinations for Sa'a are repeated in Table 25.
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Table 25. Remaining possible participant type combinations for Sa'a
Subject
Syntactically
intransitive
clauses
Syntactically
transitive
clauses

[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[instg]
[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]

Object

[affd]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]

In order to formulate event structure templates from these participant
combinations, they must be combined with verbs. Table 26 shows the sets of participants
paired in turn with verbs of each of the two types described earlier, scalar change verbs
(SCV) and non-scalar change verbs (NSCV) thereby giving a list of all logically possible
combinations of participants and verb types for Sa'a verbal clauses.
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Table 26. Sa'a combinations of participant types and SC/NSC verbs
Subject

Syntactically
intransitive
clauses

Syntactically
transitive
clauses

[instg]
[instg]
[affd]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[other]
[instg]
[instg]
[instg]
[instg]
[affd]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[other]

Verb

Object

SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV

[affd]
[affd]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]

Combinations which either do not exist in Sa'a or are extremely rare are shaded in
Table 26. Most clauses have either an instigator or an affected participant, so clauses
having only [other] participants are uncommon.14 Furthermore, scalar change verbs by
nature usually occur with an affected participant, and non-scalar change verbs usually
require an instigator. Clauses which contrast with these semantic tendencies are certainly
marginal in Sa'a, if they even exist. Rather than diverging here from my focus on the
constructions which are more common, I briefly discuss these marginal combinations in
Appendix B, including examples of those which are actually instantiated as well as

14

Sa'a states are expressed as processes with realis perfective TAM, so the participant which is in
the state would be the one encoded as affected by the process.
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posing some questions for further research. The remaining combinations of participants
and verb types for Sa'a clauses are shown in Table 27.
Table 27. Common Sa'a combinations of participants and verb types
Subject
[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg]
[instg]
[instg]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]

Syntactically
intransitive
clauses

Syntactically
transitive
clauses

Verb

Object

NSCV
SCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
NSCV
SCV
SCV
NSCV

[affd]
[affd]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]

Table 28 presents these same ten combinations again, but this time they are
merged into event structure templates and rearranged in columns according to the type of
object participant. This rearrangement anticipates the goal of being able to compare
intransitive clauses with related transitives formed from the same verb root. To facilitate
such comparisons, subscripts have been added to the arguments to track them across the
rows for A-verb and O-verb behavior.
Table 28. Common Sa'a event structure templates
SYNTACTICALLY
INTRANSITIVE
[instg]1 NSCV
[affd]1 SCV
[instg, affd]1 NSCV
[instg, affd]1 SCV

SYNTACTICALLY TRANSITIVE
prototypical
[instg]1 NSCV [affd]2
[instg]2 SCV [affd]1

atypical
[instg]1 NSCV [other]2
[affd]1 SCV [other]2
[instg, affd]1 NSCV [other]2
[instg, affd]1 SCV [other]2
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Distinguishing between clauses of the various types in the model is not an easy
mental exercise. Before applying the model to specific Sa'a verbs, it is helpful to consider
how it applies to verbs in English. To that end, Table 29 repeats the templates of Table 28
and adds English examples. Table 29 also repeats the two templates of the middle column
in order to demonstrate the connection between the intransitive verbs from column one
and their counterparts or similar events across the rows. Discussion follows the table.
Table 29. Event structure templates with English examples
SYNTACTICALLY
INTRANSITIVE

SYNTACTICALLY TRANSITIVE
prototypical

atypical

[instg]1 NSCV

[instg]1 NSCV [affd]2

[instg]1 NSCV [other]2

John swept.
John hit already.
[affd]1 SCV

John swept the floor.
John hit the ball.
[instg]2 SCV [affd]1

‗The Sting‘ swept the Oscars.
John hit a double.
[affd]1 SCV [other]2

The window broke.
The soup cooled.
[instg, affd]1 NSCV

John broke the window.
The draft cooled my soup.
[instg]1 NSCV [affd]2

The soup cooled a lot.
[instg, affd]1 NSCV [other]2

John bathed.
John walked.
John sang.
John slept.
[instg, affd]1 SCV

John bathed the baby.
John walked the dog.

John‘s hand rose.
The peas grew.
John looked.
John arrived.

John raised his hand.
John grew peas and corn.

[instg]2 SCV [affd]1

John walked a mile.
John sang the aria.
[instg, affd]1 SCV [other]2
The peas grew an inch.
John saw the sunset.

Note that some of the English examples included above are more natural when
adverbs or other pragmatic contexts are included. John hit would not likely occur in
isolation, but it is quite natural with an adverb, as in John hit already, so it is Bob’s turn.
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For simplicity‘s sake I have included as little of such contextual material as possible so as
to better reveal the event structure, which is primarily concerned with the verb and its
arguments.
Examples in the first row of Table 29 involve verbs which are necessarily
semantically transitive, even when their transitivity is not fully realized syntactically. Hit
requires separate instigating and affected participants, even though the two may be
coreferential, as in John hit himself. The syntactically intransitive John hit already
implies the existence of a target of the hitting force, with this default implied object
assumed to be external to John. Though the prototypical use of hit has both [instg] and
[affd] participants, hit also allows an [instg] participant to be paired with a non-affected
object, such as in the sentence John hit a double, wherein the non-affected object a
double is a measure of the extent of the hitting event. Note that the intransitive subject of
these verbs is the [instg] participant, and that the transitive form adds either an [affd]
participant or an [other] participant. In Oceanic circles, this pattern is called A-verb
behavior following Dixon (1988).15
Examples in the second row of Table 29 exhibit the opposite pattern, in that the
object of the transitive form is the same participant as the subject of the intransitive. This
affected participant does not in any way instigate the event in either the intransitive or the
transitive form. The window does not cause itself to break, and the soup has no power to
cool itself. Both subjects bear only the feature of affectedness, and the related

15

In present day generative linguistics, verbs which follow this pattern are known as unergatives.
(See Pullum 1991 for discussion of the origin of the term, also Perlmutter 1978.)
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prototypically transitive forms introduce a new participant as the instigator subject. This
is called O-verb behavior (Dixon 1988).16 The final column of the row includes the verb
cool with an [other] direct object which is a measure of the extent of the event.
Crucial to a correct understanding of the clause templates symbolized in the first
two rows of Table 29 is the realization that verbs of these types have [instg] and [affd]
participants which are necessarily different entities. The instigating or causing participant
is external to the affected participant; thus these verbs have been described as
EXTERNALLY CONTROLLED

(Smith 1970) or

EXTERNALLY CAUSED

(Levin & Rappaport

Hovav 1995).
Examples in the bottom two rows of the table are verbs which may be
INTERNALLY CAUSED

(Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995) in that the cause is internal to the

affected participant, or in other words, the instigator and the affected participants are the
same entity. Pawley (1973) also briefly mentions this phenomenon as being relevant in
Oceanic verb behavior, calling it

INTRADIRECTIVE,

but it is not by any means unique to

Oceanic languages. Internal causation is seen by the occurrence of an [instg, affd]
participant with the intransitive form. Because these verbs may have a participant which
is both instigating and affected, their intransitive forms do not have implied participants
which are semantically present in the event but are not encoded in the clause. This results
in a very natural sounding intransitive form with no need of any adverbial material,
unlike intransitives such as John hit already in the first row. Many, but not all of them,

16

Likewise, in generative linguistics, this pattern is known as unaccusativity (Pullum 1991,
Perlmutter 1978).
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have related transitive forms, as demonstrated in columns two and three. The difference
between the verbs in the bottom two rows and those in the upper two rows is that the
intransitive subject participant (or some portion of him) is exerting energy which
primarily affects himself in some way. This was shown previously for the verb bathe, and
it is here extended to include many other intransitives. A person who walks, swims, or
sleeps is just as much affected by that event as he is an instigator. A person who grows or
who experiences a sensation is not made to do those things by any external participant,
but rather his own body, heart, or mind instigates those processes, often without his
conscious participation. The recognition that these participants are not just agents or just
patients may not seem to make much difference in English, but making such a distinction
in Sa'a is crucial, as is shown in the next section.
At the same time, the syntactically intransitive verbs of the last two rows with
their [instg, affd] participant also typically have a related transitive form (or sometimes a
semantically related but morphologically unrelated form, as in instances of suppletion),
and in the English examples here we see four types. Some verbs, primarily those of
non-scalar change like bathe and walk, can distribute the instigation and affectedness
between two participants, typically adding a new affected participant to the transitive
form. Other verbs, primarily those of scalar change like rise or grow, can distribute
instigation and affectedness by adding a new instigator in the related transitive form. Still
others, like sing and look/see, require the two features to be characteristic of only one
participant, so if such verbs do allow a transitive form, the new participant must be an
[other], such as a measure, path, or stimulus. And a final group, like sleep, arrive, and
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appear, are firmly intransitive, neither allowing the features to be separated nor taking an
[other] as object. In considering these various English verb types, it is important to note
that numbers of participants and constraints on their semantics is an area where verbs
often do not exactly correspond to their near counterparts in other languages. For
example, a particular verb in one language may be able to extend to a sense which allows
a separate instigator, affected, or other participant, but its nearest counterpart in another
language may not permit extension in a similar way. In English, walk may extend to John
walked his dog, but the Sa'a counterpart cannot be used to mean ‗cause X to walk‘.
Conversely, English sleep is firmly intransitive, but in Sa'a one can ‗sleep someone‘ in
the sense of dreaming about that person.
In the above examples I have distinguished between events which are externally
caused versus those which are internally caused. A third category, those events which
apparently happen spontaneously, are not as easily categorized. Some might argue that a
window may break and soup may cool spontaneously without an instigating participant.
The truth of such statements is somewhat subjective and must be decided with reference
to speaker perception. If a language only makes a binary distinction between internal and
external causation, any apparently spontaneous events must be viewed as more like one
or the other of the two categories being distinguished. For the Sa'a system explained in
the next section, the distinction seems to be that an identifiable external instigator is
necessary to external causation. The lack of an external cause is interpreted as possibly
internally caused, a category which includes both spontaneous and decidedly internal
causation. Since English does not overtly distinguish between internally and externally
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caused events for all verbs, spontaneous events do not clearly fall into one category or the
other. As a result, the English examples given above should not be viewed as rigidly
corresponding to their Sa'a counterparts. They are provided to assist the reader in
understanding the terminology to be used rather than as a definitive analysis of the
English verbal system.
4.4 The typology applied to Sa'a: patterns of the (-C)-i suffix sequence
One of the two major goals of this study has been to describe the usage patterns of
the (-C)-i and (-C)-a-'-i-n-i suffix sequences. The typology of semantic clause types
developed in the previous section allows the formulation of a semantic description of
how the (-C)-i suffix sequence is used.


Sa'a verbs which have underived transitive forms have the event structures shown
in the upper half of Table 30. In these event structures the features of instigating
and affected are never combined in the same participant.



Sa'a verbs which have derived transitive forms with the (-C)-i suffix sequence
have the event structures shown in the lower (shaded) half of Table 30. The
subject of the intransitive form of these verbs is both instigating and affected.
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Table 30. Event structures of derived & underived transitives in Sa'a
SYNTACTICALLY
INTRANSITIVE

SYNTACTICALLY TRANSITIVE
prototypical

Underived
Transitive
(without
(-C)-i)
Derived
Transitive
(with
(-C)-i)

atypical

[instg]1 NSCV Ø

[instg]1 NSCV [affd]2

[instg]1 NSCV [other]2

[affd]1 SCV Ø

[instg]2 SCV [affd]1

[affd]1 SCV [other]2

[instg, affd]1 NSCV Ø

[instg]1 NSCV [affd]2

[instg, affd]1 NSCV [other]2

[instg, affd]1 SCV Ø

[instg]2 SCV [affd]1

[instg, affd]1 SCV [other]2

Because this conclusion forms the foundation for all further analysis of the suffix
sequences in Sa'a, it is worth restating it in the terminology usually used in the Oceanic
literature, without specific reference to the variously shaded cells of a particular table.
Detailed examples follow and are discussed in sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.


Verbs that exhibit what is called ‗A-verb‘ behavior (also called unergative verbs)
without adding derivational suffixes have an intransitive form whose subject is
instigating but not affected. These verbs are already semantically transitive since
the affected participant exists but is just not encoded in the intransitive
construction. The verb becomes syntactically transitive by simply adding the
object, which is the person-number clitic. The instigator remains in the subject
position and an added participant (whether affected or not) is the object.



Verbs that exhibit what is called ‗O-verb‘ behavior (also called unaccusative
verbs) without adding derivational affixation have an intransitive form whose
subject is affected but not instigating. Again, semantic transitivity is already
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present because the instigator exists, Transitivity is realized syntactically by
adding a second participant to the syntax and attaching an object clitic to the verb.
If the added participant is an instigator, it is the subject of the transitive form, and
the affected participant is then coreferential to the object clitic. Occasionally the
added participant is neither instigating nor affected, in which case it is added as
the logical object and is coreferential with the object clitic, with the affected
subject of the intransitive remaining as the subject of the transitive form.


If an intransitive verb has a subject which is both instigating and affected, it
is made semantically transitive by the addition of a (-C)-i suffix sequence
before the object clitic, which adds syntactic transitivity. The transitive form
(when it exists) operates in two ways: a) it transfers either instigation or
affectedness to the added participant, or b) it leaves them combined in the subject
and adds an ―other‖ object participant which is neither instigating nor affected.
Each of the above points is discussed in turn below, with examples to illustrate.

At this stage I ignore the specific semantic contribution of the -C in the short suffix
sequence, as it is the -i morpheme of their shared syllable which corresponds to the
behaviors under discussion in this section. I begin with the types of underived verbs
represented by the upper half of Table 30, whose transitive forms are identified by the
addition of only the object clitic.
The first of the two intransitive verb types which have underived transitives is the
non-scalar change verb which usually has an instigating subject and an affected object as
shown in (139). It may also sometimes occur in a syntactically intransitive construction
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without its object as in (140), either because the object is demoted to an oblique, it is
indefinite, or it is left out of the clause because some other element is more salient in the
pragmatic situation. It is important to note, however, that the affected participant is still
semantically necessary for the event to happen, as these are actions which the instigator
cannot perform on himself. In both variants of underived transitive non-scalar change
verb constructions the instigator is the subject.
(139)

No ko ngau=e ho uuhi.
1SG RL.I eat=3SG ART yam
‗I am eating the yam.‘

(140)

No ko ngau oto.
1SG RL.I eat
PFCT
‗I am eating now.‘
In examples (139) and (140) the speaker is the instigator and the yam (or other

food) is affected, even though the food is not encoded in (140) because the focus is on
when the eating is being done and the identity of the food is not salient enough to the
context to be expressed.17

17

Næss (2007:52–84) uses the verb eat, to explore the issue of instigating subjects in many
languages. Her argument emphasizes that eat may have an affected agent subject in some
languages. She does not, however, claim that eat always has an affected agent reading in all
languages. Many languages encode eat the same way as a prototypical transitive, so many, in
fact, that Andrews (1985:68) lists eat alongside kill and smash as being primary transitive verbs.
Næss explains the variable behavior of eat by saying that in some states of affairs the absence of
the normal affected participant allows the instigating subject to assume some affectedness, though
not necessarily of the same type as the normal affected participant. For eat, the subject is not
eaten like the normal patient of eat, but rather takes on the affectedness of satiation. In some
languages this effect is strong enough to trigger marking the subject as [instg, affd] by whatever
means is employed in that language (case marking, cross-referencing on the verb, etc.). In other
languages, this assumed affectedness does not appear to be strong enough to trigger any syntactic
effect. Sa'a follows this latter behavior.
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A very few non-scalar change verbs with an underived transitive form have an
object which is not affected, an [other]. The verb liu ‗to pass‘ is one such verb as may be
seen in (141) and (142) where the event structure is: [instg] NSCV [other].
(141)

Haka e
su'u
oto.
liu=e
ship 3SG pass=3SG harbor PFCT
‗The ship, it has passed the harbor.‘

(142)

Me=i
to'oha e
$100.
liu=e
piece=GEN money 3SG pass=3SG $100
‗The money, it surpassed $100.‘
In (141) haka ‗ship‘ is instigating, but neither the ship nor the bypassed harbor is

affected by the passing. The ship may be affected by its being in the sea and by its own
movement, but it is not affected by the fact that it is moving past whatever may be on
shore. Likewise in (142), neither the money being counted nor the $100 benchmark is
affected by the amount surpassing that benchmark. The money may be affected in the
wider context if it changes ownership, but it is not affected by the comparison with a cash
amount.
The second type of intransitive verb which has an associated underived transitive
is the scalar change verb, which also selects an instigating participant and a separate
affected participant. If both are encoded, as in (143), the instigator is the subject and the
affected participant is the object. If the instigator is not encoded, as in (144), the affected
participant is encoded as subject, giving an intransitive clause. This pattern has been
called O-verb behavior, which contrasts with A-verb behavior in that with O-verbs the
subject of the intransitive is the same participant as the object of the related transitive.
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(143)

O ke hono=a
maa.
2SG IRR block=3SG door
‗Block the doorway.‘

(144)

Maa e
hono.
door 3SG block
‗The doorway, it is blocked.‘
In (143) the addressee is instigating and the doorway is affected, and in (144) the

affected doorway is the subject in the absence of an instigating participant. Note that the
doorway cannot be the instigator, as it cannot block itself.
A very few scalar change verbs with underived transitive forms have [other]
objects as shown in (145). In these situations the affected participant remains the subject,
and the second participant is inserted in the object position. These verbs are those which
are externally caused by an uninvolved participant.
(145)

E
rongo=a wala=ku.
3SG hear=3SG word=1SG.POSS
‗He heard my words.‘
In example (145) the subject is affected, as his brain received the signal generated

by the sound of the words. He did not instigate the hearing, as it is something he did
involuntarily, something that he is not capable of preventing. Neither did the words
instigate the hearing, though their existence made the hearing event possible. The
instigator of the event is the speaker of the words, but his action is not central to the
purpose of the utterance, so it is not encoded as an argument. The words are not
instigating, but rather are a stimulus participant, in that they influence but do not cause or
bring about the event.
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So far I have described Sa'a verbs which do not use a (-C)-i suffix sequence to
become syntactically transitive. These verbs describe events which are always
semantically transitive, as there are always two participants in the state of affairs, even
when one of them is not encoded in the clause. The events encoded by such verbs are
necessarily externally caused. They contrast with verbs which have a sense which allows
only one semantic participant in the event. Such events are internally caused and have
clause templates shown in the lower half of Table 30. These latter verbs do not exhibit
any morphological difference in the intransitive form, as they do not yet have any
derivational affixes attached and are bare roots just like the intransitive verbs from the top
half of the table. The difference between verbs found in the upper and lower halves of the
table occurs in the features of the accompanying subject participant. For the intransitive
verbs in the lower half of Table 30, the subject may be both instigating and affected,
unlike the subjects in the top half of the table which can only have one of these features.
Like the verbs from the top half of the chart, internally caused verbs may also be
divided in to the scalar and non-scalar change categories. It is this semantic scalarity
which determines whether the derived transitive will follow the A-verb or O-verb pattern.
The first row of templates from the bottom half of Table 30 involves intransitive
non-scalar change verbs which have subjects that are both instigating and affected. In the
related transitive forms such verbs can affect either the original instigator or another new
participant. These A-verb transitives are formed by the addition of a (-C)-i suffix. When
transitivized, these verbs always retain instigation in the subject participant, but they may
transfer affectedness to a new participant, the object. For example, in the intransitive
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form in (146) the subject is both the instigator and the affected participant, that is, he is
both the ‗bathe-er‘ and the ‗bathe-ee‘. In the related transitive form (147), the subject
remains as instigator (‗bathe-er‘), and the new participant is the affected object, the child
(‗bathe-ee‘).
(146)

E
loto.
3SG bathe
‗He bathed.‘

(147)

E
kele mwela.
loto-h-i=e
3SG bathe-INTN-TR=3SG small child
‗He bathed the small child.‘
A second template for the event structure of transitive verbs of this type, one

which contrasts with verbs like bathe, describes constructions involving those non-scalar
change verbs for which the instigator and affected participants cannot be separated. Since
the subject as instigator must also retain the feature of affectedness, any added object
participant can only be an [other]. Thus in (148) the grandfather is the stimulus which
influenced the sleep event. In (149) the ship is the goal toward which the speaker swam.
In (150) the song is the measure which defines when the singing was completed. None of
these objects instigated the non-scalar change event, and none are affected to the same
degree as the subjects themselves.
(148)

Nou ma'ahu-s-i=e
weuwe=ku.
1SG sleep-ACM-TR=3SG grandfather=1SG.POSS
‗I dreamed of my grandfather.‘

(149)

Nou oolo-h-i=e
haka.
1SG swim-INTN-TR=3SG ship
‗I swam to the ship.‘
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(150)

Nou kana-l-i=e
kana-ng-a.
1SG sing-DUR-TR=3SG sing-EV-NR
‗I sang the song.‘
The final row of Table 30, which includes intransitive scalar change verbs with

instigating and affected subjects, also has two possible event structures for associated
derived transitives formed with (-C)-i. Some verbs may be either internally or externally
caused. The intransitives of such verbs have a subject participant which is both
instigating and affected, while the transitive form licenses a new instigating subject, with
affectedness retained by the participant which was the subject of the intransitive. This
participant then becomes the object of the transitive, following the O-verb pattern as
shown in (151) and (152).
(151)

Ho

osa e
hoka.
ART ulcer 3SG burst
‗The boil, it burst.‘

(152)

A

R. e
osa ingeie.
hoka-'-i=e
ART R. 3SG burst-ACH-TR=3SG boil 3SG
‗R., he burst his boil.‘
The boil in (151) has burst, but it could have either done so on its own as it filled

with pus, or someone else could have burst it, either on purpose or by unintentionally
disturbing it. Example (152) has an external instigator as the new participant, with R.
instigating the bursting process on the affected boil.
Some scalar change verbs which are normally internally caused cannot ever be
externally caused. For example, the clause pattern that Sa'a grammar allows for verbs
with this restriction appears to have an underlying assumption that bodily processes, such
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as growth and death, as well as feelings, such as anger and desire, are controlled
internally, while external participants or events things can influence or stimulate them.
Indirect causation by means of the causative prefix ha'a- or a periphrastic form is often
possible for these verbs, but the kind of direct causation implied by making them
transitive through the addition of a (-C)-i suffix sequence is not.
However, many of these verbs do have derived (-C)-i forms under the conditions
that the [instg, affd] participant remains as subject and the object fills the [other] role,
thus having an event structure template of [instg, affd]

SCV

[other].18 For example, in

(153) the subject‘s death is internally caused—something went wrong in his body—but is
stimulated by malaria. In (154) the subjects‘ envy is internal to their own emotions, but it
is stimulated by J. In (155) the subject‘s internal growth is measured against his pants.
These forms appear to have A-verb behavior, but semantically they are very
different from clauses having the [instg]

NSCV

[affd] template. In fact, this clause type is

so much more common in Oceanic languages than in English that it should be recognized
as distinct from prototypical agent-patient transitives, as I do in my analysis.
(153)

E
malaria.
mae-s-i=e
3SG die-ACM-TR=3SG malaria
‗He died from malaria.‘

(154)

Kire upwe-s-i=e
a
J.
3PL envy-ACM-TR=3SG ART J
‗They envied J.‘

18

This template will also be discussed further in section 5.3.2.
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(155)

E
tarasisi ingeie.
paine-s-i=e
3SG grow-ACM-TR=3SG trousers 3SG
‗He outgrew his trousers.‘
A further difficulty in the analysis of Sa'a verbs is that a handful of verb roots

have both underived and derived transitive forms. Analyses which use dictionaries as
source material are not likely to find good explanations for these pairs, since the
definitions are likely to be the same, and example sentences may not include enough
context to distinguish the two patterns. Such is true of the two forms of hono ‗block‘ as
shown in (156) and (157).
(156)

E
maa=na
nume.
hono=a
3SG block=3SG door=3SG.POSS house
‗He blocked the doorway of the house.‘

(157)

E
maa=na
nume.
hono-s-i=e
3SG block-ACM-TR=3SG door=3SG.POSS house
‗He closed the door of the house [caused the door to be a blocker].‘
Both (156) and (157) might be loosely translated as ‗he closed the door of the

house‘, and an analyst may conclude that the forms are interchangeable or are instances
of free variation. However, the two forms do not describe the same event. Example (158)
shows that hono is not semantically equivalent to the English verb ‗to close‘, but rather
means to block a path or fill an open spot.
(158)

Ai e
teke na ko hono-s-i=e
tala.
tree 3SG fall and RL.I block-ACM-TR=3SG road
‗A tree, it fell and it is blocking the road.‘
This fuller understanding of the meaning of hono sheds light on the examples

above, especially as one also realizes that maana nume ‗house door‘ can be used to
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represent either of the closely linked ideas of doorway and door. This is demonstrated by
(159) (repeated from (144)) which may be glossed with either meaning of maa.
(159)

Maa e
hono.
door 3SG block
‗The doorway, it is blocked. / The door, it is blocking [closed].‘
Native speakers differentiate the two examples by saying that (156) refers to the

opening, the doorway, whereas (157) refers to the barrier, the door itself.
When the tools of instigation and affectedness are applied to these two transitive
examples, the differences become more apparent. In (156), the doorway is affected, but it
cannot block itself so it is not instigating. Another participant is required to instigate the
blocking of the doorway, and thus the necessarily externally caused event uses the
underived transitive form.
In the other interpretation of (159), the door is seen as capable of spontaneously
performing the event by moving by itself into the blocking position. It does not need any
other overt participant to instigate the event (though gravity or the wind might be the
ultimate cause), and by moving into the blocking position it affects itself in the process.
This means that the related transitive form of hono which describes the event involving
the door, as opposed to the doorway, qualifies to have the (-C)-i attached. In this related
transitive the door will lose the feature of instigation, allowing the event to be caused by
an outside participant, such as a person who moves the door and causes it to be a blocker.
In such a circumstance, the other participant instigates the event and the door is only
affected. Hence, the verb must have a (-C)-i suffix sequence, the mover of the door is the
instigating subject, and the door is the affected object. The intransitive and transitive
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constructions for hono with the door (159) and (157) have the same event structures,
[instg, affd]

SCV

and [instg]

SCV

[affd], as the bursting of the boil in examples (151) and

(152), where the boil could either burst on its own or be burst by an external cause.
Another particularly interesting example which illustrates the importance of the
concept of internal causation is the verb ta'e, ‗to rise/raise‘. If this verb is used to refer to
the vertical movement of an affected participant that cannot possibly be instigating, as in
(160), due to its being inanimate or unconscious, a separate instigating subject is required
and the transitive form does not have a (-C)-i suffix sequence. That is, it performs like the
verbs in the unshaded upper half of Table 30. But if the verb is paired with an affected
participant who also instigates because he is capable of rising on his own power as in
(161), its intransitive form is sufficient to handle both instigation and affectedness in the
single participant. The related transitive form (162) of the verb in (161) is formed with a
(-C)-i suffix sequence and licenses an [other] object, in this case a goal, in addition to the
instigating and affected subject, the person who raised himself.
(160)

Kire ta'e=a saanau e
mae-hunu ngeena i
lengi=ne
tarake.
3PL rise=3SG lad
3SG die-post DEM
LOC on.top=3SG.POSS truck
‗They raised the young man who had fainted onto the truck.‘

(161)

A

R. e
ta'e.
ART R. 3SG rise
‗R., he got up.‘

(162)

A

R. e
tarake.
ta'e-l-i=e
ART R. 3SG rise-DUR-TR=3SG truck
‗R., he got up on the truck.‘
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The young boy in (160) has fainted, so he must be raised onto the truck by his
friends. They instigate and he is affected. The event is necessarily externally caused, and
the verb does not take a (-C)-i sequence. But in (161) the man R. is capable of rising on
his own; he can both instigate and be affected. The associated transitive form with the
(-C)-i sequence in (162) has R. as the instigating and affected subject and the truck as the
[other] object, a goal.
This section has dealt with the issue of when a (-C)-i suffix sequence is required
in order to derive a transitive verb from an intransitive verb. Thus far the -i suffix has
been glossed with

TR

for transitive, as the function of the -i has been to distinguish a

derived transitive form from its associated intransitive root. Yet this gloss is not
completely satisfactory, in that there are some forms where the stem with its (-C)-i does
not go on to become a syntactically transitive verb complete with a pronominal object
clitic, but instead is nominalized or is waylaid morphosyntactically in some other way.
(163)

Kire aehota pe'i=e
nume ngeena.
asu-i-l-a=na
3PL start
with=3SG work-TR-DUR-NR=3SG.POSS house DEM
‗They started with the building [lit. working] of that house.‘

(164)

Mango o
ke si
ooli-s-i.
finish 2SG IRR SEQ return-ACM-TR
‗Then afterwards [you go] change [clothes].‘
In (163) the verb asu ‗work‘ is extended by the -i to indicate that some job will be

done rather than that the subject is just working in general, but the potential object of the
job is not realized by an object clitic. Instead the stem is nominalized, and the job appears
as the affected possessor encoded by the possessive clitic =na ‗3SG.POSS‘
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In (164) the verb has the -s-i suffix sequence, but the object clitic is not present so
the construction is not syntactically transitive. The logical object is not an actual one but
rather an indefinite theoretical one. Syntactic transitivity has not eventuated, but the
suffix indicates that the stem now has the potential to take an object. It is semantically
transitive, with the indefinite process of changing clothes in view but not encoded.
Without the suffix to indicate semantic transitivity, the person would be changing himself
rather than his clothes.
In (165) the verb has an -i suffix but is syntactically intransitive because both
participants are encoded in the subject of the purpose clause, kure ‗1DU.IN‘ and the action
is reciprocal. Each of the two people is instigating on the other and each is also affected
by the other.
(165)

O ke lae mai huni=e kure
ke hai-seu-n-i.
2SG IRR go here for=3SG 1DU.IN IRR RECP-beat-RES-TR
‗You come here so we can fight.‘
In all three of these examples the stem is potentially transitive as to its semantics,

but the syntactic transitivity is not realized by marking the object with an enclitic, in spite
of the presence of what has been called a transitivizer. Thus the TR gloss for -i should be
understood as meaning semantic transitivity rather than necessarily actual syntactic
transitivity. The suffix moves the verb from the intransitive class to the transitive class,
but its transitivity is not fully realized until the object clitic is attached.
The concept of semantic versus syntactic transitivity may be illustrated by the two
senses of the English verb change. The sentence I'm not going to change is ambiguous
between two possible readings. One reading assumes a semantically intransitive sense of
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change, meaning I am not going to change myself. The other reading assumes the
transitive sense of change, meaning I am not going to change my clothes. In English, this
difference is only signaled by the pragmatic context. In Sa'a it is signaled by the addition
of the suffix -i.
The ability of a semantically transitive verb to be used in a syntactically
intransitive clause may be seen in the use of throw in the sentence, Eli was throwing
great in the fourth quarter. Throw is a semantically transitive verb and Eli was throwing
a football, but this particular sentence does not encode a direct object. It is a syntactically
intransitive description of a semantically transitive event.
4.5 The meaning of the ‘thematic consonant’ suffixes
I now address the question of the status as morphemes of what have traditionally
been called the

THEMATIC CONSONANTS.

The choice of the term thematic comes from

descriptions of classical languages such as Latin and Greek, which have what are called
THEMATIC VOWELS.

The Latin and Greek thematic vowels are conjugation markers which

divide words into classes without any recognized semantic motivation underlying the
division, as can be seen in the following definition by Trask (2000:342).
Thematic vowel: In the older IE languages, a vowel which is always present after
certain lexical stems and before any inflectional suffixes. Nouns, verbs and
adjectives may exhibit such a thematic vowel, and each of these may be divided
into several subclasses depending on which of the several thematic vowels is
present, plus a further subclass in which no thematic vowel is present. Lexical
items are characterized as thematic (having a thematic vowel) and athematic
(having none); see those entries for examples.
The Oceanic consonants were given the name thematic because they were not part
of the root or stem, but also not part of the affixes. Unlike the classical thematic vowels,
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however, the thematic consonants do not indicate a particular declension or conjugation
which the members of the class delineated by the thematic segment will follow. They are
just there with no explanation, either semantic, phonological, morphological, or
grammatical. Assigning them the name thematic is equivalent to saying that they are
segmentable from the stems and affixes, but they are not themselves affixes because they
have no meaning or purpose. If meaning is found for the consonants, there is no longer
any reason to call them thematic, as the lack of meaning is the only thing standing in the
way of them being considered morphemes in their own right.
In the rest of this chapter I show that the Sa'a consonants in these forms do not
warrant the thematic designation because they do indeed have individual meanings in
Sa'a. I continue to use the term thematic because it has referential value in the sphere of
Oceanic linguistics, even though my purpose is to show meaning for these consonants
and thus establish them as morphemes in their own right rather than thematic segments.
Morphemes have been defined as the ‗minimal meaningful elements‘ in a
language (Kroeger 2005:13). To qualify as morphemes, the thematic consonants must
meet three criteria: they must be segmentable elements, they must be minimal, and they
must have meaning. The last of these criteria requires a lengthy discussion, so the first
two criteria are considered first.
I am not by any means the first to recognize the isolatability of the thematic
consonants. The analysts who assigned them the name thematic must have recognized
their isolatability in order to apply the term in the first place. Since that time various
analysts have been uncomfortable with the lack of any satisfactory explanation for them,
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and have written articles about how they must have been part of the root after all or about
how they have been reanalyzed as part of the suffixes. Some say they have taken on
meaning by analogy, but the meanings they propose are fairly fuzzy and do not apply
across the board, a fact which they recognize by actually giving statistics as to what
percentage of their examples fit their hypotheses.
Arms (1973), Clark (1977), Lichtenberk (1978) and (2001) are four works which
stand out as being the most successful in suggesting meanings for the thematic
consonants in various Oceanic languages. Lichtenberk (2001) also lays out clear
arguments in Manam and To'aba'ita as to why the thematic consonants are not explained
by either the phonological or conjugational analyses offered by Hale (1973). Many of the
arguments presented here are patterned after those found for To'aba'ita and Manam in
Lichtenberk (2001), since he does an excellent job of isolating the thematic consonants as
individual ‗morphs‘ in those languages. His arguments are cogent and persuasive, but
Lichtenberk stops short of calling them actual morphemes because he cannot identify a
specific meaning component that can be consistently associated with each consonant. He
arrives at this conclusion in spite of his being able to see general semantic patterning that
allows groups of verbs to be semantically associated with particular consonants. In his
earlier paper dealing with just the Manam evidence, Lichtenberk acknowledges that the
meaning hurdle is the only barrier to giving them full morpheme status.
Logically there exists another possibility, which is to treat thematic consonants as
belonging neither to stems nor to suffixes but as separate morphemes. And, of
course, there would be strong support for this approach if we could find some
distinct meanings associated with the individual consonants (Lichtenberk
1978:187).
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The Sa'a evidence for segmentability is similar to what Lichtenberk (2001) lays
out for Manam and To'aba'ita. I first show evidence that the consonants are not part of the
root, followed by evidence that they are not merely the initial segments of larger suffixes
with the shapes -Ci, -Ca, -Ca'i, and -Ca'ini.
One of the stronger arguments for asserting that the thematic consonants are not
part of the root is that there are pairs of forms based on the same root which contrast in
the presence or absence of a consonant, as in (167) and (168), both of which are built
on the verb root oodo ‗be/go straight‘ shown in (166). In example (167) the root has the
transitive suffix -i and the third person singular object clitic =e attached, resulting in
oodoie ‗encounter him (by chance)‘. Yet segmenting only the same -i and =e from
oodohie ‗to meet him (planned)‘ in (168) would result in a supposed root oodoh with a
meaning remarkably similar to oodo. This is hardly an accidental occurrence, and a better
analysis would propose identical roots and analyze the additional consonant of (168) as
an affix.
(166)

Na e
mola i
nume.
oodo
and 3SG straight just LOC house
‗And he went straight home.‘

(167)

Na e
ngaeta mo horo-peli.
oodo-i=e
and 3SG straight-TR=3SG ART
PL slay-steal
‗And he encountered some bandits.‘

(168)

Na e
malahu=ne.
oodo-h-i=e
and 3SG straight-INTN-TR=3SG friend=3SG.POSS
‗And he went straight up to his friend.‘
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Similarly, there are some roots which occur with more than one consonant.
Examples (169) and (170) show the same verb root siki ‗to tap, flick, touch‘ with two
different thematic consonants and two different resulting meanings. Segmenting off just
the object clitic and transitive suffix -i would leave sikil, and sikih as roots which share a
clear semantic connection to a quick, sharp touch. It is again unlikely that the
correspondence of form and meaning in the two alleged roots is purely by chance, and the
preferred analysis is to posit identical roots with the consonants as suffixes.
(169)

Mae-l-a-a
ngeena ke-i
mwala i
leu taane.
siki-h-i=e
die-DUR-NR-NR DEM
IRR-LOC tap-INTN-TR=3SG people LOC place indeed
‗That disease will indeed strike the people here.‘

(170)

A

J. ke-i
pasi aawa ingeie
i
rodo.
siki-l-i=e
ART J. IRR-LOC tap-DUR-TR=3SG bow sound 3SG.POSS LOC dark
‗J. will strum his guitar tonight.‘
Other word forms which differ only by the identity of the thematic consonant are

found in the nominalized verbs. Failing to posit a boundary between the root and the
supposed thematic consonants in these words, would result in even larger sets of
inexplicably similar roots, as virtually every verb in the language can be nominalized
with at least two of the thematic consonants, and some with more. Examples (171) to
(174) show, respectively, a transitive use of the verb ngau ‗to eat‘ alongside three
deverbal nouns: ngauhe ‗a feast, festival‘, ngaunge ‗a meal‘, and ngaute ‗a special food‘.
If no morpheme break is recognized before the thematic consonants, then the roots for
these words would have to be ngauh, ngaung, and ngaut, each of which would
‗coincidentally‘ have something to do with eating. Thus if the consonants are to be
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considered as part of the root, the number of verb roots in the language would more than
double, with redundancies abounding.
(171)

Ne ke ngau='i.
1SG IRR eat=3PL
‗I will eat them.‘

(172)

Kire asu-i=e
paine i
rodo.
ngau-h-e
3PL work-TR=3SG eat-INTN-NR big
LOC dark
‗They made a big feast last night.‘

(173)

Kire asu-i=e
rodo.
ngau-ng-e paine i
3PL work-TR=3SG eat-EV-NR big
LOC dark
‗They made a big meal last night.‘

(174)

Kire asu-i=e
hunge i
rodo.
ngau-t-e
3PL work-TR=3SG eat-ACM-NR many LOC dark
‗They made many special foods last night.‘
Further evidence against the consonants being part of the root comes from

reduplicated forms in which the entire verb root is reduplicated to indicate continuous,
habitual, or extended action. Example (175) illustrates complete reduplication of the verb
root, soi ‗to call‘ in a reduplicated transitive form.
(175)

Mwala hunge kire soi~soi=e
no'one uri=ne.
people many 3PL RDP~call=3SG also
thus=3SG.POSS
‗Many people, they also were addressing him like that.‘
Verbs that employ a thematic consonant and -i in their transitive forms are also

commonly reduplicated, yet the reduplicant never includes the thematic consonant.
Instead, only material before the consonant is repeated, as is shown in (176) and (177)
where the verbs inu ‗to drink‘ and aadu ‗to carve‘ are reduplicated. Note that the Sa'a
constraint against consonant codas is not a sufficient reason to explain why the
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reduplicated forms are not *inuhinuhie and *aadumeedumie, as the syllabification of such
words would still yield all open syllables. The unacceptability of the forms with the
consonants as part of the reduplicated material is a further argument that the thematic
consonants are not part of the root.
(176)

Kolu
ko inu~inu-h-i=e
wai diana tarau.
1PAU.IN RL.I RDP~drink-INTN-TR=3SG water good always
‗We are always drinking good water.‘

(177)

Kire ko eedu~eedu-m-i=e
mo kele haka.
3PL RL.I RDP~carve-RSD-TR=3SG PL DIM ship
‗They were constantly carving little ships.‘
I have presented four types of evidence for a morpheme break before the thematic

consonants, that is, between the root and the thematic consonant. First, some transitive
verbs occur in forms with and without a thematic consonant. Second, some transitive
verbs have two forms, each with a different consonant. Third, some verbs may be
nominalized in several ways which differ only in the identity of the consonant. If there is
no boundary between the root and thematic consonant, then these three phenomena
would result in a lexicon that is full of pairs and triplets of ‗roots‘ which appear to be
related. Fourth, the thematic consonants are not included when entire verb roots are
completely reduplicated. All these reasons confirm the frequently expressed native
speaker intuition that the thematic consonants are not part of the root (Clark 1977).
Having established the left boundary of the thematic consonants, I turn now to the
assertion that a morpheme boundary also exists to the right of the thematic consonants,
and that they are not the initial element of the suffixes frequently cited as -Ci, -Ca, -Ca'i,
and -Ca'ini in the literature. Instead -C is a suffix, and the material to its right, whether it
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be -i, -a, -a'i, or -a'ini, is at the very least a separate morpheme or, in the case of -a'i and
-a'ini, a separate morpheme sequence.
A first strong argument for a morpheme break after the thematic consonant is the
evidence that -i and -a are suffixes in their own right. Examples (178) to (180) show
several verbs which add just the suffix -i plus the required object clitic to become
transitive, rather than having a -C-i sequence.
(178)

Kire asu-i=e
ngau-h-e
paine i
rodo.
3PL work-TR=3SG eat-INTN-NR big
LOC dark
‗They made a big feast last night.‘

(179)

Huasa
e
keni
hau i
L.
ala-i=e
crocodile 3SG bite-TR=3SG female there LOC L.
‗A crocodile bit a woman down there at L. village.‘

(180)

Iiru ko nunu-i=e
mo ei.
wind RL.I shake-TR=3SG PL tree
‗The wind is shaking the trees.‘
The same argument holds true for nominalization. Instances where -a functions as

a nominalizing suffix directly on a verb root without any preceding consonant are fairly
rare, though a few such forms do exist. The suffix -a is also often used as a second
nominalizer in double nominalization as in (206). Both the single and double
nominalization uses illustrate that -a alone is the morpheme bearing the weight of
changing the grammatical category. Example (181) shows the verb luda ‗to load‘ as a
verb (appearing as lude with the /a/ raised to /e/), and (182) shows the corresponding
noun form with the nominalizer -a.
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(181)

Kire ke=i
R.
lude i
3PL IRR=LOC load LOC R
‗They will load at R. village.‘

(182)

A

R. e
toole=a luda-a paine.
ART R. 3SG take=3SG load-NR big
‗R., he took a large load.‘
The above analysis of the suffixes -i and -a as morphemes that are segmentable

from the thematic consonants is not unique to Sa'a. They have been similarly recognized
as morphemes with these same functions by researchers in neighboring languages
(Lichtenberk 2008:76, 90–96, 444, Lynch et al. 2002:508, 541, Fox 1978:35), and Evans
has reconstructed the transitivizing suffix of POc as *-i (2003:93).
Other evidence for a morpheme boundary immediately following the thematic
consonant is the contrast between verb and deverbal noun pairs formed on the same root
with the same consonant. Table 31 shows the -i which adds transitivity, contrasting with
the -a which adds the nominalization. In these forms, the root and consonant combination
remains constant as a frame, and the rest of the word varies in form and meaning. Since
the -C is not part of the variable form which indicates a change in the meaning, there
must be a boundary after the consonant.
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Table 31. Verb/deverbal noun pairs with same stem
Root + ng + suffix (+ clitic)

Word Gloss

ooho-ng-i=e
ooho-ng-a

to test something
a trial

tea-ng-i=e
tea-ng-a

to shout to someone
a shout or bark

rai-ng-i=e
rai-ng-e

to clear a plot of land as for a garden
the task of clearing a plot of land

Other strong evidence for a morpheme border before and after the thematic
consonant are pairs of words which differ in only the consonant, while having exactly the
same verb root and suffix sequence, yet which differ in meaning. The consonant is the
only candidate to associate with the meaning difference. One such pair is in (169) and
(170) above. Further such pairs are shown in (183) to (190).
(183)

Kire uusu-ng-e-'-i-n-i=e
mo mwela i
nume.
3PL push-EV-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG PL child LOC house
‗They sent the children to the house.‘

(184)

Kire mani uusu-l-e-'-i-n-i=e
mola.
3PL all
push-DUR-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG just
‗They were all just shoving him.‘

(185)

Kire ha'a-teke-h-i=e
wala-i-moli-ng-e.
3PL CAUS-fall-INTN-TR=3SG word-GEN-true-EV-NR
‗They have cast away the truth.‘

(186)

Mo urou
ko ha'a-teke-l-i=e
mo ngeli.
PL pigeon RL.I CAUS-fall-DUR-TR=3SG PL ngali.nut
‗The pigeons are dropping ngali nuts.‘
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(187)

Nii=e
mo kara-t-a
mola a=na
mo poo.
give=3SG PL scrape-ACM-NR just PREP=3SG.POSS PL pig
‗Just give the scrapings to the pigs to eat.‘

(188)

ke mango, ha'alaa o
ke lae pwarero.
Kara-ng-a
scrape-EV-NR IRR finish only
2SG IRR go play
‗Only after the grating is done can you go play.‘

(189)

Ingeie ke=i
to'o aa=na
mauri-h-e.
3SG
IRR=LOC got PREP=3SG.POSS live-INTN-NR
‗He will have spiritual life.‘

(190)

henue e
diana.
Mauri-ng-e i
live-EV-NR LOC village 3SG good
‗Life in the village, it is good.‘
If the thematic consonants were part of a -Ci suffix, then the -Ci suffix would be a

single morpheme with several allomorphs, each differing by the initial consonant, but all
having the same meaning. Some sort of conditioning would be required to determine
which allomorph would occur in any given instance. But with minimal pairs like oodoie
and oodohie in (167) and (168), the frames around -i and -hi are exactly the same, so no
such phonological conditioning is possible. The two supposed allomorphs are attached to
the same root, which means the lexical entry for that root did not specify which
allomorph could occur with it, so it is not lexically conditioned. The only difference
which correlates with the choice between the two forms is a meaning difference, which
means -i and -hi are not phonologically or lexically conditioned allomorphs of a single
morpheme, in that they do not contribute exactly the same meaning when combined with
the root oodo ‗be/go straight‘.
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Another argument against the thematic consonants being part of longer unitary
suffixes is that it seems more than coincidental that there is only a slight variation in the
set of consonants which can initiate each of the posited suffixes -Ci, -Ca, -Ca'i, and
-Ca'ini. The high degree of correlation between these consonants can be seen in Table 32,
which includes the full inventory of Sa'a consonants and marks those that can initiate the
various suffix sequences.19 A similar correspondence was recognized between the
thematic consonants initiating the short and long suffixes in Maori (Hale 1973:416–18)
and in Manam and To'aba'ita (Lichtenberk 2001:138–39).
Table 32. Thematic consonants initiating -C-i, -C-a, -C-a-'-i, and -C-a-'-i-n-i
pw

p

mw w

m

t/s

n

l

r

-C-i

+

+ (s)

+

+

-C-a

+

+ (t)

-C-a-'-i

+

+ (t)

-C-a-'-i-n-i

+

+ (t)

+

d

k

ng

h

'

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Of the fifteen Sa'a consonant phonemes, eight can begin the -C-i sequence, and of
those only -n does not also initiate a -C-a sequence.20 The consonants that can initiate the
-C-a-'-i and -C-a-'-i-n-i sequences are a proper subset of the eight which can initiate the
-C-i sequence, as neither sequence begins with glottal stop and -C-a-'-i-n-i does not begin

19

Recall that s is an allophone of t in these environments.
This may be true because the phoneme sequence =na already has a more dominant function as
the third person singular possessive clitic.
20
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with -n.21 The consonants which more frequently initiate the short transitive sequence,
-ng, -l, -h, and -t/s, are the same ones that have high frequency in initiating the longer
suffix sequences. In all four sets, -m and -r have a very low frequency. Such correlations
would all be statistically improbable if the four morpheme sequences (-C-i, -C-a, -C-a-'-i,
and -C-a-'-i-n-i) were totally unrelated to each other, yet this correlation is
correspondingly reasonable in the analysis of the thematic consonants as morphemes.
To this point, then, I have presented five types of evidence in favor of a boundary
separating the consonants from the suffixes: (a) -i and -a as individual morphemes, (b)
minimal pairs of a noun and verb with the same root-C stem, (c) minimal pairs with only
a difference in consonant, (d) the lack of any phonological or lexical conditioning, and (e)
the consistency in the sets of consonants and their usage frequencies across the range of
various suffix sequences.
These many pieces of strong evidence for the existence of boundaries before and
after the consonants are exactly what would be expected for segments which have been
designated as thematic. The term thematic was developed for vowels or consonants
which were segmentable from the surrounding material but which did not qualify to be
morphemes because no meaning for them could be isolated.
The second criteria that morphemes must meet, that they must be minimal, is
almost trivial for the thematic consonants themselves, as the only possibility for a
morpheme that is smaller than one phoneme would be some sort of suprasegmental

21

This may be true because they already occur in other positions within these two related
sequences, and one per sequence is enough to supply the meaning they contain.
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feature, such as tone, length, or stress. Suprasegmentals are not an issue here, and the
thematic consonants meet this criteria. The single vowel morphemes -i and -a also meet
this standard.
The importance of the criteria of minimality in this argument is not that it is
fulfilled by the thematic consonants and vowel suffixes -i and -a, but that it is not
fulfilled by the longer forms -Ci, -Ca, -Ca'i, and -Ca'ini. According to Kroeger, the
concept of being minimal means ‗a single morpheme may not contain any smaller
element (or substring) which is itself a meaningful element‘ (2005:12). Thus units such as
-Ci and -Ca cannot properly be called morphemes because they contain the smaller
morphemes -i and -a. The smaller morphemes -i and -a carry the same weight of meaning
without a preceding thematic consonant that that they bear when they occur in the -C-i
and -C-a strings. They are themselves minimal units of meaning, so they cannot be
combined with other phonemes to make larger units which also qualify as minimal units
of meaning. Furthermore, if the larger -C-a-'-i and -C-a-'-i-n-i strings are built of -C-a
and -C-i pieces which are themselves composed of -C plus either -i or -a, then the larger
units are not single morphemes either. The way in which these -C-i and -C-a suffix pairs
combine to form the larger suffix sequences is illustrated in Table 33 using the root teke
‗fall.‘ Any larger unit which contains one of the morphemes -i or -a, and a thematic
consonant morpheme is not itself a morpheme but is necessarily at least bi-morphemic.
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Table 33. Parsing of possible forms derived from teke ‘to fall’
Word
teke
tekehie
tekelie
tekelana
tekela'i
tekela'inie

Root
teke
teke
teke
teke
teke
teke

Suffixes Pairs

-l-a
-l-a
-l-a

-'-i
-'-i

Clitics

-h-i
-l-i

=e
=e
=na

-n-i

=e

Word Gloss
to fall
to fell it (a tree)
to drop it
the losing of it
to become lost
to cause it to become lost

Further evidence for the morphemic status of the thematic consonants is from
Occam‘s razor. It is simpler to propose eight consonant morphemes and two vowel
morphemes, for a total of ten morphemes, than to propose -i, -a, -ngi, -nga, -hi, -ha, -li,
-la, -si, -ta, -'i, -'a, -mi, -ma, -ri, -ra, and -ni, a total of seventeen morphemes. And if one
does not accept the divisibility of the various -(C)a'i and -(C)a'ini forms, the list of
individual morphemes would include an additional fifteen items, -a'i, -nga'i, -ha'i, -la'i,
-ta'i, -ma'i, -ra'i, -na'i, -a'ini, -nga'ini, -ha'ini, -la'ini, -ta'ini, -ma'ini, and -ra'ini, for a
total of thirty-two morphemes, more than tripling the ten proposed in my analysis. A ten
morpheme solution is much less complex than one with thirty-two.
In this section I have shown that the thematic consonants are segmentable and
minimal. Thus the only criteria for morpheme status left to demonstrate is that each
consonant has an individual meaning isolatable from the rest of the suffix sequence
which is consistent in all environments. Given that these consonants are derivational
morphemes, a small range of irregularity is acceptable, since derived word meanings are
known to vary from strict compositionality as a result of surrounding contexts. Therefore,
the task is not to find exact compositionality, but rather themes or ranges of meaning for
each which are consistently contrastive. This is the goal of sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.
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4.5.1

The thematic consonant suffixes in other environments
In the previous section I noted the high correlation in identity and frequency

between the sets of consonants which initiate the four strings -C-i or -C-a or -C-a-'-i or
-C-a-'-i-n-i. This correlation leads to positing that each consonant is the same morpheme,
no matter which suffix string it initiates. Assuming the consonants are independent
morphemes in turn allows for a given root to form a stem of the shape root-C. Some of
the root-C stems can add -i to become derived transitive verbs. Alternatively, most of the
root-C stems can add -a to become deverbal nouns, and some of the deverbal nouns add
further consonant and vowel morphemes to form the -C-a-'-i and -C-a-'-i-n-i sequences in
becoming verbs once more. If the thematic consonants are the same set for the transitive
verbs and the deverbal nouns, then we can expect that any meanings discerned in the
deverbal noun environments will also be active and observable in the transitive verb
environment.
This expectation allows for an examination of deverbal nouns in order to isolate
the meanings of the thematic consonants. For virtually every transitive verb there are at
least two deverbal nouns, so an investigation of the deverbal noun environment has a
significant numerical advantage over an investigation which includes only the transitive
verbs. The deverbal nouns occur in hundreds of minimal pairs, so the chances of
identifying the meanings of the consonants is vastly improved. Many deverbal nouns
occur in minimal triplets, differing only in the thematic consonant, and a few minimal
quadruplet sets can be found. Comparisons of these triplet and quadruplet forms greatly
simplifies the task of extracting the meaning component contributed by an individual
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consonant. Once a meaning is hypothesized by looking at the nouns, it can be tested in
the transitive verb forms in which that particular consonant occurs to determine if the
hypothesized meaning is accurate.
Of the eight consonants which can occur in a -C-i sequence, four (-h, -ng, -l, and
-t) are used productively in nominalizations. Another thematic consonant, the glottal stop,
is found in numerous derived intransitive verbs. The thematic consonant -n is used very
little outside the long suffix sequence, so a discussion of its meaning is postponed until
section 4.5.2.5. The two remaining consonants, -m and -r, are found in a small number of
nominalizations, but the few unambiguous examples available at this time are not
numerous enough to yield clear results. Thus this section concentrates on an analysis of
the semantics of the five consonants: -h, -ng, -l, -t, and -' (glottal stop).
Membership in the grammatical categories of noun and verb is fairly fluid in Sa'a.
It is not uncommon for a noun to be used as a verb by placing it in the appropriate
position relative to the TAM particle in the clause and sometimes adding an object clitic.
In (191), the noun karo ‗wall‘ is made into a verb meaning ‗to build walls‘ by placing it
in the verb root position after the TAM indicator kei, and by adding the third singular
object clitic =a.
(191)

I

ho'owa
kire ke=i
karo=a nume i'oe.
LOC tomorrow 3PL IRR=LOC wall=3SG house 2SG
‗Tomorrow they will wall [build walls on] your house.‘
There are also verbal elements which function as nouns by placing them after the

plural article mo as in the two phrases mo leilei ‗judges‘ and mo horopeli ‗bandits‘ in
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(192). (Leilei is the reduplication of lei ‗judge, condemn‘ signifying continuous aspect or
habituality.)

(192)

kire lei=e
Mo lei~lei
mo horo-peli
PL
RDP~judge 3PL judge=3SG PL
slay-steal
‗The judges, they have judged the bandits already.‘

oto.
PFCT

For lexemes which may function as either a noun or a verb, I categorize them as
noun or verb depending on the semantics of the root, making reference to whether the
root refers to a concept which is more static (noun) or an activity which is more dynamic
(verb) and by whether the nominal or verbal usage is most common for that root. A word
whose root refers to either an object or the creation of that object would be classed
primarily as a noun which can be extended to a verbal use, while a word whose root
refers either to an event or the performer of the event would be classed primarily as a
verb which can be extended to noun usages.
In spite of this flexibility for many roots and stems, it is more common for Sa'a to
use overt derivational morphology to change a grammatical category. It is especially
common for a verb to acquire a suffix or suffix sequence in order to become a noun. Such
nominalization takes the form (-C)-a, where -C is an -h, -l, -ng, or -t, or occasionally
glottal stop (-').
Instances where the nominalizing -a suffix occurs without any preceding
consonant are fairly rare, though a few forms do exist, and -a is also often used as the
second nominalizer in double nominalization, as in (201). Nevertheless, these forms show
that it is the -a which bears the weight of changing the grammatical category. The
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existence of -a as a nominalizer parallels the nominalizer Lichtenberk identified in his
study of To'aba'ita (2008:444). Example (193) shows the verb luda ‗to load‘ as a verb
(appearing as lude with the a raised to e), and (194) shows the corresponding nominal
form with the nominalizer -a.
(193)

Kire ke=i
R.
lude i
3PL IRR=LOC load LOC R.
‗They will load at R. village.‘

(194)

A

R. e
toole=a luda-a paine.
ART R. 3SG take=3SG load-NR big
‗R., he took a large load.‘
Unlike English, where nominalizers such as -ment, -er, -ee, -ness, and -tion have

specific meanings (which are challenging to describe but intuitively grasped), the Sa'a
nominalizer -a is quite bleached. The specific nature of the noun is not indicated by the
-a, and it is left to the context or habitual usage patterns to determine the final nature of
the noun. Thus the -a sometimes acts as the equivalent of the English -tion, and at other
times like the gerundive -ing, and still other times like the performer -er. Lichtenberk
similarly lists several nominalizing functions for -a in To'aba'ita (2008:444–49). For this
reason it is difficult to assign a more specific gloss to this morpheme. Furthermore, in
Sa'a the -a suffix may occur as the final morpheme of achieved state forms which are
ambiguous as to grammatical category. Some of the achieved state forms can be used
either as predicate heads (verbs modified by TAM markers) or noun phrase heads
(marked by direct possession) referring to the characteristic of having achieved the state.
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(195)

Omu ke si'o-h-a-'-a
lo'u aa=na
dinge ngeena.
2PL IRR put.down-INTN-NR-ACH-DER again PREP=3SG.POSS day DEM
‗You all will suffer again on that day.‘

(196)

Si'o-h-a-'-a=da
e
aaela lo'u.
put.down-INTN-NR-ACH-DER=3PL.POSS 3SG bad again
‗Their suffering was again great.‘
In (195) si'oha'a is a verb, but in (196) it is a directly possessed noun. Rather than

posit separate homophonous morphemes, -a as a nominalizer and -a as a verbalizer, I
analyze -a as a single morpheme with a very bleached function signaling an unspecified
derivational change, with the specific grammatical category of the resulting derived form
to be determined by its eventual syntactic function. When the -a signals a definite change
from verb to noun or a change from one type of noun to another, it is glossed as

NR,

‗nominalizer‘. In the less frequent situations where the resulting derived form is not
necessarily a noun, the -a is glossed as DER for ‗derivational morpheme‘.
The consonants which fill the -C position in the (-C)-a suffix sequence each
contribute a unique meaning to the whole and limit the resulting deverbal noun so that it
is not quite so loosely interpretable. Many verbs function as the base from which several
derived nouns are formed, each differing from the others primarily by the consonant
preceding the nominalizing -a suffix (which often appears as the raised allomorph -e).
Examples (197) through (201) demonstrate this flexibility with the various nominalized
forms derived from the verb root ngau ‗to eat,‘ which mean respectively ‗feast/festival‘,
‗meal‘, ‗special food‘, ‗eating‘, and ‗food‘.
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(197)

Kire asu-i=e
paine i
rodo.
ngau-h-e
3PL work-TR=3SG eat-INTN-NR big
LOC dark
‗They made a big feast last night.‘

(198)

Kire asu-i=e
rodo.
ngau-ng-e paine i
3PL work-TR=3SG eat-EV-NR big
LOC dark
‗They made a big meal last night.‘

(199)

Kire asu-i=e
hunge i
rodo.
ngau-t-e
3PL work-TR=3SG eat-ACM-NR many LOC dark
‗They made many special foods last night.‘

(200)

Poo ngau-l-a=na
e
diana mola.
pig eat-DUR-NR=3SG.POSS 3SG good just
‗Pig, the eating of it is simply good.‘

(201)

Kire ka'a to'o ngau-l-a-a
a=da.
3PL NEG have eat-DUR-NR-NR CSMR=3PL.POSS
‗They do not have any food to eat.‘
Some of these nominal forms include additional affixes, such as a second

nominalizing suffix -a or a direct possessive clitic =na. The second -a (also sometimes
(-C)-a) indicates a change from one type of noun to another, such as from an event to a
participant in the event. These extra morphemes do not significantly interfere with the
comparison of these forms in order to isolate the contributions of each consonant.
4.5.1.1

The eventive suffix -ng in deverbal nouns
Table 34 shows several verbs and the corresponding deverbal nouns with -ng as

the thematic consonant. Since the -ng is almost fully productive in this environment,
there are hundreds of words that fit the pattern shown in this table.
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Table 34. Deverbal nouns using the eventive suffix -ng
Verb Root

Verb Root Gloss

Deverbal Noun with -ng

Gloss of Derived Noun

lae
nii
ngau
mauri
kana
loko
huru
asu
peli
loto

to go
to give
to eat
to live
to sing
to gather
to run
to work
to steal
to bathe

lae-ng-a
nii-ng-e
ngau-ng-e
mauri-ng-e
kana-ng-a
loko-ng-a
huru-ng-e
asu-ng-e
peli-ng-e
loto-ng-a

a trip
a gift
a meal
physical life
a song
a meeting
a race
work, a job
robbery, a theft
a bath or shower

The meaning contributed by the thematic consonant -ng when paired with -a is
very similar to the English suffix -tion, indicating either the general concept of the event
or a single self-contained instance of the event encoded by the root. Thus a lae-ng-a is a
single self-contained instance of going, a trip. A huru-ng-e is a single instance of running,
a term that is usually applied to a race. Peli-ng-e may refer either to a specific instance of
theft or to the general practice of robbery. Mauri-ng-e refers to the practice of living, a
person‘s physical life over a span of time. Kana-ng-a is usually a single song but may
also refer to the general practice of singing. These nouns are used to refer to the event or
concept as a complete whole, viewed from a space-time position outside of it, much like
perfective verbal aspect, only applied to a noun derived from a verb rather than to the
verb itself. I gloss this morpheme as

EV,

for eventive, as the effect seems to be that the

verb is contained as a single event.
Example (202) shows a deverbal noun with -ng in context. The noun hulanga is
one instance of a hule event, an arriving event, or more naturally in English, an arrival.
In (203) the whole event of a person‘s speech or address is in view and measured
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according to the time that will elapse when it is considered as a whole unit. In (204) the
idea of being hungry is nominalized as one event that is viewed then as an entity which is
metaphorically capable of taking action.
(202)

Kire asu-i=e
paine huni=e.
hula-ng-a
3PL work-TR=3SG arrive-EV-NR big
for=3SG
‗They made a big arrival [ceremony] for him.‘

(203)

Kele ere-ng-a
ingeie e
sa'a
small talk-EV-NR
3SG
3SG IRR.NEG
‗His small speech, it won‘t take long.‘

(204)

4.5.1.2

tola
take

tewa
long

ike.
NEG

paine e
toole=a mala~malau.
Hiolo-ng-a
hungry-EV-NR big
3SG take=3SG RDP~island
‗A great hunger, it seized the island.‘
The durative suffix -l in deverbal nouns
Contrasting with the thematic consonant -ng is the consonant -l, which encodes a

viewpoint from the interior of the event as it is happening, much like imperfective aspect.
Its use indicates that the event has more than momentary duration. The resulting nouns
are thus quite similar to English gerunds with the suffix -ing. Table 35 contains the same
verbs as the previous table, this time with corresponding deverbal nouns formed with the
-l-a sequence.
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Table 35. Deverbal nouns using the durative suffix -l
Verb Root

Verb Root Gloss

lae
nii
ngau
mauri
kana
loko
huru
asu
peli
loto

to go
to give
to eat
to live
to sing
to gather
to run
to work
to steal
to bathe

Deverbal Noun with -l
lae-l-a=na
nii-l-a=na
ngau-l-a=na
mauri-l-a=na
kana-l-a=na
loko-l-a=na
huru-l-a=na
asu-i-l-a=na
peli-l-a=na
loto-l-a=na

Gloss of Derived Noun
the going of it
the giving of it
the eating of it
the living of it
the singing of it
the gathering of it
the running of it
the working of it
the stealing of it
the bathing of it

Note that each of the deverbal nouns in Table 35 also has an obligatory direct
possessive clitic following the -l-a sequence, in these cases the third person singular form
=na, although the other members of the possessive paradigm may also occur instead. The
referent of this possessive is the participant which is affected by the event. The event and
associated participant have the same relationship expressed by the Norman genitive of
English, the prepositional phrase in ‗the enemy‘s destruction of the city‘ (Comrie &
Thompson 2007:356). The destruction ‗belongs‘ to the city in that the city was affected
by the destroying action. Likewise, loto-l-a=na kele mwela means ‗the bathing of him,
the little child‘, where the child was the one bathed. Note that while the affected
participant is often the one encoded as the syntactic object of a corresponding verbal
clause, this is not always so. An adult who bathes himself may also be the ‗possessor‘ of
a loto-l-a=na, because he is affected as well as instigating. The corresponding verbal
clause would encode the adult bather as an instigating and affected subject.
The thematic consonant -l also occurs (less productively) with double
nominalization (-a-a), referring to a person or thing which is involved in the process of
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the event (which is the form with only one nominalizer). Thus a mae-l-a-a (derived from
mae ‗to die‘) is a thing which is involved in a mae-l-a=na ‗dying‘ event, in other words,
a disease. A ngau-l-a-a is a thing which is involved in a ngau-l-a=na ‗eating‘ event, in
other words, a piece of food, such as a potato or yam.
Because the -l gives a view of an event that is extended in duration, I gloss it with
DUR

for durative. Examples (205) and (206) show nouns with -l in context. In (205) the

noun horo-ng-a ‗death, slaying‘ could also be used, but the -l form horo-'-i-l-a=na ‗his
slaying‘ is better in this context because it gives a sense of extended duration to the event.
The difference between these words parallels the difference between the English words
action and activity. The description of a horo'ilana (the activity) will likely be more
detailed than a description of the same event encoded as a horonga (the action). This
particular example comes from a newspaper story in which the police were wanting to
hear the details of how a homicide was committed. They wanted the long version in slow
motion, not a summary or a snapshot.
(205)

Kire rongo=a la~lado-ng-a i
suli=e
horo-'-i-l-a=na.
3PL hear=3SG RDP~tell-EV-NR LOC follow=3SG slay-ACH-TR-DUR-NR=3SG.POSS
‗They heard the story about his slaying [how he was killed].‘

(206)

ko peine i
R..
Mae-l-a-a
die-DUR-NR-NR RL.I big
LOC R.
‗Sickness, it is rampant at R. village.‘
In (206) the double nominalized form refers to the disease, which is a participant

in a dying event. The Sa'a verb for mae ‗die‘ is not exactly the same as the English word,
in that telicity is not entailed. In Sa'a, a person can mae for a few days and then recover
without it being considered miraculous, but this is not possible for English die, which
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entails that the endpoint of death be reached, barring a miracle. It is this lack of telicity
which allows a person to be affected by a maelaa ‗sickness‘ without really approaching
the endpoint of actual death.
4.5.1.3

The intensity suffix -h in deverbal nouns
Several examples of deverbal nouns which have -h as the thematic consonant are

shown in Table 36
Table 36. Deverbal nouns using the intensity suffix -h
Verb Root

Verb Root Gloss

Deverbal Noun with -h

lae
ngau
mauri
tali
tola
ii'o
lado
taro
kali
launi
uudu

to go
to eat
to live
to be bounded
to take
to sit, live, dwell
to join
to make known
to go around
to decorate
to drip

lae-h-a
ngau-h-e
mauri-h-e
teli-h-e
tola-h-a
ii'o-h-a
lado-h-a
tataro-h-a
kakali-h-e
launi-h-e
uudu-uudu-h-e

Deverbal Noun Gloss
a procession
a feast
spiritual life
a boundary
a habit/custom
a position, station, seat
a joint
news
a guard
a decoration/ornament
a water droplet

These forms encode an increase in intensity or intentionality over and above the
normal amount. A lae-ng-a is an ordinary trip, but a lae-h-a is a procession. A ngau-ng-e
is an ordinary meal, but a ngau-h-e is a party or feast. Mauri-ng-e is one‘s physical life,
but mauri-h-e refers to the spiritual life, involving the will and emotions as well as the
body. A teli-h-e is a boundary designated by man as opposed to a naturally occurring
edge of an area of land. Tola-ng-a is something that is taken and usually refers to a
portion at a feast that one takes away to eat at home, while a tola-h-a on the other hand is
a custom or habit that one has acquired and taken on as a way of life. An ii'o-ng-a is a
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way of doing something, but an ii'o-h-a is a settled practice with official sanction, a
position, a station in life. Lado-ng-a is a single act of joining, but lado-h-a is a joint that
permanently unites two pieces. A kali-ng-e is a hole, probably referring to the method
used to make some types of holes by making a borer instrument go around and around,
but a ka~kali-h-e is a guard, one who goes around and around with purpose in the
performance of his duties.
Another set of Sa'a deverbal nouns also takes the -h suffix before the nominalizer.
This set also has the sequence -'-a which is discussed in section 4.5.1.5 and an obligatory
direct possessive like the -l-a=na forms above as in section 4.5.1.2. In this set, however,
the possessor is the instigating participant. This possessive corresponds to the Saxon
genitive in English, which is encoded by ’s, as in ‗the enemy’s destruction of the city‘
(Comrie & Thompson, 2007:356). This event ‗belongs‘ to the performer of the event, the
one who controls the effort and intentionality of making the event happen, as is indicated
by the use of the thematic consonant -h. Table 37 shows a few of these forms.
Table 37. Possessed deverbal nouns using the intensity suffix -h
Verb Root

Verb Root Gloss

Deverbal Noun with -h

ngau

to eat

ngau-h-a-'-a=na

madoro

to become hot

madoro-h-a-'-a=na

kasu

to rot

kasu-h-a-'-a=na

paine

to become big

paine-h-a-'-a=na

taro
diana
kokoro
tewa
wasu
eeso

to make known
to be good
to be deep
to be long
to smell s.t.
to flare up

taro-h-a-'-a=na
diana-h-a-'-a=na
kokoro-h-a-'-a=na
tewa-h-a-'-a=na
wasu-h-a-'-a=na
eeso-h-a-'-a=na

Gloss of Derived Noun
one‘s appetite
one‘s temperature
(hot-ness)
one‘s rottenness
one‘s largeness or
growth
news about someone
one‘s goodness
one‘s depth
one‘s length
one‘s scent
a fire‘s flame
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These forms refer to a characteristic possessed by an entity that is either inherent
or internally caused, contrasting with something done to it by another entity. The focus is
on the participant who would be the instigator of a corresponding verbal clause. Thus the
referent of the direct possessive on ngau-h-a-'-a=na ‗appetite‘ is the person who would
be doing the eating, not the food being eaten.
Sometimes the above forms are used to indicate not the quality itself, but one who
possesses a large amount of the quality, ‗the X-est one‘. This usage shows the range of
meaning in the -a nominalizer. Example (207) shows this usage of paine-h-a-'-a=na, ‗a
big one‘ with the referent of the direct possessive identifying the type of thing involved,
in this case a snake.
(207)

Paine-h-a-'-a=na
mwaa e
sili.
big-INTN-NR-ACH-NR=3SG.POSS snake 3SG enter
‗A giant of a snake, it entered.‘
This usage shows how the effect of nominalization does not always result in a

form that has one sense. English deverbal nouns also exhibit similar ranges of meaning,
in that an examination may refer to a test in some contexts or to the performance of a set
of procedures in other contexts.
Looking at both sets of -h forms, we see that at times the contribution of the -h is
a focus on the actor which may involve volitionality, but sometimes the involvement is
more an intensity of effort. The actor participant may be a specified force of nature like
the wind or the sea, so a strict interpretation of volitionality, which assumes sentience, is
not quite appropriate for -h. The key concept rather seems to be a focus on the instigating
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participant who is inputting an unusual amount of energy into the event, so this
morpheme is glossed as INTN, referring to either ‗intentional‘ or ‗intensifying‘.
Example (208) shows the -h occurring in a nominalization of the verb kali ‗to go
around‘. The reduplication indicates a continuous or habitual action. Coupling this with
the intentionality supplied by the -h, a ka~kali-h-e is literally one who intentionally and
habitually goes around something. This behavior collocates with situations in which
someone is trying to protect the thing he is going around, in other words, a guard. It
contrasts with the grass which performs a function based on the same root kali in (210).
In this case the grass merely surrounds the house without any intentionality or implied
sense of protection.
(208)

Kire liu=e
eeta=na
nga ka~kali-h-e.
3PL pass=3SG one=3SG.POSS ART RDP~go.around-INTN-NR
‗They passed by the first guard.‘

(209)

Hahalisi ko aango kali~keli=e
nume.
grass
RL.I crawl RDP~go.around=3SG house
‗Grass, it surrounds the house.‘
Example (210) shows the -h functioning to focus on an inherent quality of the

actor participant, the one who is the source of the smell.
(210)

4.5.1.4

poo e
aaela.
Wasu-h-a-'-a=na
smell-INTN-NR-ACH-NR=3SG.POSS pig 3SG bad
‗The smell of the pigs, it is bad.‘
The accomplishment suffix -t in deverbal nouns
The last of the four consonants commonly appearing in deverbal nouns is -t.

Table 38 shows examples of verbs and corresponding deverbal nouns using this suffix.
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Table 38. Deverbal nouns using the accomplishment suffix -t
Verb Root
oore
waa-waa
holi
oo
teuri
waai
loko
mawa
ooho
pwisi

Verb Root Gloss
to remain
to be hollow
to buy
to be deserted
to sew
to reward
to gather
to shout
to destroy
to spurt

Deverbal Noun with -t
oore-t-a
waa-waa-t-a
holi-t-e
oo-t-e
teu-teuri-t-e
waai-t-e
loko-t-a-a
mawa-t-a-a
ooho-t-a-a
pwisi-t-a-a

Deverbal Noun Gloss
a remainder
a hole
the cost
a deserted place
a seam
a reward
a gathering
a shout
a war
a spurt

In each instance the noun refers to a thing which exists as a result of the event. It
never refers to a participant who is the instigator. When a single -a nominalizer is
attached, the resulting noun is a thing that is on, in, or somehow co-locational with the
affected participant. A hole is a result of a hollowing event. A seam is the result of a
sewing event. The cost is the result of a buying event
Some of these forms contain an additional -a nominalizer. Of the two -a suffixes
in these forms, the first refers to the event, and the second to the entity that results from
it, an entity which is independent in existence rather than associated with the affected
participant. A shout is a result of a shouting event, and a spurt is produced by a spurting
event. These double suffixed entities cease to exist when the event ceases, which perhaps
is the reason their morphology must reference both the event and the result. This
contrasts with the results which remain in existence beyond the duration of the event,
which only require a single -a. In either case the -t refers to a result. In verbal
environments (section 4.5.2.6) the -t also signals durativity, as contrasted with -n and -'.
The combination of a durative process with a result is called an accomplishment in event
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structure systems based on the work of Dowty (1979) and Vendler (1957), so I gloss the
-t/s morpheme with ACM.
Example (211) shows the -t used with pou ‗to solidify‘. A sandbar is what results
from a solidifying event taking place in the sand. In (212) a loko-t-a-a, ‗a crowd‘ is the
result of a gathering event.
(211)

Haka e
aape
i
ni
oone.
pou-t-e
ship 3SG grounded LOC solidify-ACM-NR GEN sand
‗The ship, it ran aground at the sandbar.‘

(212)

paine e
hule i
toohi.
Loko-t-a-a
gather-ACM-NR-NR big
3SG arrive LOC town.hall
‗A big crowd, it arrived at the town hall.‘
As stated before, many more examples of nominalizations with these consonants

could be shown. Once a speaker is familiar with the pattern, he can generate innovative
forms which will be understood. The function of the nominalizer -a is very general, but,
coupled with the consonants, some clear patterns emerge. The meanings are consistent in
isolation, but sometimes they appear somewhat irregular because the English equivalents,
like trip, food, and disease for example, are not parallel in form to the core meaning of
the verbal root. When a trip is substituted as the gloss for a single event of going, the
derivationally irregular meaning of lae-ng-a comes to the fore. But the existence of a
common pattern to all forms with the same consonant allows the compositionality of the
whole to be seen in spite of such irregularities in English glosses.
At this point it is helpful to include a table to summarize the thematic consonant
meanings so far isolated.
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Table 39. Meanings of the consonant suffixes in deverbal nouns
Consonant Suffix

Abbreviation

-h

intense, intentional

INTN

-l

durative

DUR

-ng

eventive

EV

-t

4.5.1.5

Meaning

result producing
(accomplishment)

ACM

The achievement suffix -' with -a and -i
A further derivational sequence involving one of the thematic consonants is -'-a.

This suffix sequence is best considered in conjunction with a similar sequence -'-i, which
occurs in complementary distribution with it. Both derive an intransitive scalar change
verb referring to the affected participant possessing or experiencing a threshold amount
of the quality or event indicated by the root or stem, similar to the English suffixes -ful or
-ized or -ated (Kearns 2007). These verbs encode semantic content which is often
encoded by adjectives in languages which have a distinct adjective class.
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Table 40. Scalar change verbs derived with -'-a
Examples ending with -'-a
aasa-'-a
haapilinga-'-a
herohero-'-a
hungehunga-'-a
kokohoa-'-a
koukouha-'-a
lalawa-'-a
mada-'-a
maelaa-'-a
rerepata-'-a
rorodo-'-a

Stem Gloss
difficult
pressed down
crazy
many
dark
loud
lazy
dirt
sickness
be flat
be dark

Word Gloss
fully difficult
fully pressed down
fully crazy
plentiful
fully dark
really noisy
really lazy
dirty
full of sickness
really flat
fully dark

Table 41. Scalar change verbs derived with -'-i
Examples ending with -'-i
aaopa-'-i
hatonga-'-i
haada-'-i
aanule-'-i
asule-'-i
haara-'-i
haata-'-i
ho'ala-'-i
hola-'-i
kara-'-i
pele-'-i

Stem Gloss
different
instructions
clarity
a shaking
a movement
a call
an opening
a leaving
begin
near
err

Word Gloss
made different
made full of instructions
made clear
shaken
made to be moving
became called, named
became revealed
have left
first, beforehand
nearly
done accidentally

Again, the -a is only a derivational morpheme, signaling that a change in meaning
or usage has been made, with the glottal stop adding the sense of full achievement of the
quality. When the -i is the second morpheme (thus making the -'-i suffix sequence) the
threshold of the quality may be brought about by another (sometimes unmentioned)
participant, much like what occurs with the English passive voice, which is consistent
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with the function of the -i morpheme as a contributor of potential semantic transitivity.
This contrasts with -a as the second suffix of the -'-a sequence, for which the absence of
any indication of second participant means that the quality is internally controlled or
spontaneous. The -a is the unmarked ending, while the -i is the marked ending which
brings in the potential semantic presence of an instigating participant. In both instances
the contribution of the -' consonant is that the quality has increased (either spontaneously
or by external cause) to a generally understood threshold amount on the scale, or in other
words a recognizable effect has been achieved. Because the threshold amount is arrived
at, there is also a sense that the passage from not-having-the-characteristic to fully
having-the-characteristic is a punctiliar scalar change event, even though the
characteristic may have been increasing gradually. Thus the meaning attributed to the -'
corresponds to the characteristics of an achievement in the sense of Dowty (1979) and
Vendler (1957), and I gloss it as ACH.
Examples (213) to (218) demonstrate instances of -'-a and -'-i in context. In (214)
mada'a ‗dirty‘ is formed from the noun mada ‗dirt‘ shown in (213). The water in (214)
possesses a threshold amount of dirtiness without reference to any outside cause.
(213)

Wai ikolu
e
honu aa=na
mada.
water 1PAU.IN 3SG full PREP=3SG.POSS dirt
‗Our water is full of dirt.‘

(214)

Wai mada-'-a
e
sai esu-i=e
mo ola
aaela.
water dirt-ACH-DER 3SG can work-TR=3SG PL thing bad
‗Dirty water, it can do bad things.‘
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Examples (215) and (216) show the verb pele in both root and root-'-i forms used
in serial verb constructions. Such constructions are not yet well understood, but forms
with -'-i often occur as the first verb in a serial verb construction.
(215)

Omu ware
mo kooni.
pele aa=na
2PL pull.up err PREP=3SG.POSS PL corn
‗You mistakenly pulled up the corn.‘

(216)

Aalaha e
rongo=a la~lado-ng-a
oto.
pele-'-i
chief
3SG err-ACH-TR hear=SG RDP~tell-EV-NR PFCT
‗The chief has by mischance heard the story.‘
In (217) and (218) the event took place as they were going along and has the

characteristic of laelae'i ‗in-transit-ness‘ which is not easily captured by a single English
word. This characteristic was caused by the instigated movement, so it is encoded with -i
rather than -a.
(217)

Kire lude niu
i
suli=e
tala.
lae~lae-'-i
3PL load coconut RDP~go-ACH-TR LOC follow=3SG road
‗They were loading coconuts as they came along the road.‘

(218)

Ko lae pe'i ngara-s-i=e
a
R. lae~lae-'-i.
RL.I go with cry-ACM-TR=3SG ART R. RDP~go-ACH-TR
‗He was going along crying for R. as he went.‘
It must be noted that the derived forms ending in -'-a are fairly flexible when it

comes to grammatical category. Sometimes they are possessed directly, indicating that
they are nouns, as is illustrated by paineha'ana in (219).
(219)

mwaa e
sili.
Paine-h-a-'-a=na
big-INTN-NR-ACH-NR=3SG.POSS snake 3SG enter
‗A giant of a snake, it entered.‘
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At other times they are used following the TAM particles in the slot where verbs
occur, as in (220).
(220)

Kire ke mada-'-a
no'one.
3PL IRR dirt-ACH-DER also
‗They will also become dirty.‘
It is this flexibility in grammatical category which further motivates the gloss of

DER,

‗derivational morpheme‘ for the -a in forms that are used as scalar change verbs.
The forms with -'-i do not seem to be as flexible, since they only occur as

predicates, either of main or relative clauses. Example (221) shows taule'i ‗pack‘ in the
verb position following the TAM particle kei. The verb indicates that they will collect
their belongings until they arrive at a threshold point (contributed by -') where they are
packed and ready to go on the journey described in the wider context. The contribution of
the -i refers to potential semantic transitivity, which is not realized in this case, as the
objects being packed are not encoded in this clause.
(221)

4.5.2

Kire ke=i
aa=na
Sarere.
tau-l-e-'-i
3PL IRR=LOC collect-DUR-NR-ACH-TR PREP=3SG.POSS Saturday
‗They will pack up on Saturday.‘
The thematic consonant suffixes in verbal environments
In the previous section I showed how the thematic consonants -ng, -l, -t/s, -h, and

-' (glottal stop) contribute a consistent meaning in environments other than in the (-C)-i
and (-C)-a-'-i-n-i sequences. Most of these other environments were deverbal nouns. In
this section I show that the meanings which were isolated in these other environments are
consistent when the same consonants are used in the short, medium, and long suffix
sequences. I also explain the use of -n, a thematic consonant that is not used in the
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deverbal noun environment. The consonants -m and -r are not productive enough to have
yielded any unambiguous results in this study and are not dealt with in this section.
The parameters that are relevant to a discussion of the meanings of thematic
consonants in verbal environments are durativity, telicity, and result. Durativity reflects a
contrast between events which are instantaneous versus those which are extended over
time. Telicity refers to whether an event is bounded by an endpoint (telic) or is
unbounded (atelic). Result refers to whether one of the participants in an event undergoes
a change of some sort.
While it is quite common in the field of event structure studies for durativity to be
a relevant parameter, the second parameter often discussed is telicity, while result is not
often mentioned. Telicity and result are closely related, each having to do with some sort
of endpoint being arrived at. Rappaport Hovav and Levin (2010) make the important
point that result is the more salient parameter for event structure, since there are many
clauses which are bounded by the extent of the object participant and are thus telic, yet do
not produce a lasting result. For example, a telic event such as sweeping the floor is
finished when the whole floor has had the broom move over it, yet the expected result of
the floor being clean is not actually entailed, as in ‗John swept the floor, but it wasn‘t
clean enough to pass his mother‘s inspection‘. In Sa'a both telicity and result are
operative, but they must be distinguished from each other, as some events are telic but do
not yield a result.
Various syntactic tests are often used to test verbs and predicates for these
parameters. While the use of the tests is often helpful, it is not always possible to apply
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them in a given linguistic context. Furthermore, the tests often give results for an entire
predicate, and it can be difficult to determine whether the parameter is encoded in the
verb itself or is added by some other component of the predicate.
The most common test for durativity and telicity is the in/for-an-hour test, but in
Sa'a this test is awkward to actually perform with vernacular terms and so is ineffective.
Sa'a prepositions are much less specific than the adpositions in other languages, so the
contrast between in and for can be difficult to clearly achieve. Furthermore, the divisions
of time normally suitable for the tests are much shorter than the lengths of time which are
indigenously recognized in the local culture. Most Sa'a speakers rarely think in terms of
minutes and seconds, and even hours are not nearly as relevant to their lives as to people
from Western society who live by the clock. Judging the acceptability of such
expressions is fairly difficult, since none of them are very natural. Given that these
expressions are difficult and unnatural, I do not attempt to insert them in example clauses,
but I do not describe an event as durative or telic without having tested it informally for
compatibility with distinctions encoded in the in/for-an-hour test.
Tests involving adverbs to judge the characteristics of derived transitive verbs are
not applicable in Sa'a because the presence in the clause of an adverb with significant
lexical content causes the affected participant to be demoted to an oblique and the (-C)-i
sequence to be dropped. It is impossible to use a test when the phenomenon being tested
disappears every time the test is applied.
In spite of the difficulty in applying the traditional tests for telicity and durativity,
in most cases I have been able to find examples in which the textual or pragmatic context
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highlights the characteristic under consideration. Unfortunately it is not always possible
to compare these examples with forms which have exactly the same structure. The lack of
minimal pairs in verbal environments is exactly the difficulty which has allowed the
meanings of the thematic consonants to go unrecognized for so long. Even so, it is
possible to give numerous examples which exhibit the same meanings found in the
deverbal noun environments and thus confirm (but not prove) what was hypothesized in
section 4.5.1.
For the parameter of result, a workable test is to judge the truth value of the
statement when a phrase such as ‗but it wasn‘t any different/didn‘t change‘ is added, or
alternatively, cite a change which is obviously present. The acceptability of ‗Bob just ran
quickly, but nothing is different about him‘, shows that the manner verbs like run are not
result verbs.22 In contrast is the unacceptable *‗Shane just broke the vase, but nothing is
different about it‘ which shows that verbs like break are result verbs. (Koontz-Garboden
& Beavers 2011:9–10)
Five of the thematic consonants, along with Ø (-i without a preceding -C as in
section 4.5.2.1), are related in their function, forming a matrix of how predicates with -i
suffixes may be modified aspectually by the insertion of a -C. Clauses using verbs with
Ø, -ng, -l, -n, -', or -s as the -C of the (-C)-i sequence may be classified according to
durativity, telicity, and result. Durativity and telicity combine to form one dimension of

22

While affectedness and result are related concepts, result entails a recognized endpoint or
threshold amount of affectedness. Thus Bob can be affected in Bob ran quickly, but his running
only has a result when it reaches a goal, as in Bob ran to the store, or when it he reaches a
threshold of affectedness, as in Bob ran himself ragged.
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contrast, and result forms the second dimension. The three relevant values of
durativity/telicity are unmarked, limited, and extended. For result, the event either does or
does not produce a change of state or lasting result in the affected participant. These
parameters and the consonants associated with them are shown in Table 42.
Table 42. Thematic consonant encoding of aspectual features
No lasting result

Lasting result

Unmarked for durativity
and telicity

Ø

n

Limited: telic, punctiliar
or short duration

ng

'

Extended: verbally atelic
but often in a telic clause,
extended durativity

l

t/s

It must be admitted that these characterizations are not universal for every verb;
the boundaries are somewhat leaky, and for each consonant there may be some verbs
which do not fit the pattern. Nevertheless, the characteristics described are common to a
very high majority of the verbs which take each of these thematic consonants. Some
exceptions may be relics from a previous stage in the development of the language which
have lingered beyond the innovative development of distinguishing event structure by the
use of these consonants; others may be the lexicalization of a typical usage pattern which
is sometimes stretched to apply to atypical events. For example, the thematic consonant -l
may occur in a situation where a normally iterative event is actually only performed once.
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In the following sections I consider each consonant in turn, with examples to
show how the event structure of the clause is modified by parameters encoded in the
consonant as described above.
4.5.2.1

Ø as the -C in verbal environments
The transitive form of a few verbs can be created without any thematic consonant

by simply adding just the -i suffix and an object clitic. These verbs are (obviously) not
changed due to the absence of a -C. Verbs of this type are unspecified for durativity and
telicity. It is possible to speculate that perhaps some verbs have variable duration
depending on the circumstances, or that telicity is perhaps lexicalized in some roots,
resulting in no need for it to be further marked. While the reasons for not marking these
verbs are not yet evident, they clearly do not have a consonant, so one would not expect
durativity and telicity to be salient enough in the context to warrant specification. The
verbs in this group encode actions and activities for which telicity and duration appear to
be insignificant.
In (222) the work to be done is unspecified, so it is unknown if the chief‘s
commands will be for things that are single acts or lengthy ongoing activities. No result is
hinted at, so the verb is unmarked for all three parameters.
(222)

Kure ke asu-i=e
mo ola
aalaha e
unu=e.
1DU.IN IRR work-TR=3SG PL thing chief 3SG say=3SG
‗We should do the things the chief said [to do].‘
In (223) there is no change taking place, so it cannot have duration or an endpoint.

(223)

Kana ngeena e
mwai.
aasa-i=eu,
song DEM
3SG difficult-TR=1SG EXCL
‗Man, that song, it is impossible for me [to sing].‘
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In (224) the verb ako actually means ‗to encircle with the arms, to wrestle, to
hug‘. While the event of the dolphin hunt as a whole was durative, telic, and had a result,
the part of the event encoded by this expression is just the grabbing part, and the verb
described the activity of grabbing the dolphins rather than their resulting captivity.
Further reasons as to why this verb is not marked are unclear at this time.
(224)

Wiki mango kire ako-i=e
mo irio
hunge.
week finish 3PL hug-TR=3SG PL dolphin many
‗Last week they grabbed [caught] many dolphins.‘
Likewise, examples (225) and (226) are also unmarked, even though netting a fish

would appear to be telic, and wrapping taro would appear to be durative. Perhaps it is
because the telicity and durativity of these events is the expected value for the encoded
event. The parameters are neither more in force nor less in force than would be normally
expected, so there is no extra marking.
(225)

Nonola
e
ho pasahu.
kalu-i=e
yesterday 3SG net-TR=3SG ART K.O.fish
‗Yesterday he netted a pasahu fish.‘

(226)

Mo keni kire si
mo hui.
ahu-i=e
PL girl 3PL SEQ wrap-TR=3SG PL taro
‗The girls, they just wrapped the taro [pieces].‘
A topic which merits further study is a more extensive look into the possible

semantic reasons for leaving these verbs unmarked, as their ‗normality‘ is admittedly not
a very definitive answer to this question.
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4.5.2.2

The eventive suffix -ng in verbal environments
In deverbal nouns the -ng referred to an event in its entirety, often a single

instantiation of an action as opposed to an activity performed continuously or repeatedly.
This meaning is also evident in both the short and long suffix sequences on verbs. A
non-scalar change verb with -ng-i will denote a single action rather than an activity that is
repeated or extended in duration. An -ng verb is not necessarily punctiliar but is
nevertheless limited in duration, being significantly shorter than an event employing the
same root without the -ng or with a different consonant. It also is telic, including an
endpoint or indicating closure in some way, but this closure is due to a natural stopping
point in the performance rather than to an intended result achieved on the affected party.
The nature of the verb as a non-scalar change rather than a scalar change remains
constant, and thus there is no entailed lasting result or change in either participant. These
verbs demonstrate that an event may be telic, yet not produce a lasting change or result in
the affected participant.
The meaning of the -ng suffix is highlighted when it is compared to another form
which is identical except for the thematic consonant suffix. This contrast may be seen
between uusunge'inie ‗send‘ and uusule'inie ‗shove‘ in examples (227) and (228). (For
further explanation of the composition of these verbs, see the discussion of examples
(290) through (293).)
(227)

Kire uusu-ng-e-'-i-n-i=e
a
ola
oto.
3PL push-EV-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG ART thing PFCT
‗They have sent so-and-so.‘
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(228)

Kire mani uusu-l-e-'-i-n-i=e
mola.
3PL all
push-DUR-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG just
‗They were all just shoving him.'
The contrast in meaning between these two examples is in the duration of the

pushing event. With uusunge'inie there is an uusunge, ‗a single push‘, and the affected
participant continues to the destination. With the -l, the pushing is built on uusula=na,
‗the continuous or repeated pushing of something‘. Note that it is the context in which
uusunge'inie is used that gives ‗push‘ its metaphorical sense ‗to send‘, in that the event
features an instigator giving to an affected participant the characteristics of having
experienced a single push which sends him on his way. The word could be applied to a
literal motion such as causing a dish to slide across a counter by giving it a single push,
but the abstract use of dispatching a messenger is more common.
As noted before in section 4.5.2, exact minimal pairs like (227) and (228) are not
common in verbal environments. Because of this, the meaning discovered in the deverbal
nouns cannot be proven beyond a doubt with verbal examples. Verbs with the -ng suffix
are transitive, but the root forms are intransitive. Thus for many roots the best contrast
that can be found is between the transitive with the thematic consonant and a similar
intransitive with a patient encoded as an oblique.
In (229) pili ‗press‘ with no affix encodes a continuous pressing on a wound to
stop the bleeding, an act that requires the pressing be maintained without an endpoint in
view. But in (230) pilingie ‗press on, poke‘ refers to a single push-and-release pressing of
a button in order to turn on an electronic device such as a radio. Had the -ng not been
added, the unmarked verb pili would have meant ‗press and hold‘, just like in (229). The
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suffix marks telicity which contrasts with the normal meaning of the root. Note that the
word pilingie ‗press on, poke‘ is grammatically correct when used in a sentence similar to
that of (229), but an instruction like that of (231) is unacceptable semantically. Such an
event would probably not help the patient as it does not consist of a continuous pressure
but a single poke, more likely to harm than help in this particular context.
(229)

O ke pili mola i
leu mwaani=e apu=ne
ke aahe.
2SG IRR press just LOC here from=3SG blood=3SG.POSS IRR flow
‗You just press here lest his blood flow [out].‘

(230)

O ke pili-ng-i=e
ola
ngeena huni taha-n-i=e
waeles.
2SG IRR press-EV-TR=3SG thing DEM
for open-RES-TR=3SG radio
‗You press that thing there to turn on the radio.‘

(231)

#O ke pili-ng-i=e
malaka mwaani=e apu=ne
ke aahe.
2SG IRR press-EV-TR-3SG here
from=3SG blood=3SG.POSS IRR flow
‗You just poke the wound lest his blood flow [out].‘
Examples (232) and (233) also illustrate the sense of the eventive suffix -ng, in

that when it is added to the intransitive tea ‗shout, cry out‘, forming the transitive teangie
‗shout at‘, it does more than just make the verb transitive. In addition there is also added
the idea of vocalizing a self-contained unit of speech, something like a yell, a chant, a
cheer, or a whoop (although tea has negative connotations, not the positive ones that
some of these English words have). In (233) the action described by teangie ‗shout at‘ is
the shouting or yelling at the chief of a specific repeated set of words. This contrasts with
the normal use of tea ‗shout, cry out‘ shown in (232) which is unspecified for content.
(232)

Kire ko si
meni tea
paine mola.
3PL RL.I SEQ all
shout big
just
‗They all were just shouting loudly.‘
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(233)

Kire meni tea-ng-i=e
mo aalaha huni=e maholo tewa.
3PL all
shout-EV-TR=3SG PL chief for=3SG time
long
‗They all shouted at the chief for a long time.‘
In (234) the shining is not limited in any way, but in (235) the shining is limited to

the ray of firelight which focuses on R.‘s face and picks him out of the crowd..
(234)

Na ko raa oto mala sato.
and RL.I shine PFCT like sun
‗And it was shining like the sun.‘

(235)

Oto dunge ko raa-ng-i=e
maa=na
a
R.
then fire
RL.I shine-EV-TR=3SG eye=3SG.POSS ART R.
‗Then the fire, it shone on R.‘s face.‘
In (236) the fishermen are instructed to place their net into the sea one time rather

than over and over, as they had previously been doing without catching anything. The
action of setting the net is of short duration and has a natural endpoint.
(236)

Omu ke aato-ng-i=e
lo'u hu'o i
eesi.
2PL IRR place-EV-TR=3SG again net LOC sea
‗You lower the net again into the sea.‘
The effect of the -ng on a long suffix sequence on verbs is also consistent with the

results previously found in deverbal nouns. The long sequence is built upon a stem event
formed with the sequence (-C)-a. In these constructions the instigator gives to the
affected participant the characteristics of having experienced that event, so the nature of
that stem event colors the larger process encoded by the whole verb. If the thematic
consonant in that initial stem is an -ng, the stem event is a single self-contained iteration
of the root.
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Examples (237) through (239) show another verb which takes the -ng in the
medium and long verbal sequence forms. Wale means ‗to walk in single file‘, and the
indefinite object in (238) and the definite object in (239) are trees which are given the
characteristic of participating in a ‗walking in single file‘ event. The trees cannot walk by
themselves, so the derived verb acquires the implication that they are carried by porters
walking in single file. The contribution of the -ng is to indicate that this is not an aimless
period of time where people carried around trees for a while, but rather it was a
self-contained event defined by the contextually implied purpose of getting the trees from
the jungle where they were cut down to the building site where they were to be used.
Note that because the object in (238) is indefinite, this example means something more
like, ‗The activity we will be doing tomorrow is tree-carrying‘, whereas the definite
object in (239) implies that the hearer knows which particular trees are to be carried.
(237)

Mwala kire wale i
sinaha pe'i=e
kana-ng-a.
people 3PL file LOC outside with=3SG sing-EV-NR
‗The people, they filed outside, singing.‘

(238)

Kolu
ke wale-ng-a-'-i
ei i
ho'owa.
1PAU.IN IRR file-EV-NR-ACH-TR tree LOC tomorrow
‗We will be carrying-in-a-file [portaging] trees tomorrow.‘

(239)

Kolu
ke wale-ng-a-'-i-n-i=e
mo ei i
ho'owa.
1PAU.IN IRR file-EV-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG PL tree LOC tomorrow
‗We will carry-in-a-file [portage] the trees tomorrow.‘

4.5.2.3

The durative suffix -l in verbal environments
In deverbal nouns the -l is used to encode an extended or durative view of an

event. Likewise, when the -l is used in the short suffix sequence, the resulting event is
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one which is extended beyond its normal duration. It may still be limited, but the
limitation is not inherent in the verb, but is rather brought into the situation by another
element in the clause, often the limited availability or quantity of affected participants.
The verb itself encodes an activity which is capable of continuing, often by repetition.
Again, no result on the affected participant is entailed in the verb, although in the real
world one is often expected.
For example, in (240) the unsuffixed verb refers to a single instance of a lowering
act, that of lowering the dinghy off the ship‘s deck down to the sea. This contrasts with
the marked durativity/repetition of (241) which encodes the lowering of many loads of
cargo from the ship into the dinghy to ferry it all to the shore.
(240)

Oto kire ha'a-siho=a
iiola aa=na
haka.
then 3PL CAUS-descend=3SG canoe PREP=3SG.POSS ship
‗Then they lowered the ship‘s dinghy.‘

(241)

Haka e
luda-a i
oone.
ha'a-siho-l-i=e
ship 3SG CAUS-descend-DUR-TR=3SG load-NR LOC shore
‗The ship‘s [crew] unloaded the cargo on shore.‘
Similarly in (242) hoda ‗wash‘ occurs in the unmarked form, in this case with an

indefinite logical object (which is not a syntactic object because there is no object clitic).
The act of hoda nime ‗washing plates‘ could potentially refer to a single washing of one
item or to many. In (243) the action of washing is paired with a definite plural object, so
the verb is marked with the -l to indicate that the activity of washing is repeated on each
dish and is only limited by the quantity of dishes. The change of state of becoming clean
is not necessarily implied here. If the speaker wants to indicate that a clean state results,
he uses the serial verb hoda rere'a ‗to wash clean‘. It would be possible for a person to
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wash the dishes for an hour and then encounter an interruption and not complete the task.
He would have still washed dishes, but not reached any particular endpoint in the
washing.
(242)

Mo keni kire ko hoda nime i
wei.
PL girl 3PL RL.I wash dish LOC water
‗The girls, they are washing dishes at the river.‘

(243)

Kire ko hoda-l-i=e
mo nime i
wei.
3PL RL.I wash-DUR-TR=3SG PL dish LOC water
‗They are washing the dishes at the river.‘
In (244) the act of taking a breath encoded by the root mango is extended by

repetition, signaled by the -l, into the activity of breathing.
(244)

Nge o
ko mango-l-i=e
me=i
iiru diana.
then 2SG RL.I breathe-DUR-TR=3SG piece=GEN wind good
‗Then you are breathing good air.‘
Likewise in (245) the dancing is a durative activity with no encoded endpoint.

(245)

Kire ko mao-l-i=e
mo mao-ng-e
ni
mwane.
3PL RL.I dance-DUR-TR=3SG PL dance-EV-NR GEN man
‗They are dancing men‘s dances.‘
In (246) the singing is only limited by the length of the accompanying activity (or

the batteries of the tape recorder). It does not necessarily mean that each song is sung (or
in this case played) only one time.
(246)

Teipi ke=i
mo kana aa=na
Kresmas
kana-l-i=e
tape IRR=LOC sing-DUR-TR=3SG PL song PREP=3SG.POSS Christmas
maholo mwala ko nii=e
mo nii-ng-e
ikire.
time
people RL.I give=3SG PL give-EV-NR 3PL
‗The tape will be singing Christmas songs while people are giving their gifts.‘
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In the long verbal suffix sequence the -l is part of the stem event experienced by
the affected participant, and it indicates that he experienced an event of some duration.
For example, sentence (247) with -l contrasts with the single push encoded in
uusunge'inie in (227) above with -ng, in that the push is not just one shove, but is either
multiple pushes or a continuous pushing, and hence it has a durative semantic sense.
(247) Mwala ko meni uusu-l-e-'-i-n-i='o
hai-liu.
3SG
RL.I all
push-DUR-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=2SG RECP-pass
‗People are all shoving you from all sides.‘
In (248) the water squirting event was not just one short squirt; it was extended in
duration, continuing until it was like a flood.
(248)

E

pusu-l-e-'-i-n-i=e

3SG squirt-DUR-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG

domana oto

wai

wai

mwaani=e wawa=na
water from=3SG mouth=3SG.POSS

ko

kone.
like
PFCT water RL.I flood
‗He squirted/gushed water from his mouth like a flooding river.‘
In (249) the -l of tekelana ‗fall‘ indicates an imperfective view of a fall, a fall with
extended duration. The durative sense means that the fall reaches no endpoint
(metaphorically speaking), and thus prevents the fallen item being retrieved. Taken as a
whole, then, the full form of the verb acquires the meaning ‗lost‘ rather than just
‗dropped‘.
(249)

E
to'oha aa=na
lae-ng-a.
teke-l-a-'-i-n-i=e
3SG fall-DUR-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG money PREP=3SG.POSS go-EV-NR
‗He lost/wasted the money on the trip.‘
Some might say the meaning ‗lost‘ for tekela'inie is rather idiosyncratic in this

derived meaning, but knowing that the -l indicates extended durativity makes the leap
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from the literal to the figurative derivation shorter and thereby less idiosyncratic than one
might at first think. Figurative language which extends a literal meaning into the realm of
the metaphorical is quite common in Sa'a.
4.5.2.4

The achievement suffix -' in verbal environments
In section 4.5.1.5 the meaning isolated for -' in deverbal nouns was that of having

reached a threshold amount in a scalar change verb or of an affected patient having
undergone the characteristic encoded by the event. When added to a verb as part of the
sequence (-C)-i followed by an object clitic, the -' signals the essentially punctiliar
realization of the verb on the affected participant. Thus glottal stop is found with verbs
which may be achieved in a moment rather than those which are by nature durative. The
glottal stop indicates the event is of a very limited duration, telic, and produces a lasting
result in the affected participant.
In (250) the action which brought about the bursting of the sore was not a durative
one, but rather one that was completed at the same time the result was achieved. It
furthermore brought about the lasting result on the boil, one that did not disappear as
soon as the event was over.
(250)

A

R. e
osa ingeie.
hoka-'-i=e
ART R. 3SG burst-ACH-TR=3SG boil 3SG
‗R., he burst his boil.‘
Likewise the focus in the reporting of the killing event in (251) is not the length of

time required to chase the crocodile down, but that the event has achieved a definite
endpoint in a moment, that is, the death of the affected participant, and its effect was also
lasting.
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(251)

Kire horo-'-i=e
oto ngaeta huasa.
3PL slay-ACH-TR=3SG PFCT ART
crocodile
‗They have killed a crocodile.‘
In (252) the act of the scorpion stabbing the woman with the stinger on its tail is

virtually instantaneous with an obvious endpoint, and the woman would certainly testify
to the duration of the effect produced.
(252)

Heriheri e susu-'-i=e
hu'e=na
aa=na
ui'ui=ne.
scorpion 3SG stab-ACH-TR=3SG woman=3SG.POSS PREP=3SG.POSS tail=3SG.POSS
‗The scorpion, it stabbed that woman with its tail.‘
The glottal stop does not occur as the initial consonant in the long verbal suffix

sequence (-C)-a-'-i-n-i, but rather introduces its second syllable. Its usage in that position
in the suffix is described in section 4.5.1.5.
4.5.2.5

The result suffix -n in verbal environments
The thematic consonant -n attaches directly to just a very few verb roots, but it is

the only consonant ever used in the third syllable of the long sequence (-C)-a-'-i-n-i. It
does not occur in the deverbal noun endings, so its meaning must be determined only by
its verbal use. When it occurs in the long sequence, it is fairly bleached in meaning,
signaling just the accomplishment of the result encoded by the intransitive stem ending in
-'-i. The -n-i is the -C-i that creates the corresponding transitive form, adding an
instigating participant as the subject and moving the affected participant to object. The
result is not necessarily achieved instantaneously, but rather the -n appears to be
transparent with regards to durativity, allowing the durativity and telicity of the root or
stem to be in force for the event. When -n occurs as the -C of the short sequence, it
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signals only that the result is brought about. Like Ø, -n does not signal anything about the
durativity of the verb.
For example, in (253) as soon as the door is moved it has the result of being open.
There is nothing to signal the durativity of the process by which it was opened. It could
be done either quickly or gradually.
(253)

Iiru e
maa mola maraa=na.
taha-n-i=e
wind 3SG open-RES-TR=3SG door just self=3SG.POSS
‗The wind, it just opened the door by itself.‘
In (254) the fish is pulled in, normally a durative process, and the result is that the

fish is caught. Yet the same verb we'inie could be used for a quick pull in some other
circumstance that produced an immediate result. Durativity is unmarked in this verb, but
the result of the object arriving at the location of the puller is marked by the -n.
(254)

Nonola
kire we'i-n-i=e
mo seu oto hunge.
yesterday 3PL pull-RES-TR=3SG PL tuna PFCT many
‗Yesterday they pulled in a lot of tuna.‘
In (255) the process of catching the wick of a lantern on fire may be variable in

duration, depending on whether two sticks rubbed together, a flint, a match, or a
previously burning object is used. There was a time when the first two methods were
more prevalent, though the latter two are currently far more dominant. The resulting
ignition is the result produced on the affected participant.
(255)

A

kei=ne
ke=i
laite.
ha'a-kau-n-i=e
ART girl=3SG.POSS IRR=LOC CAUS-catch-RES-TR=3SG lantern
‗That girl, she will light a lantern.‘
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In the long suffix sequence, it is the lack of specified durativity and telicity in the
-n that allows the durativity or telicity indicated by the sequence initial thematic
consonant to prevail over the whole event. If -n were marked for durativity and telicity,
its value would trump the value of these features encoded in the earlier consonants,
because of its having been added after they were. In (256) the telic aspect encoded by the
-ng that begins the long sequence in uusunge'inie ‗to send‘ holds for the composite
meaning of the whole verb. Likewise the durative aspect encoded by the -l at the
beginning of the long sequence in uusule'inie ‗to push‘ in (257) also holds for the whole
event. If -n were marked for telicity and durativity, the contrast between -ng and -l would
be neutralized. Since the contrast is not neutralized, the conclusion must be that -n is
transparent with regards to these two features.
(256)

Nou uusu-ng-e-'-i-n-i=e
oto wau
a
T.
1SG push-EV-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG PFCT over.there ART T.
‗I sent T. over there.‘

(257) Kire ko meni uusu-l-e-'-i-n-i='o
hai-liu.
3PL RL.I all
push-DUR-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=2SG RECP-pass
‗They are all shoving you from all sides.‘
The -n only occurs on a dozen or so roots as a part of a (-C)-i sequence. This
relatively limited usage may be indicative of a preference in most situations for actually
specifying durativity, as both -' (punctiliar result = achievement) and -s (durative result =
accomplishment) are more common, with -s occurring more frequently than both of the
other two together.
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4.5.2.6

The accomplishment suffix -t/s in verbal environments
In the short suffix the -s allomorph of the -t/s suffix indicates that a lasting result

is brought about through a durative process. The result may be either an endpoint, such as
closed, or a degree achievement, such as cool, where increased effort produces an
increase in effect. Sometimes the result obtained in the transitive form is not the same as
the affectedness that the instigator experienced in the intransitive form.
In (258) the subject instigates and is affected by the urination event. In (259) the
added participant is at first glance a location, but it is actually the affected participant
which experiences a result from the event. It is now wet and contaminated, and the longer
the event lasts, the wetter and smellier it gets.
(258)

Kele mwela ko mimi aa=na
e
inu
hiito'o.
DIM child
RL.I urinate PREP=3SG.POSS 3SG drink much
‗The little child, he is urinating because he drank a lot.‘

(259)

Kele mwela e
si
hulite.
mimi-s-i=e
DIM child
3SG SEQ urinate-ACM-TR=3SG mat
‗The little child, he just urinated [on] the mat.‘
In (260) the oil bears the effect of having been poured out, and the pouring was

more than momentary.
(260)

E
ho rumu ngeena i
pweu=ne.
lingi-s-i=e
3SG pour-ACM-TR=3SG ART oil
DEM
LOC head=3SG.POSS
‗He poured that oil on her head.‘
In (261) the focus of the speech act is what the hearer did rather than any effect on

the oblique object. A phrase such as but he was not hurt could felicitously be added to
this sentence, but not to (262). The event structure with -s of the speech act in (262)
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indicates that the hitting has brought about a result on the receiving participant. This
difference parallels that in English between beat on and beat up. In the second case, the
act goes beyond one momentary blow and the longer the beating lasts, the more intense
the resulting damage to the affected participant.
(261)

Omu repu aa=da
i
maa=na mwala.
2PL strike PREP=3PL.POSS LOC eye=3SG people
‗You struck them in front of the people.‘

(262)

Kire rapu-s-i=e
oto aa=na
mo repu-ng=e
hunge.
3PL strike-ACM-TR=3SG PFCT PREP=3SG.POSS PL strike-EV=NR many
‗They beat him up him with many blows.‘
In addition to the above constructions the -s suffix frequently occurs in a

construction which is foreign to English ears, in which the subject is both instigating and
affected and the object is a stimulus or measure.
In these instances the result is achieved by the subject on himself because of the
influence of a second participant acting as a stimulus or in comparison to a second
participant acting as a measure. For example, in (263) the people are fleeing from the
waterspout, but (264) encodes the full result of fleeing, which is equivalent to escaping
the waterspout. These constructions have instigating and affected subjects with a stimulus
as an oblique as in (263) or encoded as an object clitic plus explicatory lexical noun
phrase as in (264). The escaping was not achieved in a moment, but was a durative
process with an endpoint and result attained by the subject.
(263)

Kire meni tahi mwaani=e sausesu.
3PL all
flee from=3SG waterspout
‗They all fled from the waterspout.‘
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(264)

Kire mani tahi-s-i=e
sausesu.
3PL all
flee-ACM-TR=3SG waterspout
‗They all escaped the waterspout.‘
The resulting effect of the -s form of the verb is seen in that (263) can be annulled

as in (265), but (264) cannot similarly be annulled as shown in (266).
(265)

Kire meni tahi mwaani=e sausesu,
3PL all
flee from=3SG waterspout
ta'e sausesu
e
hite wae-l-i=re
mola.
but waterspout 3SG strike spoil-DUR-TR=3PL just
‗They all fled from the waterspout, but it just struck [and] devastated them.‘

(266)

Kire mani tahi-s-i=e
sausesu,
3PL all
flee-ACM-TR=3SG waterspout
*ta'e sausesu

e

hite

wae-l-i=re
mola.
*but waterspout 3SG strike spoil-DUR-TR=3PL just
*‗They all escaped from the waterspout, but it just struck [and] devastated them.‘
In (267) the resulting aversion in the affected and instigating subject is stimulated
by the type of meeting.
(267)

Kire ko la~lawa-s-i=e
loko-ng-a
i
nume maa'i.
3PL RL.I RDP~spider-ACM-TR=3SG meet-EV-NR LOC house holy
‗They are averse to meetings at the church.‘
Constructions such as (267) are typical of the way that emotional responses are

encoded in Sa'a. The person or event that brings on the emotion is expressed as a stimulus
coreferential with the object clitic rather than as a direct causer subject. The consistency
with which this pattern is used and direct cause subjects are rejected indicates that
emotions in Sa'a are conceived of as being under the experiencer‘s internal control rather
than as being forced upon him by a direct causer. Emotional responses can only be
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influenced by an outside stimulus, as in this construction, or caused indirectly with the
addition of the ha'a- prefix.
When the logical object is a measurer as in (268) and (269), the result on the
subject is that it has achieved the characteristic encoded by the verb to a greater extent
than the measure. This measure participant may be either a literal item or a metaphorical
measurer such as the embedded clause in (269).
(268)

Nou peine-s-i=e
tarasisi ineu oto.
1SG big-ACM-TR=3SG trousers 1SG PFCT
‗I have outgrown my pants now.‘

(269)

E
unu=e
uri e
oto nga taa
ko reu.
o'oru'e-s-i=e
3SG say=3SG that 3SG short-ACM-TR=3SG PFCT ART thing RL.I happen
‗He said he was too short for [did not measure up to] what was happening.‘
In the long suffix sequence (-C-a-'-i-n-i) the underlying -t occurs rather than the -s

of the short suffix which occurs before -i in -C-i. In this environment it is the result which
is the salient meaning of the -t consonant. Of the other two consonants which indicate a
result in the short sequence, -n does not occur and -' only rarely occurs in the -C-a
sequence which creates deverbal nouns, so they also do not initiate the long suffix
sequence since it is built on -C-a. Thus the -t is used for all long suffix sequences
indicating a result, and durativity is not marked.
In (270) the stem event was the stopping, and the participant which is affected is
an abstract deverbal noun referring to the event of digging. Thus the digging event will be
made to cease. The speaker and his group are the instigators causing the digging to
undergo the result of a stopping event.
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(270)

Kolu
ke rohu-t-e-'-i-n-i=e
eli-ng-e
ka'u.
1PAU.IN IRR cease-ACM-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG dig-EV-NR beforehand
‗Let‘s stop digging [for a while] before going on.‘
In (271) the stem event of spoiling has left a permanent effect on the sugar, so that

it is no longer useful and has the overall effect of being wasted.
(271)

4.5.2.7

Ko si
mola suka ee=na.
wae-t-a-'-i-n-i=e
RL.I SEQ spoil-ACM-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG just
sugar PREP=3SG.POSS
‗He is just wasting sugar with that [action].‘
The intensity suffix -h in verbal environments
The thematic consonant -h does not signal either durativity or result, and so does

not figure in the situations described by Table 42. Rather it seems to have a trumping
effect over the other consonants, in that it occurs wherever its meaning is needed,
regardless of the durativity or result which would otherwise have been signaled by one of
the other consonants. This explains why there are quite a few roots in Ivens‘ dictionary
which occur with both -h and one of the other consonants with no obvious difference in
the two given glosses, thus superficially looking like free variation.
In deverbal nouns the -h encodes agent focus, referring to inherent characteristics
rather than participants affected by an event. In verbal environments the intentionality or
intensity supplied by the agent-focus of the -h encodes events which require more effort
or intention from the instigating participant. This extra intention and intensity is
illustrated by the pair of constructions in (167) and (168), repeated here as (272) and
(273), both of which are built on the verb root oodo ‗be/go straight‘ shown in (166).
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(272)

Na e
ngaeta mo horo-peli.
oodo-i=e
and 3SG straight-TR=3SG ART
PL slay-steal
‗And he encountered some bandits.‘

(273)

Na e
malahu=ne.
oodo-h-i=e
and 3SG straight-INTN-TR=3SG friend=3SG.POSS
‗And he went straight up to his friend.‘
In (272) the subject heading straight for the robbers is certainly unintentional,

contrasting with the intentional heading straight for his friend in (273).
In (274) the -h indicates the intention of the swimmer to reach the drifting canoe.
(274)

Oto saanau ko oolo-h-i=e
iiola e
aahe ngeena.
then lad
RL.I swim-INTN-TR=3SG canoe 3SG flow DEM
‗Then the young man, he was swimming for that drifting canoe.‘
Unlike in (275) where someone spat generically on the ground, in (276) the

person did not spit aimlessly, but rather he took intentional aim to spit on his fingers.
(275)

E
si
mwakano.
ngisu i
3SG SEQ spit
LOC ground
‗He then spat on the ground.‘

(276)

E
ri'i~ri'i=ne.
ngisu-h-i=e
3SG spit-INTN-TR=3SG RDP~finger=3SG.POSS
‗He spat on his fingers.‘
In (277) the verb inu means the person unintentionally took in water and thus

drowned. In (278) the act was intentional and thus describes the person taking a drink.
Note that it is the availability of the ‗to drown‘ sense that causes this verb to behave quite
differently from other verbs of ingestion, such as ngau ‗to eat‘ which is naturally
transitive and does not take a (-C)-i sequence.
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(277)

Haka e
dodo na kire mani inu i
eesi.
ship 3SG sink and 3PL all
drink LOC sea.
‗The ship, it sank and they all drowned at sea.‘

(278)

Mwaani=e nga iini ke inu-h-i=e
koaso.
from=3SG ART one IRR drink-INTN-TR=3SG moonshine
‗No one should drink moonshine.‘
In (279) the trees and undergrowth did not accidentally fall; rather they were

intentionally caused to fall in order to create a clearing.
(279)

Mo saanau kire teke-h-i=e
ma'usu.
PL lad
3PL fall-INTN-TR=3SG brush
‗The young men, they felled the underbrush.‘
In (281) and (282) the act of jumping was done with premeditated intensity,

contrasting with an ordinary jump as shown in (280). It is the -h in (281) and (282) which
encodes this intensity, this sense of attacking, as the physical actions in (280) and (281)
are virtually identical. Though polahie ‗attack‘ collocates well with an argument like
‗bandits‘, as in (281), the same form is used in (282) where the arguments are simply
second person interlocutors who are not literally jumping at all, but rather attacking each
other verbally.
(280)

Pwari e
ko~kolu=ne
poo.
pola oto i
frog 3SG jump PFCT LOC RDP~back=3SG.POSS pig
‗The frog jumped on the pig‘s back.‘

(281)

Mo horopeli kire pola-h-i=e
a
mweita'a.
PL slay-steal 3PL jump-INTN-TR=3SG ART pitiable.one
‗The bandits, they attacked that unfortunate man.‘

(282)

Omu ko pola-h-i='omu
mola hai-liu.
2PL RL.I jump-INTN-TR=2PL just RECP-pass
‗You all are just attacking each other.‘
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In both (283) and (284) the object participants are moved into a reclining position,
but in (283) they must be able to contribute some of the necessary energy to achieve the
result. In (284) the object is a corpse so the instigator must supply all the necessary effort
to the situation, necessarily involving more intentionality on the part of the instigators.
(283)

Kire ha'a-eno-s-i=re
i
lengi=ne
mo tahe.
3PL CAUS-lay-ACM-TR-3PL LOC above=3SG.POSS PL stage
‗They laid them on beds.‘

(284)

Kire ha'a-eno-h-i=e
rae
i
lao=na
kesi.
3PL CAUS-lay-INTN-TR-3SG corpse LOC interior=3SG.POSS case
‗They laid the corpse inside the casket.‘
With the long verbal suffix sequence in conjunction with -h, the event which the

affected participant undergoes is also an intentional one.
In (285) the swimming event was not arbitrary or haphazard but was one with
intention, that of supporting the child while swimming to the shore.
(285)

A

U. e
mwela i
oone.
oolo-h-a-'-i-n-i=e
ART U. 3SG swim-INTN-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG child
LOC shore
‗U., he swam the child to shore.‘
In (286) the speaker portrays the blowing of the wind as not being arbitrary but

rather as being strong enough to blow a ship out to sea. Of its two possible meanings,
here the -h morpheme exhibits intensity rather than intentionality.
(286)

Iiru e
mola haka i
eesi.
iiru-h-e-'-i-n-i=e
wind 3SG blow-INTN-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG just ship LOC sea
‗The wind, it blew the ship out to the sea.‘
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In (288) the digging event was not normal digging of just an ordinary hole like the
hole dug for old tin cans and other rubbish in (287), but with the -h this word refers to
digging expressly with the intention of setting up foundation poles for a house.
(287)

O ke eli=e
kali-ng-e
tala=na
mo oro~oro=i
tini.
2SG IRR dig=3SG round-EV-NR road=3SG.POSS PL RDP~remain=GEN tin
‗You should dig a hole for the leftover tins.‘

(288)

Mo mwane kire eli-h-e-'-i-n-i=e
taoha.
PL man
3PL dig-INTN-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG canoe.house
‗The men, they dug post holes for the canoe house.‘

4.5.3

The function of the (-C)-a-'-i(-n-i) sequence
The composition of the long suffix sequence has been explained one piece at a

time in previous sections, but this section draws these pieces together to show how they
interact with the semantics of the verb root to produce various derived verb stems.
An important point to notice is that the set of consonants which introduce the long
sequence is a proper subset of those which occur with the short (-C)-i sequence. Neither
glottal stop nor -n occur in this position, but they do occur in the second and third
syllables of the sequence, so they also affect the sequence as a whole. The consonants -r
and -m only occur in a residue of cases. The four consonants, -ng, -h, -l, and -t which
commonly introduce the long suffixes are the same four which are most productive in the
(-C)-a sequences which form deverbal nouns.
Another important point to recall is that long sequence transitive verbs are not
derived from the short sequence transitive verbs, but rather from deverbal nouns. The
view from the midst of an event allows only one aspectual value at a time. An event is
either durative or not durative, and it either has a result or does not have one. Once those
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values have been selected, the event proceeds accordingly. But the deverbal noun which
talks about that event can view it from a number of different perspectives. The verb horo
‗to slay‘, takes a -'-i in its short sequence form because it is a punctiliar telic result verb.
If we want to talk about the event with a deverbal noun, we only have one choice in
English that still uses the same root: the slaying. If we open the door to terms based on
other roots, we can capture two contrasting perspectives by using the slaying and the
homicide. The slaying gives the extended slow-motion view of the event and is
comparable to the deverbal noun horo'ilana. The homicide portrays the snapshot view
and is comparable to the deverbal noun horonga. There is only one event, but there is
more than one perspective from which that event may be described.
Since the long sequence is based on a deverbal noun form, it can encode a
different perspective than the one encoded by the short form, even though the enactment
of the actual event may have been exactly the same. Sometimes the short and long forms
come from the same perspective and use the same consonant. But it is not uncommon for
the long form to use a different -C than the one used to form a short sequence transitive
from the same root. The derivational paths of the two forms are distinct, as Figure 1
shows. The short transitive takes the plain dotted path in the middle of the figure, and the
long transitive takes the path on the extreme right with mixed dots and dashes. The long
transitive is not a daughter of the short transitive, and may just as easily as not be
descended from a form which took a different -C for its first suffix before going on to add
an -a instead of an -i. The variables X, Y, and Z represent the participants, with X always
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instigating and Y and Z affected. The two affected participants are distinct in that they are
affected in different ways.
Figure 1. Derivational paths from root to transitive and deverbal forms
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As both Lichtenberk (2001) and Evans (2003) point out, examples like the two
roots given in Figure 1 demonstrate multiple derivational paths which cannot easily be
reconciled with the widely accepted phonological analysis that the thematic consonants
reflect original POc root-final consonants. According to that view, verbs which do not
take a -Ci transitive suffix are those which did not have a root final consonant in POc.
This view thus has no explanation for a consonant occurring as the initial segment of the
long suffix sequence with these verbs. If uusu ‗to push‘ had no final consonant, another
explanation must be sought for the -ng of uusunge'inie. Likewise, the phonological
explanation alone does not account for the change in thematic consonant between -h and
-l in tekehie and tekela'inie, as only one of them would have been the original root final
consonant.
Evans posits that the existence of non-original thematic consonants indicates that
innovations must have occurred at some intermediate stage between POc and the
development of the Southeast Solomonic subgroup (2003:211). Lichtenberk cites such
examples as evidence that the consonants are separate morphs rather than part of the roots
or suffixes (2008:131–32). My analysis goes a step further by treating the thematic
consonants as full morphemes with individual meanings.23 If the consonants are
morphemes in their own right, there is no longer any expectation of consistency for the
initial consonant of the various forms derived from the same root.

23

A question for further research is whether the thematic consonant morphemes developed by
innovation sometime after POc, or whether the consonant-final reconstructions for POc were
actually stems of the form root-C rather than indivisible roots.
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To understand the meaning and usage of the long suffix sequence, it is helpful to
trace the build-up of suffixes through the full progression indicated by the flow chart in
Figure 1. Examples (289) through (293) show each possible form of the underived
transitive uusu ‗to push‘ in context, and (294) through (298) similarly show examples in
context for each form of teke ‗to fall‘, a root which has a (-C)-i short form derived
transitive.
The root uusu is shown in (289) with intransitive syntax. Its semantic transitivity
leads to the understanding that the speaker will push the bicycle with the hearer aboard,
but the logical object is not encoded because the second clause is focusing on the contrast
between what the hearer is to do (expressed in the first clause) and what the speaker
intends to do.
(289)

O ke ta'e-l-i=e
pasikolo, na ineu ne ke uusu.
2SG IRR rise-DUR-TR=3SG bicycle and 1SG 1SG IRR push
‗You get on the bicycle, and I, I will push.‘
Since uusu is already semantically transitive, its transitive form only adds the

object clitic, giving uusue as shown in (290).
(290)

Oto kire kele uusu=e
iiola wau
mwaani=e haka.
then 3PL small push=3SG canoe over.there from=3SG ship
‗Then they pushed the canoe a little way away from the ship.‘
The deverbal noun representing a pushing event as a whole is uusunge. In

example (291) it refers to the task of pushing taro across a grater as a step in preparing
taro pudding. For a large feast this part of the food preparation is often assigned to
teenage boys, who do not hang around for the rest of the process.
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(291)

I=puri=ne
mango kire ke lae.
uusu-ng-e e
LOC=behind=3SG.POSS push-EV-NR 3SG finish 3PL IRR go
‗After the grating is done they will go.‘
In (292) P. has been affected by a pushing event and is the semantic object of the

verb. However, because the serial verb mumuni ‗to hide‘ trumps the object for pragmatic
focus, this participant has been demoted to an oblique argument. As a result the clause
uses the syntactically intransitive form uusunge'i.
(292)

Kire uusu-ng-e-'-i
mumuni aa=na
a
P.
3PL push-EV-NR-ACH-TR hide
PREP=3SG.POSS ART P.
‗They secretly sent P. away.‘
And finally, the full long transitive is shown in (293) with an instigating subject,

the speaker, and an affected object clitic referring to T. The meaning of the verb is that
the speaker achieves the effect of a pushing event on T., that is, the speaker has sent T. to
some place.
(293)

Nou uusu-ng-e-'-i-n-i=e
oto wau
a
T.
1SG push-EV-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG PFCT over.there ART T.
‗I sent T. over there.‘
Next are examples with teke, ‗to fall‘. Example (294) shows the intransitive root

with an affected subject.
(294)

Hai ei e
teke.
ART tree 3SG fall
‗A tree, it fell.‘
In (295) the short form with -C-i is used to introduce an instigating subject,

moving the affected participant to the object position. The thematic consonant is -h,
showing that the event is intentional.
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(295)

Mo saanau kire teke-h-i=e
ma'usu.
PL lad
3PL fall-INTN-TR=3SG brush
‗The young men, they felled the underbrush.‘
In (296) a deverbal noun with a different consonant is used as a topic that is

coreferential with the subject pronoun. The fall is not intentional, so an -h is not
compatible. The extended durativity of the -l brings on the sense of a loss rather than a
simple fall. This form includes the obligatory direct possessive =na, as well as the -C-a
sequence which includes the nominalizer -a.
(296)

mwa'i e
dau aasa-ng-a
huni=eu.
Teke-l-a=na
fall-DUR-NR=3SG.POSS bag
3SG do difficult-EV-NR for=1SG
‗The loss of the bag, it has made a difficulty for me.‘
Example (297) shows the medium sequence, which is formed from the deverbal

noun in (296) by removing the direct possessive and adding -'-i. This intransitive form
has the bag as an affected subject of the achieved loss.
(297)

Mwa'i ineu e
oto mwaani=eu.
teke-l-a-'-i
bag
1SG 3SG fall-DUR-NR-ACH-TR PFCT from=1SG
‗My bag, it is lost [lit. has duratively fallen] from me.‘
And finally, (298) shows the full long transitive form, with an instigating subject,

the speaker, and an affected object, the bag. The verb could be paraphrased as
‗unintentionally caused the effect of a durative fall to happen to my bag‘.
(298)

Nou teke-l-a-'-i-n-i=e
1SG
fall-DUR-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG
‗I lost my bag.‘

mwa'i
bag

ineu.
1SG

Other underived transitive verbs which, like uusu in Figure 1, have a long
transitive form are eli ‗to dig‘ and eero ‗to deceive‘, shown in examples (299) thru (302).
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The digging in (299) is just as intentional as the digging in (300), but because the object
is the normally affected one, there is no need to add an -i in (299) to form the transitive.
This means there is no opportunity to add an -h to signal the intentionality, so it is left to
be inferred from the context. In (300), on the other hand, since the object desired is the
house posts which will move into the hole (indicated but not totally specified by the word
for ‗house‘) rather than a stationary hole in the ground, the long sequence is needed,
which in turn supplies a consonant slot for the intentionality to be made explicit. This
derivative of the root eli is similar to the English sense of dig in The contractor dug the
foundation for the new building. The contractor actually digs a hole into which he puts
the foundation material.
(299)

A

J. e
kakalu ngeena.
eli=e
ART J. 3SG dig=3SG well
DEM
‗J., he dug that well.‘

(300)

Mo mwane kire eli-h-e-'-i-n-i=e
taoha.
PL man
3PL dig-INTN-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG canoe.house
‗The men, they dug [the posts of] the canoe house.‘
The same situation is true for (301) and (302). The dog is the more stationary

affected participant, and the information about P. is the mobile participant. Because eero
‗deceive‘ is inherently transitive and does not need a (-C)-i to form a derived transitive,
only the long form provides opportunity for the result of a lie coming into existence to be
made explicit.
(301)

Oto mwaa e
mola usu.
eero=a
then snake 3SG deceive=3SG just dog
‗Then the snake, it just deceived the dog.‘
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(302)

Kire ko eero-t-a-'-i-n-i=e
a
P.
3PL RL.I deceive-ACM-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG ART P.
‗They are lying about P.‘
The next four examples are two pairs that, like teke ‗to fall‘ in Figure 1, show a

difference in thematic consonant between the short and long transitive forms. In example
(303) the event is an intentional going, an official tour of the villages, but in (304) the
going event experienced by the mobile participant, the chief‘s words, is not more than
usually intentional. In (305) the subject is breaking into the house by climbing, an
achievement (signaled by -' ) of short duration because he does not want to get caught,
whereas the climbing event undergone by the ridge cap in (306) was of some significant
duration (signaled by -l), involving a careful balancing act by several men edging
gingerly up a rickety makeshift bamboo scaffolding, holding on with their toes because
they are using both hands to carry the ridge cap.
(303)

E
ahu-t-a=na
mo huilume.
lae-h-i=e
3SG go-INTN-TR=3SG cover-ACM-NR=3SG.POSS PL village
‗He toured all the villages.‘

(304)

E
wala=na
mo aalaha.
lae-ng-a-'-i-n-i=e
3SG go-EV-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG word=3SG.POSS PL chief
‗He spread the words of the chiefs.‘

(305)

E
nume a
S. huni=e peterolo.
hane-'-i=e
3SG climb-ACH-TR=3SG house ART S. for=3SG petrol
‗He climbed into the house of S. for petrol.‘

(306)

Kire hane-l-a-'-i-n-i=e
pwaoha mola nonola.
3PL climb-DUR-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG ridge.cap just yesterday
‗They just put the ridge cap up yesterday.‘
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The above examples have shown that the thematic consonants of short transitive
and long transitive forms do not have to match because the two forms follow different
derivational paths. However, the fact that the consonants in the two forms can be
different does not mean that they must be different. The following two pairs show short
and long transitives which have the same consonant. Both (307) and (308) show
intentional entering, and both (309) and (310) show durative rising/raising events.
(307)

Mo mwela kire ko sili-h-i=e
nume i'oe.
PL child
3PL RL.I enter-INTN-TR=3SG house 2SG
‗The children, they are entering your house.‘

(308)

O ke sili-h-e-'-i-n-i=e
walo mola i
leu.
2SG IRR enter-INTN-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG string just LOC here
‗You should just insert the string here.‘

(309)

Oto kire si
iiola.
ta'e-l-i=e
then 3PL SEQ rise-DUR-TR=3SG canoe
‗Then they got into the canoe.‘

(310)

Mo saanau kire ta'e-l-a-'-i-n-i=e
lo'u sitoa ikire.
PL lad
3PL rise-DUR-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG again store 3PL
‗The young men, they resurrected their store again.‘
One of the functions of related pairs of long and short transitives is to supply a

means for encoding the two types of objects encountered in ditransitive situations, since
Sa'a has no double object clauses or syntactic ditransitives. In such situations the two
non-instigating participants are involved in the same event, but they are not affected in
the same way. Usually one of them is more stationary and patient, recipient, or goal-like
and is encoded as the object of the shorter of the two transitive forms. The other moves
along with the instigator, thus acting as a theme, instrument, or comitative participant;
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these roles are encoded as objects of the longer transitive forms, as they are participants
which were involved in the event encoded by the root-C-a which forms the first part of
the long sequence. A speaker chooses whether to use a short or long sequence form of the
verb according to which of the two possible object participants he wishes to focus on in
that particular clause. This alternation parallels the indirect object alternation found in
English.24

The following three sets of examples show alternations between short and long
transitives in ditransitive situations. Examples (311), (313), and (315) have the short
suffix sequence and take objects which are more stationary and hence more passive. In
(312), (314), and (316) the objects are affected in a different way in that the subject is
moving them and thereby causing them to participate in the event more actively than the
relatively passive patient or goal objects.
(311)

Oto saanau e
haka pe'i=e
mwela.
oolo-h-i=e
then lad
3SG swim-INTN-TR=3SG child with=3SG child
‗Then the young man, he swam [to] the ship with the child.‘

(312)

A

U. e
mwela i
oone.
oolo-h-a-'-i-n-i=e
ART U. 3SG swim-INTN-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG child
LOC shore
‗U., he swam the child to shore.‘

(313)

Kire ko uu'i=e
mo poo aa=ni
heu.
3PL RL.I pelt=3SG PL pig PREP=3PL.POSS stone
‗They were pelting the pigs with stones.‘

24

The indirect object construction John gave Mary the book is an alternate form expressing
virtually the same meaning as John gave the book to Mary.
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(314)

Kire ko uu'i-l-e-'-i-n-i=e
hau aa=na
poo.
3PL RL.I pelt-DUR-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG stone PREP=3SG.POSS pig
‗They were throwing stones at the pigs.‘

(315)

E
ki'i=ne
aa=ni
rumu.
aalo-h-i=e
25
3SG rub-INTN-TR=3SG arm=3SG.POSS PREP=3PL.POSS
oil
‗He rubbed his arm with oil.‘

(316)

E
rumu i
ki'i=ne.
aalo-h-a-'-i-n-i=e
3SG rub-INTN-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG oil
LOC arm=3SG.POSS
‗He rubbed the oil on his arm.‘

4.6 Further complexity involving derived verbs
It is important to realize that the affixation described in the previous sections is
not the end of the complexity that can be manifest in Sa'a verbs. The short and long
sequences can combine with other forms of affixation, resulting in words which are quite
complex. Example (317) shows a verb with reduplication of the causative prefix plus a
long suffix sequence followed by nominalization and obligatory possession.
(317)

Ha'a~ha'a-holi-ng-e-'-i-n-i-l-a=ni
e
mwada'u mola.
RDP~CAUS-buy-EV-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR-DUR-NR=3PL.POSS 3SG easy
just
‗Selling these [things], it is really easy.‘
Holi is ‗to buy‘, and ha'aholi is ‗to cause to buy‘, which is something the seller

does to the buyer. When the long suffix with -ng is added, the mobile participant affected
in the caused self-contained buying event, the merchandise, becomes the object, and the
composite meaning is equivalent to the English ‗to sell‘. Reduplicating the causative

25

Apparently the inanimacy of the oil in this situation is more dominant than its number,
allowing a mass noun to be the antecedent of a normally plural possessive suffix.
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marks the action as habitual, and the nominalizer plus possession on the end turn it into a
noun signifying an event which happens to (and is thus ‗possessed‘ by) the merchandise.
Altogether, the meaning is ‗the habitual selling of them‘. Such words are not at all
difficult for a native speaker to control because the individual affixes are applied in
commonly co-occurring clusters consisting of two or more affixes, and the stems at each
of the various stages appear to be stored in the lexicon in addition to the root itself.
A second syntactic complication in the verb derivation scenario is the possibility
that a verb which is semantically transitive may not be syntactically transitive. Section
3.4.3 explains two clause patterns which involve semantically transitive verbs in
syntactically intransitive clauses: object demotion and indefinite objects. If the (potential)
object participant is not fully affected, not definite, or not in focus as an object because of
a prominent adverb, the object clitic will not be attached to the verb and the (-C)-i is
usually dropped. The coreferential noun phrase will either be indefinite or demoted to an
oblique. When one of these syntactic patterns combines with the long transitive
derivational path, the verb must be interpreted with the transitive meaning of the full long
form even though the final -n-i and object clitic are not attached. This means that the
forms with (-C)-a-'-i are ambiguous, and one must look at the rest of the clause to see if it
is really a semantically intransitive clause or is an instance of the transitivity mismatch
(semantically transitive but syntactically intransitive) because of a demoted or indefinite
object.
For example in (318) the money is the affected subject of waeta'i ‗waste‘ in that
the money is what is wasted or misused. Example (319) uses the same verb form, waeta'i,
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but the subject is no longer the affected participant. In this example, the young man is not
wasted or misused, but is in fact the instigator of the wasting event, and the affected
participant, the money, is found in the oblique aana mo to'oha ‗of the money‘ because
the adverb ta'ingelu ‗whole, complete‘ has taken the focus away from it. The clauses in
(318) and (319) use exactly the same verb form, but there is no confusion in what is
wasted because the argument structure is very different. Despite having the same verb
form, these two examples are not alike; instead, (319) is very close in meaning to the
fully transitive clause in (320).
(318)

Mo to'oha e
wae-t-a-'-i.
PL money 3SG spoil-ACM-NR-ACH-TR
‗The money, it is wasted.‘

(319)

Saanau e
ta'ingelu aa=na
wae-t-a-'-i
lad
3SG spoil-ACM-NR-ACH-TR whole
PREP=3SG.POSS
‗The young man, he completely wasted the money.‘

(320)

Saanau e
mo to'oha.
wae-t-a-'-i-n-i=e
lad
3SG spoil-ACM-NR-ACH-TR-RES-TR=3SG PL money
‗The young man, he wasted the money.‘

mo to'oha.
PL money

The existence of the mismatched forms with demoted objects has contributed
significantly to the difficulty of analyzing the medium and long suffix sequence forms. It
means that some verbs appear to have both O-verb and A-verb behavior, when in reality
one of the intransitive forms is a disguised semantic transitive with a demoted or
indefinite logical object. Setting aside the examples with demoted and indefinite objects
must be the first step in the analysis of the various derived verb forms.
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4.7 Summary
This chapter has explored several major points which explain the behavior of Sa'a
verbs.


Some verbs are inherently semantically transitive, becoming syntactically
transitive with just the addition of the object clitic without the addition of an
intervening (-C)-i or (-C)-a-'-i-n-i suffix sequence. These verbs take an instigating
subject and affected object.



Other verbs, which combine the functions instigating and affected in the subject
of the intransitive form, must add a suffix of the form (-C)-i to become transitive.



The consonant morphemes which initiate the long and short suffix sequence
forms indicate various combinations of durativity, telicity, result, and
intentionality. Several of these consonants also occur in nonverbal environments,
where the function of the consonants is more easily observable.



The short and long suffix sequences are derived separately, with the long form
based on the (-C)-a nominalizing sequence rather than the (-C)-i transitivizing
sequence.



In semantically ditransitive situations the long sequence verb form is used with
affected objects which are mobile in some way while the short (underived or
(-C)-i) form is used for affected objects which are more stationary.

5.

Applications beyond Sa'a

The previous chapter described the factors which control the distribution of the
(-C)-i and (-C)-a-'-i-n-i suffix sequences and the thematic consonants in the Sa'a
language. This current chapter briefly shows how my analysis helps answer some of the
puzzling questions posed in previous research, not only in Sa'a, but also in some other
Oceanic languages. Additionally I propose several other areas where my findings may
provide motivation for further study, both in Oceanic linguistics and in event structure
studies beyond Oceania.
The chapter begins with a discussion of the application of the thematic consonant
meanings to other Oceanic languages. I then move to examples which show that the
relationship between [instg, affd] subjects and (-C)-i sequences is relevant in other
languages. I close the chapter with some thoughts regarding the potential of a
feature-based participant role theory in languages beyond Oceania.
5.1 Thematic consonant meanings in other Oceanic languages
In section 4.5 I demonstrated that the thematic consonants had meaning in Sa'a.
Five of them mark durativity, telicity, and result as shown in Table 43 (repeated from
Table 42).
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Table 43. Thematic consonant suffixes which encode aspectual features
No lasting result

Lasting result

Unmarked for durativity
and telicity

Ø

n

Limited: telic, punctiliar
or short duration

ng

'

Extended: verbally atelic
but often in a telic clause,
extended durativity

l

t/s

A sixth consonant, -h, signals intentionality or greater intensity.
These same meanings can be seen below in data from other languages, both from
neighboring languages of the Solomons and others which are more distantly related.
Other writers have recognized that the consonants have some semantic
significance in related languages. Arms (1973) proposed some general meanings for
Fijian consonants, and Lichtenberk (2001 & 2008) and Clark (1977) pointed out small
semantic groups in other languages which shared the same consonant, although they did
not find broad generalizations which tied the groups together into a complete system. I
propose that it is event structure which pulls all these findings together and at the same
time explains isolated items which do not have the expected consonant shared by the
semantic group to which they seem to belong. The recognition that verbs within a
semantic group are likely to share the same event structure as well as being in the same
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semantic domain goes a long way towards explaining these results, as can be seen in the
following data sets.26
Table 44 shows several verbs of excretion from five Oceanic languages.
According to Lichtenberk (2001:143–44), Manam -r, Fijian -c, and the -s/t of To'aba'ita
all correspond to the same POc consonant *-s. The Kwaio and Sa'a consonants for these
verbs correspond directly to those used in To'aba'ita. As has been demonstrated in section
4.5.2.6, the Sa'a -s suffix marks verbs which describe durative events that produce a
result. Most of the verbs of excretion from these five languages are consistent with this
characterization and are marked with -s or one of its Oceanic counterparts (i.e. -r, -c, or
-t).

26

The tables in this chapter are necessarily incomplete because they are extracted from many
sources, some of which only have a very few data items from any one language. Furthermore,
most of the items are merely listed with glosses in these sources rather than being shown in
context. Because of this it is often difficult to discern the event structure information that would
be necessary for accurate comparisons. For some tables I have only near synonyms in the various
languages. This results in empty cells because the forms in the two languages cannot be glossed
exactly the same way. At times I simply do not know the Sa'a equivalent for a word in one of the
other languages. My purpose in presenting these tables, incomplete as they are, is not to insist that
the Sa'a system applies throughout the region. Rather I hope to motivate others to don aspectual
glasses and examine each language in turn to discern if an aspectual system is operational in its
thematic consonants.
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Table 44. Some Oceanic verbs of excretion27
Sa'a

Kwaio

To'aba'ita

Manam

mimi-s-i-e

mimi-s-i-a

kwara-s-i-a

tamimi-r-i

mii-c-a

urinate on

he'a-s-i-e

fe'e-s-i-a

fe'e-s-i-a

tabeqa-r-i

veka-c-a

defecate on

moa-s-i-a

qulena-r-i

lua-c-a

vomit on

moa-s-i-e

Fijian

soil with
nasal mucus

qongi-r-i
ngisu-h-i-e

ngisu-f-i-a

ngisu-f-i-a

mongo-r-i

Gloss

kaasivi-ta

spit on/at

The two forms in this semantic group which use a different consonant are the
To'aba'ita and Sa'a forms for ‗spit on/at‘. To'aba'ita -f corresponds to Sa'a -h in many
cognate words (Lichtenberk 2001:144), so both forms may be interpreted as having a
thematic consonant which encodes extra intentionality. This is consistent with the
pragmatic contexts in which the transitive form for spit occurs. Spitting at or on
something is an intentional act, contrasting with the normal circumstances involving the
other types of excretion onto something, which do not usually involve intentional
behavior such as taking aim at a goal. Shared event structure types thus explain not only
the items which have the same thematic consonant, but also the items which differ from
the consonant predicted by semantic grouping alone and the items which are not cognate
but share both the same meaning and the same thematic consonant.

27

Data in Table 44 comes from the following sources: Kwaio from Keesing (1975:50, 153, 169),
To'aba'ita and Manam from Lichtenberk (2001:144), and Fijian from Lichtenberk (2001:144),
Arms (1973:512), and Dixon (2010:132).
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The consonant -h, which signifies intentionality, is also likely to be used with
verbs of motion which take a goal as object in their transitive forms. Table 45 shows
verbs of this type for several languages. These lists are by no means exhaustive, but
merely show a handful of forms gleaned from various sources which discuss the suffix
sequences. I anticipate that extensive dictionary searches would yield many more forms
of this type. Note that in addition to the Sa'a -h corresponding to the To'aba'ita -f as
pointed out earlier, it also corresponds to the Fijian -v (Lichtenberk 2001:144) and Kwaio
-f (Tryon & Hackman 1983:79).
Table 45. Some Oceanic verbs of directed motion28
Sa'a29
ango-h-i-e
oolo-h-i-e
sili-h-i-e
lae-h-i-e
pola-h-i-e

Kwaio

To'aba'ita

ango-f-i

ango-f-i-a
olo-f-i-a

lu'u-f-i-a
leka-f-i-a
fane-f-i
olo-f-i
totola-f-i-a

kotho-f-i-a
lae-f-i-a

liu-f-i-a

liu-f-i-a

28

yaqa-v-a
nunu-v-a
la'o-v-a
lade-v-a
'ada-v-a
toso-v-a
toro-v-a
gole-v-a

dudu-h-i=e
nanau-h-i=e
liu-h-i-e

Boumaa
Fijian

Gloss
crawl to
arrive at a place
swim to
enter
go to/for
climb to
jump to/on
run for
move towards
approach
face towards
pass through

Data in Table 45 comes from the following sources: Kwaio from Evans (2003:60) and Keesing
(1975:125, 131, 141, 213), To'aba'ita from Lichtenberk (2001:142–144), and Fijian from Dixon
(1988:205–18).
29
The transitive form of the Sa'a word hule ‗arrive‘ which occurs in my corpus is hule-s-i=e,
which means ‗arrive with an effect, invade‘ rather than ‗arrive at‘. The transitive form of hane
‗climb‘ which occurs in my corpus is hane-'-i=e ‗climb on and break into‘, not merely ‗climb
to‘. The Sa'a verbs huru ‗run‘ and saro ‗face‘ do not occur transitively in my corpus.
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In each of the verbs in Table 45, the motion itself is encoded by the root and the
relationship described by the prepositions in the English gloss is encoded by the
consonant -h/f/v. The stem with the thematic consonant encodes motion that is enacted
with intentional aim at the object participant, contrasting with undirected motion encoded
by the root alone.
Motion verbs are not the only verbs which employ the -h suffix. Other verbs
which do not describe motion but involve intentional aim or application of the event to
the object also use this suffix. This shows that the meaning of -h is not connected to the
semantics of verbs of motion or other similar groups of verbs from various semantic
domains. Table 46 shows examples of non-motion verbs with -h or an associated
consonant.
Table 46. Some non-motion Oceanic verbs with thematic consonant -h 30
Language
Sa'a
Kwaio
Longgu

Fijian

30

Transitive stem
inu-h-i
waru-h-i
doro-h-i
moko-fidolo-vizake-vicudru-vkalu-v
koco-v
kodro-v

Gloss
drink
burn
heat
smell s.t.
love s.o.
angry at s.o.
be angry at
whistle for
covet, desire
bark at

Data in Table 46 comes from the following sources: Kwaio from Evans (2003:70), Longgu data
from Evans (2003:102), and Fijian from Arms (1973:510–11).
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As Lichtenberk himself comments (2001:143), hypotheses which are based on
small semantic groups like those both he and Clark have proposed cannot explain why
the verbs of motion and non-motion share the same suffix. My proposal includes
meanings such as intentionality and aspectual features, all of which are broad enough to
be applicable to verbs from many different semantic domains.
Arms (1973) also noted a category of verbs of violent action which take a -k
thematic consonant. Violent actions are likely to happen quickly, and many of them leave
results in the form of damage to or a change of state in the affected participant. This type
of event is consistent with the marked telic non-durative events which produce results,
indicated by Sa'a glottal stop, as shown in Table 47. Sa'a glottal stop often corresponds to
-k in other Oceanic languages.
Table 47. Some Oceanic verbs with thematic consonant -k 31
Fijian
basu-k
viri-k
vacu-k
roba-k
loba-k

Sa'a
hoka-'-i=e
uu-'-i=e
horo-'-i=e
kumu-'-i=e
lupu-'-i=e
roro-'-i=e32
hiri-'-i=e

31

Gloss
burst
pelt
slay
punch
strike
pull tight
tie
bind

Data in Table 47 comes from the following sources: Fijian from Arms (1973:505–06) and
Evans (2003:61).
32
I did not find any exact Sa'a equivalent for Fijian lobak ‗pull tight‘ but have included two
similar Sa'a words, roro'ie ‗tie‘ and hiri'ie ‗bind‘.
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Again, it is not so much that these events involve violent action that controls their
occurrence with the -k/', but rather the fact that violent actions are typically quick and
cause results.
A particularly interesting set of data is displayed in Table 48 where the word for
‗drink‘ is shown in a number of languages, mostly from the Solomon Islands. This set
may shed some light on the historical development of at least one of the thematic
consonants.
In the languages of Malaita and northern Makira, the word for ‗drink‘ may be
used intransitively without a definite object to mean ‗drink‘, but the intransitive form is
also used to mean ‗drown‘. The same set of languages uses -h or the corresponding -f as
the thematic consonant for the transitive forms which carry the meaning of taking a drink,
contrasting with the -m reconstructed as the thematic consonant for *inu ‗drink‘ in POc.
The use of -h/f gives the transitive form the intentionality required to specify drinking as
opposed to drowning, in that both involve the intake of a liquid. This same intentional
consonant is used in at least these six neighboring languages in spite of significant change
in the shape of the rest of the root, as seen in Table 48. A second group, including
Bughotu, Gela, and two languages of Guadalcanal prefers a different root for ‗drown‘ but
in their word for ‗drink‘ they still maintains the -v thematic consonant which usually
corresponds to the Malaitan -h/f. A third group of languages includes those which are
geographically more distant from Sa'a. This group uses a different word for ‗drown‘ and
retains the POc *-m with the inu cognate or else uses an entirely different word for
‗drink‘. The historical significance of this data set is that the progression from -m to -v to
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-h/f corresponds to the migration pattern of Pacific peoples proposed by Lynch et al.
(2002). Further research which focuses on this particular root may be fruitful for tracing
the development of at least the -h/f/v meaning and possibly the other thematic consonants
as well.
Table 48. Some Oceanic verbs for ‘drink’ 33
Language
Sa'a
Arosi
'Are'are
Wala
Kwaio
Kwara'ae
Lengo
Gela
Bughotu
Longgu
Owa
Zabana
Roviana
Rennell
Fijian

Transitive form of ‘drink’
inu-h-i
gono-h-i
ko'u-h-i
gou-f-i
go'u-f-i
kwa'u-f-i
inu-v-i
inu-v-i
kou-v-i
inu-v-i
tono-m-i
ketuhu-i
napo (does not take -Ci)
inu-m
unu-m

Word for ‘drown’
inu
gono
ko'u
gou
go'u
kwa'u
different root
different root
different root
different root
different root
different root
different root
different root
unknown

To show that the other thematic consonants have possible counterparts in other
Oceanic languages, I include three more tables with examples of the thematic consonants
-l, -n, and -ng. Virtually all of these items were collected from lists rather than example
sentences, so it is difficult to judge the appropriateness of the thematic consonant

33

Data in Table 48 comes from the following sources: Fijian from Evans (2003:62), Longgu from
Hill (1992:50–51 and 2002:547). Wala, Kwara'ae and Bughotu data from Wala (2007), Kwara'ae
(2003) and Bughotu (2009) New Testaments respectively. Other language data provided in
personal communication January 2012 as noted below: Arosi–Andy Bruner, Kwaio–Julie Pierce,
'Are'are–Ron Gebauer, Lengo–Paul Unger, Gela–Taylor Coombe, Owa–Greg Mellow, Zabana–
Greg Jones, Roviana–Jim Mudge, and Rennell–Nico Daams.
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meanings. My preliminary reaction is that they at least do not contain any items which
clash with the Sa'a thematic consonant meanings of durativity for -l, result producing for
-n, and eventive for -ng. Further study of these and other such verbs in context is needed
to validate these impressions, however.
Looking at Table 49 for example, it would be instructive to know what arguments
can be used with the Kwaio word bokoli ‗block s.t.‘ and in what situations the transitive
word form is used, to determine if there is a sense of durativity or multiplicity of action as
there is in the Sa'a words that use this consonant suffix. At times the gloss given may not
appear to be a match, but further investigation of appropriate contexts resolves the
problem. For example, To'aba'ita busulia ‗cause s.t. to burst‘ at first glance looks more
comparable to Sa'a hoka'ie ‗burst it‘, which is a momentary rather than durative action.
But for this particular dictionary entry the example given has the context of bursting a
boil and squeezing it to remove the puss, an activity which goes beyond the moment of
bursting encoded by the Sa'a term hoka'ie. Similarly, the gloss given for Fijian rabelak
‗kick‘ does not show the meaning contributed by the suffix, which Arms reports as
‗vigorously, thoroughly, repeatedly‘.
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Table 49. Some Oceanic verbs with thematic consonant -l 34
Language
Kwaio

To'aba'ita

Longgu

Fijian

Transitive stem
boko-l-i
fida-l-i
fita-l-i-a
dola-l-i-a
ngata-l-i-a
busu-l-i-a
fai-l-i-a
poga-li
dovi-lak
dresu-lak
rabe-lak
sere-lak
vati-lak

Gloss
block s.t.
slap, smack s.t.
run around in s.t.
dissolve s.t. in
discuss s.t.
cause s.t. to burst
clear s.t. by scraping w. hand
erupt on
cut into pieces
tear, rend
kick
unloose, untie
lash together

Similarly, in looking at Table 50, it would be instructive to know what arguments
can be used with the To'aba'ita word 'abuni ‗heap up‘ and in what situations the transitive
word form is used, to determine if the -n suffix in this word adds an indication that the
action performed produces a result similar to the way this consonant functions in Sa'a.

34

Data in Table 49 is from the following sources: Kwaio from Evans (2003:56, 60), To'aba'ita
from Lichtenberk (2001:127, 129, 130, 142), Longgu from Evans (2003:94), and Fijian from
Arms (1973:513).
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Table 50. Some Oceanic verbs with thematic consonant -n 35
Language
Kwaio
To'aba'ita
Longgu
Hoava

Fijian

Transitive stem
tafa-n-i
'abu-n-i
ma'u-n-i-a
kabo-n-i
baca-n
cuqe-n
doi-n
duva-n
kato-n
kumu-n
qato-n
toqi-n
yave-n

Gloss
open s.t.
heap up
fear s.t.
cry for s.o.
bait, entice, abduct, tempt
prop open, support, elbow
string crab legs together
poison (fish)
put into a box, record
gather, pile up (things)
put bracelets on
roll up, coil up (rope)
hold in the crook of the arm

Additionally the words in Table 51 like Arosi tahangia ‗open s.t.‘ should be
similarly examined in context to determine if the -ng suffix in this word adds an
indication that the action is being portrayed by the speaker as though it were a unified
event, being considered as a whole action as it does in Sa'a. Again, at times a simple
gloss may look like a form clashes with the expected meaning, but further investigation
resolves the clash. To'aba'ita 'udungi ‗drip‘ looks like it would not refer to a contained
event, but comparing its entry with the entry for 'udu'udu reveals that the latter is used for
a fast drip, and the form with -ng is for a drip at long intervals, which would allow for the
dripping of each drop to be considered a single event.

35

Data in Table 50 is from the following sources: Kwaio from Evans (2003:56), To'aba'ita from
Lichtenberk (2001:141), Longgu from Evans (2003:76), Hoava from Evans (2003:63), and Fijian
from Arms (1973:507).
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Table 51. Some Oceanic verbs with thematic consonant -ng 36
Language
Arosi

To'aba'ita

Longgu
Manam

Transitive stem
taha-ngia
toho-ngia
uru-ngia
kwala-ng-i
'aru-ng-i
'udu-ng-i
bubu-ng-i
bere-ng-i
luda-ng-i-a
rozo-ng-i

Gloss
to open s.t.
to measure s.t.
to bring a curse on s.o.
swear at
fall on
drip
see s.t.
watch s.t.
load into
plugged up

Regular sound correspondences, such as Sa'a -h, To'aba'ita -f, and Fijian -v, enable
cross-linguistic comparisons of verbs across the region. The data shown in the various
tables above is sufficient to show the possibility of a correspondence between the
meanings of the Sa'a thematic consonant suffixes and the related thematic consonants in
other Oceanic languages.
At the same time it must be acknowledged that an analyst is likely to encounter
individual verbs which do not take the same thematic consonant from one language to the
next. Sometimes this is explainable as stemming from the use of an inadequate source,
such as a list with short glosses. Yet at other times, all the evidence indicates that one
language uses durative -l, another language uses durative result -s, and yet another uses
unmarked result -n, all for the same root and same event. These choices differ in only one
parameter, and there is a fair amount of subjectivity in what event structure information is

36

Data in Table 51 is from the following sources: Arosi from Scott (Unpublished word list:124,
130, 134), To'aba'ita data from Lichtenberk (2001:137 and 2008:105), Longgu from Evans
(2003:69, 98), and Manam from Evans (2003:111).
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salient in a particular context. This can be seen in the verbs of excretion in Table 44,
where three Solomon Islands languages consider the intentionality of ‗spit‘ to be salient
enough to mark, but Manam uses the same consonant for ‗spit‘ as for the other verbs in
the table. While it is not uncommon to find the consonant choice varying in one
parameter, I have not found the same event using a cognate root with -ng in one language
and -s in another or -' (glottal) in one and -l in another. These consonant pairs are
opposites in all parameters, and I hypothesize that opposite pairs do not occur for the
same event because individual verb meanings do not generally stretch so far as to
encompass two totally opposite event structures.
There is also some variability between languages in that the sets of thematic
consonants used are not always the same from one language to the next, so the borders
between the various parameter values may not exactly correspond. The event structure
system needs to be determined for each individual language, using the parameters
outlined in this thesis to uncover where thematic consonant meanings are likely to be
found. It may be that Arms‘ (1973) hypothesis which posits a constraint against repeating
root consonants will, after all, come into play in some languages, with a constraint
against duplication of any of the consonants of the root acting to eliminate one of a pair
of consonants which are both appropriate to the given event structure.
While much further research is needed to see if other Oceanic languages encode
event structure meaning using the thematic consonants, the materials currently available
are not always adequate for the task. The majority of the sources I have consulted which
include data from other languages display at least some of the data as word lists with
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glosses rather than full definitions or examples in context. This can result in example
pairs with the same root which appear to have no meaning difference associated with
different thematic consonants, as in examples (321) and (322) from To'aba'ita
(Lichtenberk 2001:133).
(321)

fu'aro-ng-ani-a
whisper-TC-TR-3SG
‗whisper about‘

(322)

fu'aro-t-ani-a
whisper-TC-TR-3SG
‗whisper about‘
An explanation for these apparently synonymous pairs is that English does not

necessarily encode in the verb all the information that is found in the Oceanic verb, but
rather often employs adverbs or other constructions to convey that information.
Researchers supplying glosses for telic versus durative uses of the same root would in
many instances be prone to use the same English verb for both. Thus data gathered from
dictionary sources may not differentiate between varying event structures in the
definitions given, and if example sentences are not included (or have not been carefully
constructed), a fine-grained semantic difference between two forms of the same verb may
not be obvious. Definitions which are composed without event structure parameters in
view may not distinguish between forms that differ only in the thematic consonant, and
they will thus appear to be examples of free variation. Such pairs need to be investigated
in their semantic/pragmatic contexts so that differences in the extent or plurality of
participants and other contrasts in event structure are observable.
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In other apparent counter examples, the additional event structure supplied by a
consonant coupled with the context in which the form is commonly used may combine to
alter the meaning far enough so that it corresponds more closely to another English verb,
sometimes resulting in seemingly unrelated glosses for two words derived from the same
root. Dictionary glosses sometimes reflect contextual coloring that may be present in
some environments but is not necessarily present in all situations where the word may
occur. For example, consider a verb derived from the Fijian tau ‗touch‘ which as a result
of affixation with -v should mean ‗to touch with intensity, to affect thoroughly‘. If it is
usually used in a context involving sickness or disease, the analyst may allow the idea of
sickness to impinge upon the definition, resulting in ‗infect‘. Another form tau-c-a ‗touch
down on‘ may have nothing to do with disease and so may appear to be totally unrelated,
as the similarity indicated by the shared root is obscured by the more dominant coloring
of the medical context accompanying tau-v-a ‗infect‘ (Dixon 1988:202). In my study of
Ivens‘ Sa'a dictionary (1929) I have found many related forms which show this tendency,
and I expect that dictionaries in other languages may be similarly inclined to give short
glosses pertinent to a particular example rather than longer definitions which reflect the
breadth of meaning across a full range of contexts. These short glosses make the
morphological composition difficult to retrieve. Dictionary entries which show the
compositionality of polymorphemic entries can be more helpful, especially to those
seeking to understand the morphology and event structure systems of multiple Oceanic
languages. Ideally, dictionaries should address both context and morphology in their
entries.
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5.2 The meanings of the Sa'a thematic consonants -m and -r
Arms (1973) and Clark (1977) credit the meaning associated with the thematic
consonants to analogy with other common morphemes in the language, with Arms
actually proposing particular morphemes as the source of such analogies. For Fijian,
Arms proposed that -m had a meaning of ‗insertion, going inside‘ (1973:506). This
meaning corresponds fairly well with at least half of the fewer than ten Sa'a verbs which
take -m as a thematic consonant. Yet I have thus far demurred from presenting a proposal
for -m in Sa'a because the verb examples are so few and the frequency of correspondence
to Arms‘ proposed meaning is considerably less than the consistency found for the other
consonants. The meanings of -ng, -l, -h, and -t were more readily discernible in deverbal
nouns than in the derived verbs, but for -m this was not so. Further research is needed to
solidify the meaning of -m, whether it is parallel to the proposed Fijian meaning or
somewhat different from it.
Further research is likewise needed to establish a meaning for the thematic
consonant -r which only occurs in a small number of Sa'a words. The thematic consonant
-r of other Oceanic languages corresponds to different consonants in Sa'a (e.g., the
Manam thematic consonant -r maps to Sa'a -s (Lichtenberk 2001:143, Tryon & Hackman
1983:95) and 'Are'are -r maps to the Sa'a -l (Tryon & Hackman 1983:99). The existence
of these sound correspondences may explain why there are only a few Sa'a examples with
the thematic consonant -r when such examples are plentiful in other Oceanic languages.
Evidently the remaining Sa'a examples of -r exhibit a meaning which contrasts with the
meanings of the -s and -l suffixes. Preliminary examination of the few examples available
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indicates a meaning that may have to do with concurrency of events. Additional study is
needed to refine this hypothesis and determine a clear meaning for -r as a thematic
consonant suffix in Sa'a.
5.3 The (-C)-i sequence in other Oceanic languages
In section 4.4 I showed how the presence of the -i suffix correlated with Sa'a
verbs which were capable of being used with [instg, affd] subjects. In this section I look
at some preliminary evidence that indicates that the same correlation may be present in at
least some other Oceanic languages.
5.3.1

Lexical, phonological, or semantic control?
Beyond the issue of the thematic consonants, the usage patterns of (-C)-i across

the region should be studied with a view to observing the interplay of the instigating and
affected participants in verbs which do and do not take this suffix sequence.
In my research I have not found any other descriptions which give a semantic
basis for the presence or absence of the (-C)-i suffix sequence. Language descriptions
which assume root final consonants in POc do not usually attempt to distinguish
semantically between verbs which do and do not take (-C)-i. Instead most follow the lead
of Hale (1973) and consider transitive verbs formed with (-C)-i as being lexically
controlled forms which resulted from the presence of a consonant in the original POc
root. The presence of (-C)-i is thus viewed as being controlled synchronically by the
phonological shape of the original POc root, even though that form is no longer
recoverable for present day speakers. It is the lack of this recoverability which means the
postulated diachronic phonological control is now merely lexical.
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Evans (2003) says that POc *-i followed verbs which ended in either a consonant
or the vowel a, and that verbs which ended with other vowels took the object clitics
directly. She further states that *-i had a causative function with O-verbs and an
applicative function with A-verbs. Yet she also makes the statement that the same
causative and applicative functions are present with the A- and O-verbs which do not take
*-i:
As *-i was phonologically conditioned, and occurred with consonant-final and
*a-final verb stems, it should be noted that with other vowel-final verbs apparent
functions of *-i were carried out simply by the addition of the object enclitics
(Evans 2003:117).
Although Evans devotes a chapter of her book to discussing the causative and
applicative functions of transitivizing *-i, if I understood her statement above correctly, it
appears to be equivalent to a claim that *-i is not really a morpheme at all. Instead her
statement seems to imply that *-i functions merely as an epenthetic vowel, since the
causative and applicative functions may be attributed simply to the presence of the object
enclitics which attach to some roots directly and to others following a phonologically
conditioned *-i.
Such an analysis provides no explanation for individual verb roots in present day
languages which have two semantically contrasting transitive forms, both with object
clitics, one with and the other without a preceding (-C)-i. It also does not explain the
existence of verbs which end in vowels other than a but take only an -i suffix (with no
-C) and an object clitic to become transitive. The semantic explanation regarding Sa'a in
section 4.4 accounts for these forms and considers verbs which do and do not take (-C)-i
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as belonging to different semantic classes of verbs: those which do and do not license an
[instg, affd] subject.
The analysis presented here for -i is fundamentally and significantly different
from that proposed by Hale (1973) and followed by Pawley (1973), Evans (2003), and
others. It will take a significant amount of research to investigate the validity of these two
explanations and their interplay, if any, for each of the current day Oceanic languages.
When that has been determined, some historical explanation must then be proposed to
account for the synchronic distribution of the two systems, as some languages may
evidence lexical/phonological control while others exhibit semantic control.
5.3.2

Verbs which do not fit the A-verb/O-verb dichotomy
Though the reflexes of most POc verbs consistently behave as either A-verbs or

O-verbs across the region, a sizeable number appear to vary from one language to the
next, behaving like A-verbs in one and O-verbs in another. The event structure templates
and the aspectual features discussed in this thesis have significant potential for explaining
the variable cross-linguistic behavior of such verbs. The POc root *mate ‗die‘ is one such
verb which is often chosen to illustrate the difficulties.
Evans (2003) cites several languages which appear to treat reflexes of POc *mate
‗die‘ from different viewpoints. This is demonstrated by means of the type of causative
which pairs with cognates of *mate and whether these cognates pattern as A-verbs or
O-verbs. Evans analyzes reflexes of *mate as an A-verb in many languages because its
syntactically transitive form retains the same experiencer subject as its intransitive, as
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shown in the following examples that Evans (2003:30) presents from Longgu data given
by Hill (1992).
(323)

[geni]S e
mae na.
woman 3SG die PFCT
‗The woman is dead.‘

(324)

[e]A mae-si-a
[malaria-i]O.
3SG die-TR-3SG malaria-SG
‗He/she died of malaria.‘
Evans (2003:30–31) contrasts this with an example from Tolo (Crowley 1986:28),

a language which neighbors Longgu on the same island of Guadalcanal. Examples
(325)37 through (327) give the Tolo reflex of *mate ‗die‘ in both intransitive and
transitive forms. Examples (325) and (326) show that this verb can be used with both
animate and inanimate participants. In (327) the same inanimate participant appears as
the object of a prototypical transitive clause. The experiencer subject of the intransitive in
(326) is encoded as the object participant of the transitive in (327), and the verb thus
exhibits O-verb behavior instead of acting as an A-verb in Longgu.
(325)

Tama=na
ke A. e
wiki e
sui.
mate na
father=3SG.POSS ART A. 3SG die
PREP week 3SG finish
‗A.‘s father died last week.‘

(326)

[kebe]S e
mate.
fire
3SG be.dead
‗That fire is dead.‘

37

I have provided the individual word glosses for example (325) and Evans provided the glosses
for examples (326) and (327), all of which come from Crowley (1986:28).
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(327)

[nau]A mate-a
[kebe]O rongona sola e
pungu.
1SG
be.dead-3SG fire
because lot 3SG smoke
‗I put out the fire because there was a lot of smoke.‘
Evans‘ explanation for the differing A-verb/O-verb behaviors is that experiencer

arguments for the reflexes of *mate came to be treated as Actors in Longgu and as
Undergoers in Tolo through an innovation in basic event structures of the verb at that
point in history when the two languages diverged.
Evans does not cite the Tolo example with an animate participant, nor does she
comment on the inanimacy of the participants in the examples she does cite, repeated
here as (326) and (327). Instead of Evans‘ explanation I propose that it is the interaction
of animacy and instigation which results in the apparent contrast in behavior between the
Longgu and Tolo reflexes of *mate.
Though the Longgu example in (324) is syntactically transitive, having both a
subject and an object, it is not a prototypical agent-patient transitive where the agent acts
on the patient. It cannot mean *‗he caused-to-die (killed) malaria‘ but rather means ‗he
died of malaria‘, where malaria is the stimulus [other] to which the subject responds by
experiencing death. The human who died is an experiencer, not an agent. According to
Næss (2007) experiencers are [instg, affd] participants, so the event structure template for
this clause is [instg, affd] SCV [other].
In contrast, the Tolo transitive form matea has an [instg] subject and a [affd]
object, and thus has the prototypical transitive template [instg]

SCV

[affd]. It should be

noted, however, that the definitions given for the transitive form matea are ‗1. to
extinguish, put out (fire) 2. to turn off, shut off‘ (Crowley 1986:28). These definitions for
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the transitive form only collocate with inanimate things, and the concept of death is
conspicuously absent from both the definitions and the examples of the transitive form, in
spite of it being listed as a subentry of mate ‗die‘. This indicates that matea cannot be
used alone with animate affected participants, but must be combined with another root
such as labu ‗injure‘ in a serial/compound verb labumatea to arrive at the meaning of ‗to
kill‘ (Crowley 1986:22–23).
The semantic conditions which constrain the behavior of Longgu mae ‗die‘ and
Tolo mate ‗die‘, appear to be that in the absence of any overt wounding or harmful action
(encoded by a serial verb or indirect causative prefix), instigation and affectedness are
necessarily linked for an animate participant. Since they cannot be separated, the only
transitive option is to add an [other] object to produce a construction with an experiencer
subject following the structure of the [instg, affd]

SVC

[other] template. The syntax

indicates that the situation for a fire or a water tap is different, in that the ‗death‘ of either
is encoded as being controlled by a separate human instigator. An external instigator
directly causes the fire or the water to ‗die‘, so the event is described using a prototypical
transitive with the [instg] SCV [affd] template.
This situation is typical for many Oceanic languages. Evans (2003:77–78) gives
forms derived from this root for fourteen Oceanic languages, presented here as Table 52.
Eleven of these languages do not allow a prototypical transitive meaning ‗kill/cause to
die‘ for the cognate form of the root *mate or the root + (-C)-i form. These eleven
languages do, however, allow the indirect causative form with the causative prefix. This
would appear to be evidence that the culture in these language groups recognizes that an
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instigator can indirectly bring about death on another by performing an unspecified
harmful act, which then causes the death of the affected participant.
Table 52. Some Oceanic reflexes of POc *mate ‘die, be dead’ 38
Language
POc
Mangap-Mbula
Motu
Hoava

Gela
Tolo
Longgu

Lau

Kwaio

Arosi

N.E. Ambae
Boumaa Fijian
Wayan Fijian

38

Verb Stem
*mate
*pa[ka]-mate-metmeete
-pa-memeete
mase
ha-mase
mate
va-matemate-nimate
mate-a
mate
mate-a
mae
va'a-maemae-simae
mae-li
mae-si
mae
fa'a-maemae-rimae
ha'a-mae-si
mae-si
mate
vaka-mate
mate
va'a-matemate
vaka-mate

Gloss
die, be dead
cause to die, kill
about to die (of trees)
make unconscious
to die
cause to die, kill
be dead
kill
die from/of
unconscious, dead
kill, extinguish
die, be dead
extinguish, turn off
die, be dead
kill
to die of
die, be dead
kill, cause death of
to die of
die, be dead, comatose
cause to be dead
die as a result of
die
kill
die from; kill
die, be dead
make s.o./sth. die
die, be dead
make dead, kill
die, be dead
kill, put to death

Data for Table 52 is from Evans (2003:77–78), where East Futunan glosses were given in
French. I provide the English translation here.
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Samoan
East Futunan

mate
fa'a-mate
mate
faka-mate

die
kill(animal), put out (fire)
die
commit suicide/ be anesthetized/ hypnotize

Other languages such as Sa'a are even more conservative in that they allow
neither the (-C)-i direct causative for human participants (as in (328)) nor the indirect
causative prefix form for humans (as in (329)). To encode a caused human death in Sa'a
requires that the harmful act be specified, either as a serial verb construction as in (330),
or a periphrastic causative as in (331).
(328)

*Oto ramo
e
a
R.
mae-s-i=e
then warrior 3SG die-ACM-TR=3SG ART R.
*‗Then the warrior, he killed R.‘

(329)

*Oto ramo
e
a
R.
ha'a-mae-s-i=e
then warrior 3SG CAUS-die-ACM-TR=3SG ART R.
*‗Then the warrior, he killed R.‘

(330)

Oto ramo
e
a
R.
horo mae-s-i=e
then warrior 3SG slay die-ACM-TR=3SG ART R.
‗Then the warrior, he killed R.‘

(331)

Mo ramo
kire uu'i-e
aa=ni
heu huni-e ke mae.
PL warrior 3PL pelt-3SG PREP=3PL.POSS stone for-3SG IRR die
‗The warriors, they stoned him so he would die.‘
Sa'a does, however, allow an indirect causative with an inanimate or abstract

affected participant, as is shown in (332) with ha'amaesie ‗pay off, extinguish.‘
(332)

Poo ko ha'a-mae-s-i=e
mo haa'a.
pig RL.I CAUS-die-ACM-TR=3SG PL shell.money
‗The pig extinguishes the bride-price debt.‘
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A feature-based analysis can explain all the Tolo, Longgu, and Sa'a examples
without positing an innovation in development for one language that did not occur in its
near neighbors. The reflexes of *mate ‗die‘ can take two derivational paths, either as an
A-verb or O-verb, and the ability of the participants to instigate the event governs the
choice between the two, just as it did for Sa'a ta'e ‗rise/raise‘ with conscious and
unconscious participants in examples (160) to (162), section 4.4.
Evans (2003) cites several other verbs which similarly exhibit unexpected
cross-linguistic syntactic behavior. Many of these differences can likewise be explained
by distinguishing between prototypical agent-patient transitive verbs (Næss 2007) and
forms which have the [instg, affd] SCV [other] event structure template.
One of the other languages listed in Table 52 has forms of *mate ‗die‘ which
display an interesting morphological difference that may be related to the Sa'a meanings
of the thematic consonants. The data presented by Evans for Lau, another language of
Malaita island, includes two transitive derivations with -C-i for the root mae. Mae-s-i-e
‗die from/of‘ has the same meaning as for Sa'a and many other languages, but mae-l-i-e
means ‗kill‘. If the Lau consonant suffixes are cognate with Sa'a, the -l form would refer
to the extended view of the event, as it is in progress rather than after it is complete. This
focus on the progression of the event would be likely to include a view of who caused it,
so maelie very naturally fits with encoding an active external killer as a participant. This
contrasts with an event which focuses on the fact that a result has been accomplished,
indicated by the -s suffix. The telic result view with -s is more likely to encode an event
which happened with no obvious external instigator, so it looks back at the event as a
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whole and includes as the second participant the stimulus which brought about but did
not overtly cause the death. Here again, the semantic features behind the morphology
allow the prediction of what participants will be encoded and whether the event structure
template will be [instg, affd]

SCV

[other] or [instg]

SCV

[affd]. Further study in a wide

range of Oceanic languages is needed to explore the ability of these semantic features to
connect the morphology to the syntax for many more puzzling verbs and enable the
A-verb and O-verb classes to be defined by semantic parameters instead of leaving Aand O-verb behavior to be designated by the specification of verb classes in the lexicon.
5.4 Extending the feature-based event structure template model
My initial work with verbs of scalar and non-scalar change and the features
instigating and affected indicates that they could be useful tools in describing the A-verb
and O-verb behavior in languages well beyond the Oceanic subgroup. Levin and
Rappaport Hovav (1994) discuss the English causative alternation using a wide
assortment of examples to show that the semantic features which are relevant to
participation in the alternation are thus far not well understood. The causative alternation
consists of a pair of sentences, one of which is intransitive; the other is the corresponding
transitive form which adds a causing participant as subject. Examples (333) and (334)
show the alternation for the English verb break (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1994:36).
(333)

The vase broke.

(334)

Antonia broke the vase.
The feature-based event structure templates described in section 4.3 may have

predictive value in determining the syntactic behaviors of verbs in their intransitive and
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transitive forms, and thus may contribute to a better understanding of why the causative
form is only allowed for some verbs if they are paired with delimited predicates and/or
participants which are incapable of internal cause. The following examples using the
English verb run illustrate these issues.
In (335), ran is used as a non-scalar change verb with an [instg, affd]1 participant
as the subject. Example (336) follows the A-verb (unergative) pattern: affectedness is
transferred to a new participant in the transitive form, yielding [instg]1 NSCV [affd]2. Both
the dishwasher and the vacuum cleaner are acceptable as [affd] objects. Example (337)
shows a syntactic contrast which parallels a semantic difference between the two
appliances: the vacuum cleaner is less automatic than the dishwasher, so it is infelicitous
as an [instg, affd] intransitive subject. Yet the vacuum cleaner (as well as the dishwasher)
is acceptable in the middle voice construction in (338), which only requires an [affd]
subject.
(335)

I ran.

(336)

I ran the dishwasher/vacuum cleaner.

(337)

The dishwasher/*vacuum cleaner ran.

(338)

That dishwasher/vacuum cleaner runs like a dream.
The next pair of examples, (339) and (340), shows run in a scalar change

predicate including the delimiting phrase to the store. This means the transitive form in
(340) will now follow the O verb (unaccusative) pattern and form a causative by
transferring instigation to the new participant, yielding [instg]2 SCV [affd]1. This causative
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is not allowed with an object that is capable of instigation unless the goal phrase is
present, as shown by the unacceptability of (341). A resultative also counts as a goal
phrase, as in (342). Additionally, the causative without a goal is acceptable with an object
which is not normally capable of instigation, as (343) shows.
(339)

I ran to the store.

(340)

Dad ran me to the store.

(341)

*Dad ran me.

(342)

Dad ran me ragged.

(343)

Dad ran the store.
Further research is needed to extend these preliminary results to other semantic

domains which contain verbs that participate in the causative alternation, such as verbs of
sound and light emission and verbs of position.
The roles which I have categorized as [affd] and [other] are also worthy of further
study, especially with regards to ditransitive situations and the middle voice constructions
described in Appendix B. Næss (2007) has done a thorough job of considering the agent
and patient in terms of three crucial features, but her work is worthy of extension to better
differentiate between other roles such as goal, location, and measurer. It may be that the
addition of one or two more features which further define the endpoint of a state of affairs
would provide for distinctions to be made between the various types of [other] and [affd]
participants. The fact that theme and recipient roles are encoded with different suffix
sequences in Oceanic languages shows that the designation of [affd] for both is not robust
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enough to adequately differentiate between them. Likewise, stimuli and goals are both
[other] objects, but in the [instg, affd] (N)SCV [other] template they contrast with regard to
which verb type they co-occur with. These contrasting patterns imply that a further,
as-yet-undescribed feature is at work. It is possible that the extension of the framework to
include one or two further features would increase its explanatory power and allow for it
to be used as a more logically rigorous theoretical basis for argument structure studies
than the many variations of thematic role theory currently in common use.
5.5 Concluding remarks
This thesis set out to explore the factors which control the usage of the four verbal
suffix sequences, traditionally written in the literature as -Ci, -Ca, -Ca'i, and -Ca'ini and
the identity of the thematic consonant -C which may occur in each of them.
The semantic parameters which are involved in determining Sa'a verbal affixation
are instigation, affectedness, intentionality, telicity, durativity, and result. Using these
parameters I have proposed a semantic explanation for both the transitive suffix -i and the
various -C suffixes that initiate the four original suffixes being studied, which I
demonstrate should more properly be called suffix sequences. Other Oceanic researchers
may find similar explorations to be fruitful in explaining the argument structure and
verbal morphology in languages around the Pacific. Linguists beyond Oceania may find
that event structure templates which incorporate semantic features such as instigation and
affectedness can be helpful in exploring that component of a verb‘s meaning which
determines its argument structure.

Appendix A. Person-number markers and grammatical relations
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Appendix A. Person-number markers and grammatical relations
What bears the ‗subject‘ grammatical relations in Sa'a—is it the preverbal lexical
noun phrase or the preverbal pronoun? And what bears the ‗object‘ grammatical relation?
Is it the object clitic on the end of the verb, or is it the postverbal lexical noun phrase? In
a direct possessive construction, is the possessive clitic or the following noun phrase the
possessor?
To help answer these questions, I have developed the following table which
shows the noun phrase and clitic combinations that can and cannot co-occur. I indicate
my analysis of which unit bears the grammatical relation by bolding it.
A noun phrase that is not marked as lex or pro can be either one or the other or
both together.
Third person singular instances in the subject column are complicated by the
existence of null morphemes. Third person singular subjects are indicated by the null
subject marker (Ø) whenever the TAM is not realis perfective, and realis perfective TAM
is indicated by a null TAM marker (Ø), which occurs with the pronoun e in third person
singular. Examples which encode these two situations must be considered in pairs.
My major point is that this is not an agreement system because when a lexical
noun phrase and a clitic co-occur contiguously within the clause, they cannot ever agree
in both number and person if there is any alternative. They are not allowed to be
completely redundant in both features except in the case of third person singular, which
has no other possible alternative, and third person plural when the action or possession is
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specifically individuated. Otherwise redundancy is only allowed if the noun phrase is
outside the clause border, as in a topic.
The discussion points below are coordinated with cells in the table which follows.
Numbered circles to the left of the table indicate that the associated discussion has
relevance to the entire line of the table (the cells under all three column headers: subject,
object, and possessor). Numbered circles to the right of the table indicate that the
associated discussion is relevant only to the cells under the object and possessor column
headers.


The cells that are marked with a  represent clauses or phrases having 1st or 2nd
person participants and a coreferential 3rd person lexical noun phrase. Such
combinations allow a 3rd person lexical noun phrase to explain the nature of the 1st
or 2nd person participant. For the singular participants, the third person noun
phrase might be the person‘s title which gives him the authority to do or say
something, as in ‗I the chief of this village…‘. For plural participants, the lexical
noun phrase explains the identity of the group even though one or more of the
members are acting as either speaker(s) or hearer(s). This is functionally
equivalent to English expressions such as ‗we mothers‘ or ‗you kids‘. Control
relations may be demonstrated in sentences which have subjectless relative
clauses that include reflexive pronouns as in (344). When a third person lexical
noun phrase occurs with a 1st or 2nd person plural subject pronoun in a control
construction, the reflexive pronoun refers to the 1st or 2nd person party, not the 3rd
person explanatory noun phrase, giving evidence that the subject pronouns/clitics
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bear the grammatical relation. Example (344) shows that the subject grammatical
relation is born by melu ‗first person paucal exclusive‘, not mo keni ‗the women‘.
Other examples would be closely parallel to this one.
(344)



Mo keni
ko lo'onga'i huni esu-i=e
nume maara-meelu.
melu
PL woman 1PAU.EX RL.I think
to make-TR=3SG house self-1PAU.EX
‗The women, we are planning to build a house ourselves.‘
The lines that are marked with a  represent clauses or phrases in which
same-number pronouns and coreferential noun phrases cannot co-occur in objects
and possessives. Similar combinations in subjects do occur because the noun
phrase is outside the clause as the topic, leaving the subject pronoun to bear the
subject grammatical relation.



The cells that are marked with a  contain constructions for which I suggest that
the clitic again bears the grammatical relation, though the evidence is fairly even
on both sides of the question. The primary argument in favor of this analysis is the
uniformity of having the clitics always bear the grammatical relations rather than
having a mixed analysis (like what Lichtenberk (2008) posits for To'aba'ita)
which sometimes places the grammatical relations on the clitics and other times
on the noun phrases.



The lines which are marked with a  contain the constructions which are the
most difficult to analyze, as both singular and plural pronouns and clitics are
allowed to occur with plural lexical noun phrases. When there is a definite
contrast in minimal pairs between a singular and a plural pronoun or clitic, the
meaning difference is that the singular represents corporate action, affectedness or
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possession, and the plural represents individuated action, affectedness, or
possession. There is a preference for plural subject pronouns in main clauses, but
singular subject pronouns are preferred in restrictive relative clauses. For objects
and possessors, the singular forms are preferred. Yet our corpus contains
examples which show the pronouns either in free variation or being used without
careful attention paid to corporate or individuated senses. More study is needed to
determine if third person plural constructions are indeed as flexible as they
occasionally appear. As for which construction bears the grammatical relation,
because the pronominals sometimes bear the load of differentiating between
corporate and individuated senses, and also for uniformity of the analysis, I
suggest that the grammatical relation is born by the subject pronouns, object
clitics, and possessive clitics.
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Table 53. Person-number markers and grammatical relations

Appendix B. Infrequent clause templates
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Appendix B. Infrequent clause templates
This appendix addresses the shaded event structure templates from Table 26
repeated here as Table 54 (with added row numbers for the templates under
consideration). These infrequently occurring templates constitute a side issue from the
main topic of this thesis, and dealing with them in an appendix allows the discussion of
the more commonly occurring templates to proceed without interruption to the body of
the thesis.
Table 54. Infrequent clause templates
Subject
1
Syntactically
intransitive
clauses

2

3
4

5
Syntactically
transitive
clauses

6

7
8

[instg]
[instg]
[affd]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[other]
[instg]
[instg]
[instg]
[instg]
[affd]
[affd]
[instg, affd]
[instg, affd]
[other]
[other]

Verb

Object

SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV
SCV
NSCV

[affd]
[affd]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]
[other]

The eight templates to be considered are repeated in Table 55, but are rearranged
to group them in pairs that are more beneficial to consider together. Of these eight
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templates, two are not instantiated in any non-trivial way in Sa'a. The other six group
together as an entirely different construction type.
Table 55. Infrequent clause templates grouped by similarities
[instg] SCV

[affd] NSCV

[other] SCV

[other] NSCV

[instg] SCV [other]

[affd] NSCV [other]

[other] SCV [other]

[other] NSCV [other]

The two templates which are represented only trivially are those in the first
column of the table, having instigating subjects and scalar change verbs.
[instg] SCV
[instg] SCV [other]
There are Sa'a clauses which are technically instances of the first of these
templates, but they are really more similar to prototypical transitives of the commonly
occurring [instg]

SCV

[affd] type treated in the main body of this thesis. Example (345)

below shows a prototypical transitive with the [instg]

SCV

[affd] template, and (346) and

(347) show clauses which are semantically very similar but which do not encode the
affected participant as a true object.
(345)

E
hono=a
maa=na nume.
3SG close=3SG door=3SG house
‗He closed the door of the house.‘

(346)

Mo ka~kali-h-e
ko hono maa suli
rodo.
PL RDP~go.around-INT-NR RL.I close door follow dark
‗The guards close the doors every night.‘
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(347)

E
hono lau~leu
aa=na
maa=na
nume.
3SG close RDP~snatch PREP=3SG.POSS door=3SG.POSS house
‗He quickly closed the door of the house.‘
Sentence (346) is an example of an indefinite object construction, with no object

clitic, yet having an affected participant incorporated into the verb phrase, yielding a
syntactically intransitive clause which follows the [instg]

SCV

template. Likewise,

example (347) shows an intransitive with an affected participant, but this time it is
demoted to an oblique because an intervening adverb is more salient. These alternate
encodings of the same affected participant are better analyzed as alterations of a
prototypical transitive clause rather than as fundamentally different clause types.
The two clause templates with instigating subject paired with a scalar change verb
are repeated below with English examples of the intransitive in (348) and the transitive in
(349).
[instg] SCV
(348)

I cleaned on Tuesday.

[instg] SCV [other]
(349)

I cleaned my way around the room.

In (348) there is no object encoded in the clause. The affected participant in the
state of affairs would be the item or place which the speaker cleaned, but it is not
mentioned in the clause. Likewise, in (349) the direct object ‗my way‘ is not the item
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cleaned, but rather encodes the direction or path of the cleaning, so it is an [other]
participant.
Unlike English, Sa'a does not allow constructions of this type. If a separate
affected participant is not mentioned somewhere in the clause, the affectedness reverts to
the subject participant, yielding either an ungrammatical construction or a different
participant type. Example (350), for instance, cannot mean that a person closed
something quickly. It can only mean that something like a door closed itself quickly, in
which case the subject is [instg, affd].
(350)

E
hono lau~leu.
3SG close RDP~snatch
‗It shut quickly.‘ *‗He shut quickly.‘
The nonexistence of clauses of this type in Sa'a highlights the close semantic link

between scalar change verbs and affected participants. Sa'a scalar change verbs must
have an affected participant in the clause somewhere, even if it is not a term argument. A
similar semantic link exists between instigating participants and non-scalar change verbs,
since non-scalar change verbs are primarily concerned with what the instigator does
(Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2010:28–33). Thus one might naturally expect that clauses of
the opposite combination of affected subject with non-scalar change verb might also not
exist in Sa'a. Yet this is not so, for there are examples of this in both English and Sa'a. In
the absence of an instigating subject, an affected participant may be encoded as the
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subject of a non-scalar change verb. This yields a clause type which is especially
interesting, as illustrated in (351) through (353).
[affd] NSCV
(351)

This bread cuts easily.

(352)

This coffee tastes lousy.

(353)

Kumara
ngeena e
ngau kohi.
sweet.potato DEM
3SG eat good
‗That sweet potato tastes good.‘
Examples (351) through (353) are all instances of what is called the middle

construction. Middles get their name from being somewhere in the middle between active
and passive voice. Syntactically the construction looks like active voice because the verb
is the form that is expected for an actor subject, but semantically it is like a passive in that
the subject is the patient, not the actor. The affected subject sets the reader up to expect a
scalar change verb, so the non-scalar change verb which occurs is interpreted with a
scalar change flavor because of the semantic expectation initiated by the subject.
In English the construction can be modified slightly to have a syntactic [other]
object rather than a qualitative modifier, yielding constructions with another of the
infrequent template types. An English example of this can be seen in (354), but I have not
encountered any Sa'a examples of middles with [other] objects.
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[affd] NSCV [other]
(354)

This coffee tastes the way I like it.

Similar middle constructions can be found in clauses whose subjects would also
be classed as [other]. These [other] subjects are counter-intuitive no matter what type of
verb follows, as they cannot instigate like the actor subject expected with a non-scalar
change verb, and they are not affected like the patient subject expected with a scalar
change verb. The mismatch between expected and actual subject is what qualifies them to
be middles. Examples (355) through (358) show English and Sa'a intransitive middle
constructions using both scalar and non-scalar change verbs.
[other] NSCV
(355)

The house looks nice.

(356)

Nume ngeena e
lio kohi.
house DEM
3SG look good
‗That house looks good.‘

[other] SCV
(357)

The song sounds good.

(358)

Kana-ng-a e
rongo aasa'a.
sing-EV-NR 3SG hear difficult
‗The song sounds hard [to sing].‘
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The last two of the infrequently used templates are also middle constructions,
transitives with [other] participants as both subject and object, as shown in (359) through
(361). For these templates I again only have English examples.
[other] NSCV [other]
(359)

Your room looks a mess.

[other] SCV [other]
(360)

It sounds a good idea.

(361) This sounds a daft question.

(Bentham 2003:69)
(Buckingham & Saunders 2004:44)

The examples in (360) and (361) come from the works of British authors in
publications from the United Kingdom and may be of questionable acceptability to
speakers of American English.
Examples (351) through (361), representing these last six templates, are all
middle constructions. It is well known that English constructions of this type cannot
occur without the descriptive material following the verb, and this is also the case in Sa'a,
although the exact nature of the modifier can vary. In English it is most often adverbial,
but a few noun phrase examples may occur. In Sa'a the modifier is usually a serial verb.
In the clauses with non-scalar change verbs, the extra material changes the clause so that
as a whole it encodes a scalar change, with the verbal activity (e.g. cutting, eating, or
sounding) being measured along a scale of easy/hard or good/bad. Further study is
needed to see if these nonstandard clause templates are valid for middle constructions
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cross-linguistically. It may be that there are semantic parameters that govern which verbs
may participate in such constructions. The nature of the added measuring material is also
worthy of later exploration, as this is not the only construction for which the inclusion of
a measure seems to make a syntactic difference.
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